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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME II - 04/29/2016 

Page 366 
1 (Exhibit 82 was marked for 

2 identification.) 

3 THE WITNESS: Yes, I remember this. 

4 BY MR. KRUM: 

5 Q. You recognize Exhibit 82? 

6 A. Yes. 

7 Q. This is an email exchange you had with 

8 Mr. Kane on May 18 and 19? 

9 A. Yes. 

10 Q. During the telephone conversation you had 

11 with him on May -- Sunday or Monday, May 17 or 18, 

12 did the two of you discuss other motions? 

13 A. Evidently not. 

14 Q. What was your understanding as of the 

15 date of -- as of May 18 and 19, what the other 

16 motions were or might be? 

17 A. Well, there were like two other motions. 

18 One was the removal of Jim Junior as CEO and 

19 president. Another motion -- there were three 

20 motions. One of them was to -- if you remove the 

21 CEO, you have to appoint an interim CEO. And there 

22 was a third motion which, I apologize, for the life 

23 of me, I can't remember what it is. There must be 

24 a board agenda or something with those items. 

25 Q. The subject of interim CEO, where did 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
www.litigationservices.com 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME II - 04/29/2016 

Page 367 
1 that stand as of May 19th? 

2 A. Ellen, Margaret and Ed and Doug McEachern 

3 were of the opinion, yes, on an interim basis. 

4 Q. Yes what? 

5 A. Yes to Guy Adams being the interim CEO on 

6 a short-term basis. 

7 Q. What about Ed Kane? 

8 A. As interim? 

9 Q. Okay. I'm sorry. 

10 So how did you know that each of Ellen, 

11 Margaret, Ed Kane and Doug McEachern were agreeable 

12 to you being appointed CEO on an interim -- interim 

13 CEO or a short-term basis? 

14 MR. TAYBACK: Objection to the extent it's 

15 asked and answered. 

16 You can answer. 

17 THE WITNESS: My recollection -- and I can't 

18 remember if it was Ellen or Ed Kane -- one of them 

19 told me and I followed up with a phone call to Doug 

20 McEachern to confirm it. So that's how I knew. 

21 BY MR. KRUM: 

22 Q. Okay. When did you have the follow-up 

23 phone call with Doug McEachern? 

24 A. Help me -- what was the date of the 

25 meeting, that meeting? We're up to May 19. What 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
www.1itigationservices.com 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME II - 04/29/2016 

Page 378 
1 A. No. 

2 Q. Did you have a practice of sitting down 

3 and chatting with Ellen when you were in the 

4 office? 

5 A. Yes, when she'd come in my office. 

6 Q. So directing your attention to those 

7 three or four conversations when you were in RDI's 

8 offices and you spoke to Ellen about the status of 

9 the CEO search, doing them sequentially, if you're 

10 able to do so, who said what in the first 

11 conversation? 

12 A. That's a real test of my memory but I'll 

13 try. 

14 I remember when she was -- we talked 

15 about how we were paying for it and there was like 

16 a psychological profile they would do in addition. 

17 Since we weren't hiring the real estate guy, there 

18 was some things about the financial arrangement 

19 there. And she told me about that. That was one 

20 conversation, probably one of the earlier ones. 

21 Then the -- I had another conversation 

22 with her about the candidates that were -- the 

23 resumes that were coming in, and she commented to 

24 me about the, quote, Some of them want more than a 

25 million dollars. 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME II - 04/29/2016 

1 
Page 379 

And then maybe the third conversation we 

2 had about it was, I'm not on the committee, it's 

3 not my business, but I gave her my thoughts about 

4 it, as I mentioned yesterday in my testimony, that 

5 the only concern I had was the person we get would 

6 be with us for a while and not just looking to make 

7 a notch on his belt, come aboard -- for example, 

8 come aboard, stay for a year or two, sell an asset, 

9 do something to jazz the stock up and then he would 

10 leave and go to a bigger company; we'd be his 

11 training ground. 

12 And I just suggested to her that she look 

13 for a candidate who would have longevity of these 

14 candidates that she was looking at. When I had 

15 that conversation, I had no notion she was putting 

16 her name in the hat at the time. That was the last 

17 conversation I had with her. 

18 I'm sorry. Then a period of time, which 

19 I don't remember, went by and she says, You know, 

20 I'm looking at these people and I think I can do 

21 the job. I want to put my name in the hat. 

22 I said, Well, you can't be on the 

23 committee if you do that. She says, Yeah, I'm 

24 going to resign. I said, Okay, it's up to the 

25 committee. 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME II - 04/29/2016 

Page 544 
1 CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER 

2 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

3 )SS: 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES ) 

4 

5 I, Lori Raye, a duly commissioned and 

6 licensed court reporter for the State of 

7 California, do hereby certify: 

8 That I reported the taking of the deposition 

9 of the witness, GUY ADAMS, commenclng on Friday, 

10 April 29, 2016 at 9:10 a.m.; 

11 That prior to being examined, the witness was, 

12 by me, placed under oath to testify to the truth; 

13 that said deposition was taken down by me 

14 stenographically and thereafter transcribed; 

15 that said deposition lS a complete, true and 

16 accurate transcription of said stenographic notes. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I further certify that I am not a relative or 

an employee of any party to said action, nor in 

anywise interested in the outcome thereof; that a 

request has been made to review the transcript. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto 

subscrihed my name thenc ~~ ~016. 
LORI RAYE 
CSR No. 7052 
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:'::;:;<:h.:~n:~·:(· C,:~rbB~~~:;$<:)~ f~~5 }\.ng~~~;~ ~~} }{.~~:) ~~~~:; ~,:!:> :(~<.'~.no~> 3:~:~~::,:S ~)f V~)h,::g ::;~-~-~'d'~ :$~~::<d ~::p.~;,:, -:h~:' ~:.~(~~.:'~'::}< '.>f ~h(: 
r\~~~~<: <l ~r~·~~:)(~~~ {>r>~.~~:r~'~. ~r~ ':~:'~:-P>;{~~ Vm5.~~g S~{K:k 

~.::--~"- ~X>~'-:':'''_:~ h: d::':F~-~:-;~: ,)f ~F~·~:(:~. U~(: ~h~~X~$~'~i~m ~3( ;h,~ J~~:~,~:; h>.' t~!~~ :~~,~~X~E~:'~~~ r·;~~.;~;~~n. 
(>::~~~"'f an.;~ ~·h. r:g,:).,{\::{k":"h:~,,:·<,~ ~<p:~r~ddy ~~kd .;, '~)<:h:>d~~k' -~ ~~.: (~.(: ~h{: d,~::~~: hU~~~~~ 

,',:. , " •... : 

r~).,~,~p~ ~i~. d-<~.<.~~~:K.~d ~F ~!'-~B: 3-. ~~~:'";_::~ ,.~ <::~H;"~ h~~i:': .;::.. i~)~:: r~.';~l:{:<·3.~_~ig .p.~ .... (~,)~:: .h;$::;_ ~':<i' '-·.~::'~~f~~~-h. ~n"r~~~~g~':a~-:::n~~:. 

::~H'ih~r~~~~~:d~i;~~~: (:-~ ~:,~:!~:ti\)~~:t:.~p:; {k:r.~~~ ~::: ,~~~j::,"f\~':~;(~ '-'.'Hh .:~::~> ~>,~.:::;.<~~~ ~: .... ~H~ n>sp:::~'~: :~j ;::~y '\Y~:i~~~:~ ~':~~;,B~:k::: (:{ ~~K: 

3<~.:~{i ';)f ':'~~A~(:n ~::fr~~~~g:~~:B\::n~s:. P(f(-:;' .;>r :.,,:'~~n::. gd.;::;~nt(:<:s ,'~~f pt~~nE:. dh·i').k)~~ <:;f pr~:;fh$ ,~r h;~;::;,~~:- {:·r th~:: g~:;,:~_n~~ <~~: 
, ,'..; . ,. 

~~d~.n:·:{H<!.~~~g lj~. r~){:-"~:::\ 
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,'\{~¢r ~-~~~~~,)~~~~~.~~~:;~ i~~:~(~~~-y ~~Bd_ ~,'} ~h,~ ~~~:~i ~:,i" m~' ~:::~~:;'~rr~~~j~~,~ ;~~~d t'S.;,~h(:{ th~' ~_~_~~d<;r::;·~f~K~~~ :::~::-~~.~~k,:::; ~rk~~ ~~X~ 

h~~~-~n~~~~~~,:>::~ ~,~~ ~~~~1~:, ~n ~h$-:,; ~.~~~~t::H~,~n~ ~~ ~iH'~ . .... ':<m}~_;t{~~,~ m~;d (:(;;~r~:<-t 

rh:: ::.:.:./ \1 ~~:~~~;::}~~~ ~. ~ \H<~ ... 
:\~~H~' \o~~~~~'~:~<~ (\~~-~~:~ 

-~ °hk - (> ~., rn~\~~:<: 
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From~ 

~t: 

To: 
Ct: 

Subject~ 

Tim :;tOt~ ·:tim$tOt~y@pfole~.ro.fil;' 
Tuesday. M<l}' 19 .. 2015 7;30 PM 
K<lM.: Gould s;n 
Guy Adam,,: C<;)tter fJlen; CQtt~r Maf9(1t'{~t: (utlet H,Jame$; Mdath~m Duug (lJ$· 
Rotired) 
RE: Thi.ltsday boatd 1)~M9 

My aP<'SIQgles, for my ckllaY:!1 re~pon$e·· I have been travclling, (And my apologies in <~d"ilm;e for is lengthy commef\t!) 

! <un smpris.d bv the tOtll:' <md possihle lmp*ic>lti.om.»f tni!'> email. ! think we need t() take hftl~ tQ (:<C'uefully W{lsiQer the 
lega! position and our dear dvti(~s ilS direct(lr~. 

My ulloorstancling was that this lhuf$day we wINe to hM;~ ;) meeting of the lndel~ndent directors to h~ar fmm the em 
i!~, 1'0 pmgf~~$$., ilnd i!1$n Imrn earh <If the Cnlt(>f~; s~parilh4\i $~) Ih!W GHI eliipn~% Hwlr vi(:wS tc) ll~ (! (ltn tInt ~lm' in whM! 

(:,lpadty/on what basI!.· this i$ beIng done, but I h'M~ n(i obil<~tion to Iwatjl1f~ from P«lple). I was. ,11!'>!) to ma~:~ som~ 
(:lm\IYIMt?>, ;3$ r~<luesteu whi~n ! w~s '<lppointM to Uw i!)depwl<kmt (<.lmmitt.ee {<ll'ld following OfIlfom my prior 
nnH1'lent~ ,)rid my brief Nl1<iil~; f~p(lttjng prugH~%). All tlli$ to k.~p the in~lP«ndt.'f)t tx);:lfd mmnhNS iflf()rnwd (1~;·W the 

wnent pos.ition, «nu f*,rh~lps/likely in WI~IHrati()n for a h.l!thN mvi~~w of th!~ po~iti(Jn, 

6wt I h'IYe he;)rcl (rOf'fl mil G(l~!d th.1t it may be th;)t S~im~)ne wHI propO~i? a f~~olutlon Of) lhufsd«y morning that tht?: 
no be femov~d fr{in'l office with imfnediat~! eft~~ct. I h;we just $e!lni'ln agl:'oda fm the mt~etlng . whHt~ prep>l(ing this 
note at about 1130 ;~t'n ... <ino thi~tliimp*y hw> ilfl <Igentb item <w~!.iont'tj "St;~t!JS 01' cro ,uld f'm>;iulmti.'}, »lhNWh~~ I h';l<ffl 

not heard directly from anyone il) this regard .. 

With rl\'$pect, I think as directors we need to enstlre we ilfll acting in .1Il <Ippmpriate ttlanm~r> follOWing an appropriate 
P(}Ut. I h<llle til) doabt what~¥er W<l\' .all trn~ l~Jm!> oot litig<ltitm will Uke~ etlS\lfe so we ~hoold be very o:mcemed;)bout 
the marmer *fl which we act. 

As dirert(lfs. we h«ve to an properly~' with dem~~ratioll and re,l?>on _. we can't act aroitr<lrtlv, capaCiouslV etc. roo wllt 
fN:afl WE~ also f~wlv!Xl/n!>~t)nfktned some months ago that we would aU actin a«(lfd with b(',$t gO\fcrnnn<:.e 
prif)Cip!~s. All this i!flpt)~s duti!?s on us as directors; as dimctms we can't just: do what;) $l-mWhOld& asks ... Of dt) what 
WI? think ilsh<treh('ader rn.ight W3fll (not to metltioo that i!t llie ftlOment lh~Ne tem .. ins signific<lnt l..iti,ert<liol:,< <l!> tu the 
(ultimate) identity of $om(!~h;:)reh()lder!>l 

!f we <Ire to hx~ at the positi»o of the (ro and wl)(!the( he $Iwuld l:so mmovcd,tiwl) Wf:.\ ~hl)illd dQ &0 propNly ." with 
PfO~( noti~~. Mving. I:ImefmiMd the b.tisi§ Oil whiCh w~ate (:Of)(/uttirig this review lpfp.stim~hly b;~~® (lfl hi~ 
pe;ionnimce t() date <is C[O} ;)IW following due enQl.lifY, We should <ll:>o tal<.~ into ~CWlil1t the implications for t.he 
rOttlp.sny-m'ltl th;}t I think wtm!cllnd$jdt~ >l deilf view il$ t() M~ >lIlNfl.ltlW W{I'I Wtwi!rd. 

W£l atw f)C~ to look at th£l proper way to t(induct thh fe-vicw. My rcroll(?ctiQfI i~ Shilt W~ h;)"'E! previou!.lv re~ol~d that 
the removal of any Cotter needs to be tlf>prove-d by a majority of the ind£lpendent dkt?cWr!'-, ~) pr~~lJrtlably this may l'IOt 

tm <1 full board I$$t;'e, 

I thint the ~we may be further wmplkatcd ()$ when we talked to the em in Apri! {I Olink) wE~adyi~d the em Wf! <il! 
agreed that the cl)ftlmittee approam was $hort term and said thntwt~ woulcllook to review his progress;)s CEO Il'lJune 
;)r)q at whid~ ~mt we wl)tlld t'II;~llmt~~ nnw he and 1m> tamp.mv Wim~ pNfofn1ing. ,mo wh;)t OllWf st~~p~ may IlNld to be 

takM. 

1 
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~f~ ~U~·: V~~~).~" Wf? n~~'~d ~(3 ..:':-~~) ~-:;(,'~)' ~'H·.fX<":~":',~)'l:":( ~.'.;.1r. l.·',',~"."-~· .. "n)~{~ ~"(' ., ~.M.··"·~f·~l.;:~ l~~'t~~ t·".' ".h~· r ....... ;:*~"·~ qf ':~. :,",' .':-;.'''.,,';'':';'~'':1:.*'l, ~,·,,,:~ .. ~':-,:.).r-.A~ ~ .. ;.'.', " .•.. ~~.' }o ~ ~'''''t- ' ....... ",{, .. ;:-. .. ~~'.)~,.:-~~ .. _-.;.}:-.~_-':,._ ... _, ','.".',': ,"'.'." ..... ' .•. \..X ......... , ..... ~ <., '}X 

ShtR~h~- h~~ <~~{:,,:<~r h~'~\~~~::~n u:s ~:$ tt.1:· th~~ ~J(~~mr :~)H)t~~·th*n~· w .2~nd ~ H~~r~}.; ~~~V~~f} th·~~ ~~~~f~Oft{)~~~~": ~rl t~~~ '~$'s~~e:; "" .. ~)t~d ~'}~~r 
dilkdng 'i,>iI~W~ ~m W';X:Ni~~f~' " W~ ~<h~)ald w~t .ind!:~p!~mj~~nt !~i;:.~d;:)d\lic~ h'l)i~' l\j~,ll,~$ tk) hl)w W pf,~n!k>ci. 

Th~~( ~!~ ~ ~r~~}U_(,:~t (..)f ~~f~~~Hl(:'{: f for i.~n~~ clt~~~":~ ~<t(;$nt. t~J t<~K{~ p~nt ~~). .~~ k~)~"~~()n::~~) t~~~_.~ft ~,t<r \'\;oh:.:lf: :t!~j~ht NP~::2l:f- t~,) h~~ (~ k;)~~~,~n:~~~ 
.... ~~~{. H't ~ 
·.,V, ,-" .,'. 

,.~.~) b~~ d~::~~r~ n::~.; frw~r~~rn h~~f~~ ~~ ~V~~ ~~t:t \~i~th ~~s~>rn:~Pf~~~t~ P:'t.~~~dut~~~ lt~!~ ~'fH~~~it~( nf ~h~~ ~n~tt~H' (w'h~th~~f ~,h~~' C~'(J ~J~(~~dd 

h~~ f~{·H(:,).,:~d:- * -~'$~,~n:~~,~ ~.(~ ,{~ §:~~~~~n~~:~~ b~~¥': t~ b~ t::~~n-:;:h:'k~f~~d :;.~~~:~h ~:an~ .v. (~~~d t>B~' ,con~juded {~~~~~\s.:~n~ ~~n ~)Pp{(~~pd~~t~ 

~)rHr~x~)Jr$~_~ 

()f C(~'~f$~~ ~ an'~ not ~~ u::; n~st~v~~ $~) P~~'~~~p:s ~,Ot~~~'? ~>f n'ly ~r:~)..~,:::; n1,~~r' t~~ tcH- ~"~V v. pf:'rh~J:F::; l~~~t {~~~dd ~)~:: i~n ~~;)~p~~r~~::-ncfd US 
~~·:.:~f-p<~ns~:-t~ ~:;}~:d h~~~~::d ~*(1' .. {~:-s:,~~r ~;·.:~f~ ,~:::($n,}ff:~~nt~ 

'C(';~ i~dm'fs~:, <~ut:: CoH,~::" f~~:~~~r~~ ~))~:~~:~f ~1{:~rt;.~n~t,: CHt~:~{ ,~t\ J~~n~-}~-:~~ ~~·k':E.~5$~h~~·rn f)D~,~~ ~HS .. ~~\:,~k~~d~~ rh~~ S~:(~::rF~~ 

$u~k'tt: ~ hl,W>i:by bfl<ln'l ~~);~~tif:~~ 

"') t,,,, 
~"' ' ~ ... },x, 

t~-~f"~~)f(~' th~~' 1 Jj)() ;.{\~«~ BO:.?~td nH~~:l~ng ~~(.h~~dt~~~-d by tht~ (hah"}~~fS(}n. \~i,~':. ~:~n~ <.sH hfH~.: ~~\~~,;~(~~ '~)f ~:h{2~ tt:pk::~ 
di~cw;~~ld ;~nd t!wn~ i* nothing t~, b~l kP:{,Nl by h':l~hing H'!~~m ()v~~r b~f~)n~ ttl!>: B<),:n~ nw(\{ing .;:md th~lfl 

,lg,lin ,It tlw t'$nanJ it:"'!~t1;'\g.. $(:li~'ie d th~, itl:')li); ¥e !.>!Nli}\Jsl.., {oot{lntinns ,md noth1ng (,11) l~· g<iln~\d by douhf~\ 
"~)::~$O~~$:f~~. \i·.l~~ ,~r~~ :3H ~)dt~h:s ,"" J ~{~;~;~.H~·H~ ow :s<'~ k~r~~ ,R~~t dght tn ~'h*~: n'H~j~)r h}§:".~~~, H:- :~lter th~~ l<:~n:1a~ BO~1'rd 

~~~~~~)~k~"".'- (:-~H f~:~~:: )~.tt." ~h~~"~k~ h.:~~"p -~~ ~y~~'~th::l'~ of th~~ ';·h'~<d~~~>.:-:n~,'i.::~nts:':" i '~,,=~n~ nt~:t h~) ~}!$,(~~~)~,{::d t~) ~~:tx~\:.'.;~n~.'.~ :lnd . ',.' " ',-", '~.r~..r- 1 .. ".... ,' .• , '.", , " .. , .,- ". ,~, ,~ ... -.;; .;>, ~ , , -, . 

. , 
,~ 
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I 
I 
I 

r 

! 

I 
1 

Mt1%ii~(> 

ft'O~): 

~nt: 

Tt): 

Suu,!ett: 

Ffitt; 

H' "H' 
GouM. \>'I'iHiam O. IWGP;jld@tf!)~'~ou!d.",oml 

5{20/1lJ1S 4:$4;07 PM 
Tim :'.wrfY !tim.sJomy@pfQtEl~.w.Atl 
fW; A~'(mQ,,· tlfmrd ()f I)k~~l;('!:.'~ M!.>e{ltl~., M<)¥ 11., 1015 

follow up 

F«)m, Ka,'!e frf\alItO~~I~~fvr.tom:l 

Sent~ TU5day, May 19" 2D1S $;21 Hi 
To~ Gould. Witham P. 
Subject: Re: Ag~mta . So<ln:1 or tljtectOtl~ Meeting' t>WY 21,2015 

III 1111 111111'-' 

/.\0$ of MW afla <llt(>f YO\lf (\$·t<mt$:olng and ridiculolJ!> a:ss~~ftkm ~lwt Marg:ar&t co~t thl~ WITlp<ln'Y' $2f}mHlh,:}fl ! W~ fl() 

n~<l!>~)f) t(l rtl~~~~t. I iNflk you h.iV~~ $;.{~!f '$fiolnhN ,md self «pr~l)lnt!~d yom:self <lSi &t~m~ hncl d' ~mf'i.on ki ch.*rg~~ of Hw $!>' 

t.~Uf?d indllp~m:hmt commit.tl.~ .• md in my opinloll Y(3l1 M~ cert:iiit\!\,' ~1nt lnd~ip~md(>!'lt. ! know full w(>11 that (\::::{lIJP!~ of 

Y~~~f~ <lG<$ Jirn ():IUef hitd dlf!mH' wHh \">hl to iNil(:'V~~ \,'OJ) fwm tlw Board ;.~nd loki you W~~ ~d ~o '\wt 't-O\Jl'IgM"; th~t Y<N 

$~llj AI wa~ ,)k!N thm. ~'ov <1m! Jim Wi):." (;(\'l~ht .md ~h~~n h~1mif);)t~d .N. YOIJ know tN~ al>a !~lWW thb imd w(> both kllO\\" 

ttmt if J~mc(!~ld ti~,~ ;)gain he would likeiy through vow O!,!t the 9th floor windm.>o" Ht~tHh~f Il)tend'td I();f ym.l to IMve this 

~;ifHt Of i~!'\Y I<.i(\((. I)f iNthmjtv· yo~~ n.IV~ !j~~~l(qtN~ hiSi nwmmy ,md you ;)(~ not th(~ Sill (wlJid I bww kt $tl 11'~ :my )<'!~,~f" 

t\:)\J fM\'e htx:(~m~ ,)0 embiln·i~~.m1!mtw ;)ll. The di~ ;$ c;~st iW>d W~ will m~.'~t ,1S: a full Board atldif y-s>u d-S>I'l't !lk~ it dnfl't 

~how up,. 

All: 
Tim and j .u~ ~x~na.mally J~~utst!ng, this mt;~(lting (~nh(l independent dhoctvr" bef~)rc the t('nn~J 

m<.)~~iing. \vc fet~ llmt tk itld(?p~mknl dht~d(lr!~ mt~ht fil{~~ pfmsihk chum" fo!" bl'~-ildl d' dUlY ~f!he HO;)Hll~tkc~ 
aCIHm witlH>tlll\)Howing ~ pnx;cSll d~~igtl(!d (I itJ"1If~ that dlt' BOllrd m~mbers navepnsperty f\dml~llhdr 
t1dudary dutkll. 

\\;. ~ \votdJ not he adclrCliSiul"t the ltll':r! t$ ~)f dw nctkm sdl!::xluk!4 W beti1hm but mther tiw proce:;:; tv be 
*<)lkiw'(~j in f:el:lt~lilng n dt:~d~i()n to l~ke~llch aclhm. ,. 

AtSt) w'e would lik(~ to di!>Cu~", .. a pn~p~)sa;1 \\'hkh might be<tcceptabl(~ h) all pllrtk:K 
t \ ... ·<.mld find it qtii!(' sW'jJos:ing and disappointing iflile other Indcpemicnt din.!ctOfs 'would refu5C our 

p(~].omtl requ\:':~t t~) $lW(~t privatefy 
am 

10
·· , 

...... • .....•......... ~rr()V(kRlk! 
.' ..": .. '_ ........................ ';,to .;..;~. '., .. ::: .. ~ ... ' .. ~,,:~~~ ...".:: ."' ... ~ .. ~.:-:;,: ~~. 
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~(l!,!,\P..~~!t!,),y~,~~,~ 
Trtl't-C'<>~l(! 1";;; 
11;:()lC~mury />~!"k t:ast, SUit~ If>OO 
WlS A:~~~s, CA. wGl>}-nt.; 
~,,~!:Q.'f.®Mltts;Jut! 

T'illt A#vl<:e I)i~tmet: f'4l'f fj,\d~tljl t<ll( "cl~'lce ("H\t'''',)~d .!> th'~ ~~~>nm,,!>~~ti!>!> tjt)::,udio~ il!.t(l:d,m.~M!>l W~lS Mt intl>>JUllU t" I..'<!use<!, ,)!lU I! 
;:-"M~t 00 used, by y!:llJ ?Of f~ pufP~'S~ <)f {~l QV(li,.'l;!>)j ,)f'Y P~I1)ltl!:y that may 1m: 1n1{>()~M by lh~ kitJ:.:tk~1 M ... <ell"~ ~r.K* ,:j, (l) pmm!>~jI\9< 
"'I<VI<~1s:lQ vI' r~~I~~I'l'*,)<'.~t\{i lC a>1i>t;',*,r p,~ft'" an,' tra~s~(t.i«!'; {)r m~ttt!f'3dd~~t'~d i<~"ein, !! YO,; "'~,!.1 Ilk", 1>~h <'ll!\.'i'~, !>~~~ "-V>I:..'I<:~ U$:, 

N<:>~ t~ ~lt>kI-~t:, T'Msoe'Il\(l:11 ~ !l~eIl!:,t "'14y f<;,~' tl,~ h~~~t:d",d t<?<t.illilUlt :~f the traI'lSmlS<SB!r" and!tlll'\I be a c'<)mmu~"(,)tt,,,!'l 'P'~<"11i>Q~d l'~' 
,~W, II VtW '*'O::;N;:,.:!this ",-;n/l,! 't1 e<f>F~ lillY revill''', U~, <$:sreft;!lnltitln, ,~i1;il~ll>lltif>II" .,,. 'X'!lY;:M) ,of th*, e",Y,~iI,,~ :<ttictly prt'tllb!ted, I',,,,<'>s,,, 
'~lti")t Ui> i~f'!f:<;di~t~l", ufth8~ttm- ily I\l:tlm' ~·tll;;ii ca!~ ~lt,t~ till!:> !l'le$~'i>~~ frum ~'<)l!fW",~m, T",,~~k \'!W'!! "d.'a!",*, f<)l- l'<,«~,' Q;>~~Il(jratiutl, 

from: IQJne [!m{!tQ;~t!m!le@~n,!J",{o.m] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19,20154:54 PM 
To: Gould. Wllilam 0.; §!ml,~@~Ql!NrQj,,-@'l; m~[~(~t~~it~t~rn; ~>}.<';Qtte(@fWdingrdi$2lI!; 
I;tmte"g;h~!1~e«~; tlm&l;Q!m'@PL~;W,fll; Guy Adams 
Cc:~ William ellis 
SUbjetb 1'«:: Agenda, Board of Directors Meeting· May 21. 201.5 

n h no!: my l.mdE!l's.t .. ~ndlng thill the meeting wmfM~flC0 with oolV the ind~pef)d!:~ot dirett(lf-~, We illl know Wh<it t~)aUer~ 

;lm to he dis(:U!;!ied ilno I, lor fm~, ~~il 1'10 fl~td for >:In i(\d(~pEmdent director IlH>.~~ting Thuf~;1iy nor ilny olh~f day g!)if1S 

forward, 

from: t~"JMJ!@mQ, 
sent; Tuesday, May 19.2015 %BPM 
To; elen"~r@J~WjA~Qm ; ~t,gS!I~.t,,~er@ts:~!ngrnk'-Qro ; ,»{lli:$,lQjtt~f!~~lngtd!,oom ; ~~ ; 
Q~t:hern.@1t!Oitte,&QID ; tinh~m:@QrQJ~.(Q,Ill ; GUY M~mi 
cc. W!tt~!TI.~ 
SUbjed::PN; Agenda· Board of Directors Meetllig • May 21, 2015 

All; 

With respeet to tM agenda that [!len sent out it is my understanding that the proceediogs: will commence With a 

m~eting of th~ indepElfld(lnl dlr~t(lf!>, The purpose of tht~ meeting will be to make certain that independent directors. 

an~ funy infoIYned of the matters tOM dlsws$OO at the formal hoard meeting, 

Sill 

Will~m D. G<>!tid 
(HV)~~' 1 nil ' f.s,>; P10j Wl·<\I41> 
W.ll.~,\Jl~,~'lU'Y~HJi,qsJn 
r'~v<.-~,.ld 1'( 
1ttH C&OCIlI')' />a,i; t:"s~, S.1l~t(> Hmo 
l<);s A:~~les, c,,'\ ~0067' ,l:J6? 
~~.'Jt~~~¥1,~,@1l 

'_It Adli-I¢¢ D.$~~: t,,,,,< fe<lefl!1 ~>: ,,<!',:@ <»Nt~m:ld i'~ Hil!. q)mnl,!nk .. l'o<' (j~!jdjll>! 8tt~d,m"H'S} was 'l<>t if\tell<led h' ~ ,-,~d, lim:! it . ' " . 
~aM()t be l.>~d, t>y y()\~ J!:)r tiJ<l Ill!rp,~~ ()f (l) IIw;i11tlIll':<':Y ptnait'{ that ~"!' b<!: im!m~6 bo\>' tlw. if~t<':iTiil! ~~>{~'~,ie ~1"'¢e cr {2) pl1:m'>()t'ntl, 
a~':k*w'll <;I' r~~mm~,d;n\l t~\ anothilf party lH;f tt>lr.5i<)~tl()l) !:if >'l\<'ttte'- l!,>ld':e$~tl her>!'!", H y<s;;. ~""I-'iJ lik .. liV<.t, I:IJ..-k~" P;"",S<i (:(mtlld l.'~;, 
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(X~ W!lli;.'lm f!R~ 

$ubj£ct: A~"~nd;~ "Bo<~rd (~r f)i!~:t\Xt, H~ttl!)g 'H~'l it, 201$ 

D~,)r Nt: ~d~;v)>, i~ th(l'*W~i~th fm ThlIVI.;~,/?i M~;!;ting of the fklimi d DinKt(II:';, Fk:'<l~~ not~~ HIM BiI! G,)u!d ;s~;h;d that: 
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~i., ~hf\6 of Cu!® ll)m.)kim m~d ROl:>I~ft :;nwf!in~"l 

'I, $t,lttl$ QI' nl~n C\>tt~~r and M<lf;§<m~t C(~H~!t' 
K OIf!KtO( (ll Re<ll f$t;)t~ C;)i'g:!,d,ate 5lMrdl 

§ ~li:mw Utl!~",HtH! !.tpdM~~ 

10, HI~d~M (li Ow~n,tl<~M 
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June 15, 2015 

James J. Colter, Jr. 
311 Homewood Rd 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 

Dear Jim: 

As you are aware, your Employment Agreement (the "Agreement") with Reading International, 

Inc. (the "Company"), and your employment with and position as President and Chief Executive 

Officer of the Company, has been terminated effecUve Friday, June 12, 2015. Pursuant to 

Section 11 of your Agreement, this termination obligates you to resign immediately from the 

Board of Directors of the Company. This letter shall serve as notice that your failure to resign 

from the Board of Directors places you in material breach of your Agreement You have 30 

days from today to cure this breach by submitting your written resignation from the Board of 

Directors. Failure to do so within 30 days wili result in you forfeiting any compensation or 

benefits you might otherwise have been entitled to under your Agreement 

You must also immediately return any Company property, documents, or data that you may 

have in your possession. You may arrange for the return of these items, as we!! as for your 

personal belongings at the office to be collected, by having your attorney contact the Company's 

attorney, Gmy McLaughlin at Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld (310-nB-3358). 

This letter is without prejudice to any of the Company's rights or remedies, al! of which are 

expressly reserved. 

Very Truly Yours, 

Rt:::icling ;::tc;.rtlat~oni.l!, In:-:. 
{~! 00 C';-l1t(,~· D:";""2, Su:r:~ 9'00 
l~s An~~le$, C~!iforniR ~~W4:' 
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8· K 1 rdi-20 150618x8k.htm 8-K 
UNITE}) STATES 

c,'£> (".' H'il"I'I'£> t.' .t. NI" 'ti' '\1.'«' u: ,.t!,~("'U ('()l\."~n,c;{SI()N~' ox.... ... \ .. ~ A. , _ .r.$;;"") ):~,,,, , .. T .~o("'<' , .. ' ~.J..(.'-1.'>"4 )t.I..~ ~. ~\ :l ..... '& ~iI.,"-~ _. _ ~ 

""asbingtnn~ O.C 2u..~9 

FORl\IS-K 

Curnmt Rqxwt 
h!fSuunt to SectIon H t)"r 15(d) ()fthe St~curities Exchm:lge Act of 1934 

61 00 Cenh~r Ddv(': 
Slltte 900 

. ____ ,_L~Q~u:\~~g.,1 C!t.llii~·n,~:i<l:;..' ~_ 
(Addfe$~ of P:dncip111 Executive 
, OUkes) 

Ch~ck n}(~ appropriatc lx~xbehwl if th<~ Form S~K, nJingb intended to , 
:'>imuHunenusly satisfy the filing obhgalifm ~)f the regi!>t:ntnt under <~ny of the 
fhlhwingpwvishms (see Getwr~J Im~txucti<:m A,:t lx:kwv); 

~'J t.. 

l're·,contn:lcnccment c(}lll!nunkatio!)s purstl.~nt t(l Rl.Ik 14d~2(b) under 
tlw Exchange Act (17 eFR 24{), 14d-2(b)). 
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8J( ilT$$ rtll~e Ellen CEO 

ITEM 5.02 Departure ()f Okectors or Certain Officen;Klection of 
llir. ceton; .Appointment of Certain Officers; Compensatory Arnmgemcnts 
()f Certain Onken 

00 June 12, 201S, the board of directors (the "Soard") of R.eading International. 
Inc. ("we,'" "our;" "us." "ReadiogH or the "'company") terminated the employment 
of James 1. Cotter, Jr. as our President and Chief Executive Officer, effective 
immediately. The Company currently intends to engage the assistance of a 
leading executive search firm to identify a permanent President and Chief 
Executive Officer, which will consider both internal and external candidates. 

on June 12, 2015, our Board appointed Ellen Marie Cotter, 49, Chalrpersonof the 
Board and the Chief Operating Officer of our Domestic Cinemas Division, to serve 
as our interim President and Chief Executive Officer. No new compensatory 
<lffangem(mts were entered into with Ms, Cotter in connection with htr 
appointment as interim President and Chief Executiw Oftlcer, 

Ellen Colier has been a member of the Soard since March ?, 2013.. and on 
August 7, 2.014 was appointed as its Ch.~irp(~r$on. Prior to joining our company In 
19913, Ms. Cotter spent four years in private p(i~ctlw as a corporate altom(~y with 
the law firm of White & Case in Manhattan. She is a graduate of Srnith College 
and holds a Juris Doctorate from Georgetown Law SchooL Ms. Cotter is the sister 
of j~lrnes J. Cotter, Jr. and Margiltet t:l)tter. 

Under Mr. Cotter, jr;'s employment agreement with the company, he is entitled to 
the compensation and benefits he was receiving at the time of a termination 
without cause for a period of twelve months from notice of termination, At the 
time of termination, Mr. Cotter Jr.'!) annual salary was $335,000. 

Under his employment agreement, Mr. Cotter, ;1: is required to tender his 
reSignation as a director of our companvimrnediately upon the termination of his 
employment. After a request to do so, Mr. Cotter, Jr. has not yet tendered his 
resignation. The company considers such refusal as a material breach of Mr 
Cotter, Jr.'s employment agreement, and has given him thirty (30) days in wnich 
to res/gn.if he does not do so, the company will terminate further severr.1I1ce 
payments, as p(~rmltte:d under the employrnent agreement. 

No new compensatory arrangements were entered into with Mr, Cotter, Jr. in 
connection with his termination, 

ITEM 8.01 OTHER EVENTS 

On June 12.2015, Mr. Cotter, Jr. filed a lawsuit against us and each of our other 
directors in the District Court of the State of Nevada for Clark: County, titled 
James J. Cotter, Jr., individually and derivatively on behalf of Reading 
International, Inc. \15. Margaret Cotter, et. al. The lawsuit alleges. among other 
allegations, that the other directors breached their fiduciary duties In taking the 
actions to terminate Mr. Cotter, Jr. as President and Chief Executive Officer of the 
company and that 
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t~'< Prws r~e.."$jj fH¢<l cro 
Margaret Cotter and [!len Cotter aided and abt~tted the breath ot such fidudary 
duties of the other dir~ctofS< The lawsuit seeks damages and other relief, 
including an inj~mctl\le order restraining and enj\1ining the defendants from 
taking furtheractiol) to effectuate or Implement the termination of Mr; Cotter. Jr, 
(IS Prt'Slclent and Chief executive Officer of the company and a determination ttHlt 
Mr, Cotter, .lr:s terrrliMtiOt) as Presider)t and Chief Executive Officer is !egallv 
lndfectua! and of no force or effect. The wmpany believes th~t rH.ltnerous of the 
factual allegations lnduded in the comptaint are Inaccurate .a.nd untrue and 
intends to ylgof(}t,;sly dewnd against the dalms in this actiN!. The company has 
been inf\1rmed that the other directors: Intend to seek Indemnification from the 
C(xnpany for any I()ss~~s i) rising \.mder the !'.lwsuit. in which cas,,~ the company will 
tender a di.ilrt) undt~r its dk~tOf and officers llabHity inslWiHKf~ policy-

.:-' '-":' .,._ ......... _>, •. ' .••.••.••• -••.• _ ••.••••••••••• "-" '-'-" ,-"-', .•.. '-'-",".","." ","-' '_ ..•.•.•.. ,., •.•.• ,.,._._.,.,"> •.• _._ ..........• -...........•.................•• -'-' "-"-"-'-"-'-'-" '-"-' '-'-'-',',',"," '-'-" "-".","-"-' ' ......... _._ .... -. ....... _ ... _. 
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(d) The !'olh:w.'ing exhibit i~ Ittt-h.ltkd w'Hh this R(~P~)tt'H"ld 
iIW{iqx~fat't:d h{~n)in by r(::f{m~nc.e: 

....... ~? .. ~ .. ~~!:t.t,:!!! .. ~ .. ~ .......................................................... ""'"" ...... o: ................ , ........................ ..: ..... -.. -.:.; .. -.: ........................................................................ . 

. ,', ..• ,'-.-.-.-.,,""'"' .... '-""', ....... ' ............................... " ., ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,-.................... , .......... ... . . ,,' . 
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Exhibit 99,1 

Rc.ading lnternational Announces Appointm.ent ofF:nen 
Cutter as Interim Chief ExecuUvc Officer 

los Angeles .. caltfornla~ (Business Wire) June 151 2015 ~, Reading International, 
Int, (NASDAQ:ROn announced today that its Soard of Directors has appointed 
Ellen M, Cotter.as interim President a nd Chief Executive Officer) s(Kceedlng 
James L Cotter. k TI)e Company currently intends to engage the assistance of <l 

leading executivesearc:h firm to identify a permanent PreSident and Chief 
Executive Officer; which will consider both internal and external candidates, 

Ms, Cotter is the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Company and has 
serv{~d as the seniOf ofHm~ting offi{~{~r of the CornpiI!1Y"S US cinen'KlS opemtions 
fot the past 14 ymlrs. In addition. Ms. Cotter isa significant stockholder in the 
Company. 

Ms. Cotter C(H1'i!1wnted, "J.:ulles C(,)tt€H~ Sr., who serven as our Company's 
Chairmaoand Chid [)(ecutive OffkN fOf over 20 years, wew REmding 
Int:{~matiomtt Inc. to u major international dev(~k)per <md 0pNator of multiplex 
cinemas, Itve the.~tef£ and other cmnmen::la§ rei.ll e:>t",tt~ assds. ! bd( fNward to 
nmtinulng his vis:ionand commitment to thmw bU$in(~$S~~S as we rn()VI~ forward 
to conduct OUf s~arrh for our next Chiei' Executive Oftln~r.! wi!! work diligently to 
ensure that this transition is seamless toOl!! of our stakeholders," 

The Company plans to report its second quarter financi·al results on or before 
August 10, 2015, 

About Etten Cotter 
Ellen M, Cotter has been a member of ollr Company's Board of !)Irectors since 
Marth i013, and in August 2014 was appointed as Chairman of the B·()i)rd.$he 
joined Reading tnt~mational. Int. in 1998 and brines t() the pOSition her 1.7 years 
of experience working in our Company's; dnemaoperations, both in the United 
States and Australia, For the ~st 14 years, she has served as the senior operating 
officer of our Ccrnpany's dmll(~stk c:!nema OpN,~t!ons. Ms. Cotter is ;:l graduate of 
Smith C()lIegeMd holds a Jllrls n()(:tOf<.lh~ from (;eotg{~towf'l t<)W S<:hool. Prior tl:l 
j()ining our O)mpMY, Ms, Cotter was a corpomt(! (Ittomey with the liM firm of 
White &. Case in Ne-w York, New York. 

About R~adi"g hltemational, Jru:;,· 
Recadlng International (http;lfwww,readlngmi,cQm) is in the btJsinecss of awning 
~nd operating dnefl'laS and d~ve!oplng, owning and operating real est~)te assets. 
Out business W('Sfsts primarily of: 

-the development, ownership and operation of multiplex cinemas in the 
Unit.ed States, AustraHa and New Zealand; and 

.. the development, ownership,and operation of retaH and commert:ial real 
estate In Australia.! New Zealand, and the United States, Including 
entertaln01enNhecmed retail centers ("nRC") in Australia and New Zealand 
and live theater assets in Manhattan and Chicago in the United States. 

Readlng o'Hmages its worldwide business under various different brands; 
~""""",.",.-.""",."""""""""""'.'.""'.'.'.'.'."''''.'.''''''.' .......................................................................................................................................................... , ..................................................... ' .......... • ......... v ... ·.·•• ........ • ...... · ................ · .............. ••• .... "-, ... ,," ....... ,," ••.••••.•.• 
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"in the Unihl{,1 St'lh~$, undw' th(\ 
() R~,~dlng b!'~nd {http;lfw) ... 'w,nNHl\nedn(~tnasl!s,{or'f)h . 
() Angdika HIm {:enter bnmd (http;f!www,ang*~likammc~lfltet:t'Om.l; 
o Cm~$o!ld<lt~d Theatres brand {ht:tp;i!www.wns()Hd~~h~dth ... ~~)tt.(!$.com}; 
o City Cimmu,l$ brand (http;flwww.dty.!n~ma$.com); 
() Ueekn-I,)t) The,at.n.> hr.)nd {httpJ! .. vwwJw£lkm"'nth~Nltf~,fom),: 
Q Th~ P<~r!$ Th{~.ttm brand {htt!):/l ..... ~'V.(,th~~p,~rh>th\:::.)tH\(\:Hn}; 

L·'· .~ ,t, ·"!'"t .,. ·t,··, 'I . ..! it ·;t ·1·/~·i..,· •• 'N.'tk.,.·,t .. ·."'<·,· "" t" ,'"' ,.4 o ~ kt Y ! !H,a • ~,$ }r<~tH; ~!h p. ~h.)f."',r, n",(> H"",tb,!.tOI ,)/~, •.• iHJ 

() ViH<~ge l:;:ll,t Cinema brand fhtt!):// ... W<~eeea$tr.imml~.cnm) 

'" •••• " •• _."._._ •••••••• •• ' ••••• _._.,._._._._.,.,._.,.,., .. " .• '.'.' •• '.' •••••••••••••••••••.•• ""."" .................. ' •• ·.'.'.· •• · .... v ....... v ....... v ...... ·.·.v •• · ....... ' ................................. • ...... ·•· ..... '.·.·.· •• v ......................... ·•· ..... '.' •• '.'.' ••• ' .... " ......................... ~ 
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~'mm; 

$~'mt~ 

T~~ 

pm ))))m Tm ......... aaa_t 

$~::-~~' ~f y(~:~) t;)n g~?'~ _~(~~~~:~~OfH? ~~h:·~~ to ~~f~~x~nd t:h~~ rn(~t~,~n. H th~} vot~~ ~~;. 5~·J ~ nl~ght '~·.;~~-nt to ~~b~t~$h--: .. ~g~{j n)~)kt~ ~l 
~ .~ '.c: ':--,-.. '~. ~ ... ~:...~<~..)~ ... J- ~ .• ~~:~.,; .~ ... ..: ... ' .,;! .. ,~. ~,,,, .............. , ... ~ ...... ,'! .. ')"-...... ' ...... "':' ........ .; . '''' ............... "f.;)" ""~',' .~-:.., .... ,.,' ,,·x .... ~· .. ~· :t","';-,:l' ,.,."" ... , .. ::-, .. ",~ :;.,": :.: .• ..... ~;H 
~~ ..... :-'- ~)~ ~ ~ n· '~, ~ ~{::.: ,:·~ .. H::~(~ ~ ~'¥ ~:~~ ~ ~,~'~.':', ~ . ~ ~ .. ,~~~ ::.: .. t~:, ~:.::~:~ .~:..~ ~'~' :~:~.,~:~) ~)~~~,.}~ '.~ J ~':-~~'~:~ ,~,}. d .. ~).." .. }..~ ... ~,. --.;,.~,;).;.":.~ ~;} .. :: ;:)--.;, ... ~.'~ ...... .$ ~.. • ~~ o(~ ~.' 

., , 
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--- ..... . ??. n ... m' 

from; 
$~tlt; 

To: 
S~tbl~(;t; 

Ed, 
I am sorry. as I know your relationship with the family started long before they W'efe 
born I also know - and novv see for myse-lf M why SH placed sud) a h~gh \'-a~ue on you 
and )tour counsel. I'v10fB than any~Jne else on tht.~ board, y'ou vvorked behind the 
scenes attempHng to bridge ever), problem with the kids. Lastly, I kno\,\' that rnmB than 
anyone else, you ha\H~ been <d BE's side t·d every tum as he built his e.mpim f think 
~lOU and! share a obligation to the farnHy .... based upon our comnlitrm.~nt to olJrMend, 
Jirfl, Sr. 
! thmk things in generai {HElVe dt3'tf~riorattjd signmc~~ntlf' \,\:'ithin the cn·mpany ..... ,'Jnd \>vHhin 
th{.~ board .. n:: Bil! Goulet Unforhmt1t~~fv. it seerns th(.~t V,le tH~V(~ no choice but to choose . . 
a Side. ! kno~v it Vilas not what l}.lither one of us w¢.~nted, b~,}t I b\":!ieV(~ at this ~undure we 
h~~ve little Choic('},M times,! try to consok~ myseH with the fact th~~t JH bH)U9ht this 
upon hirnself 

If! were fUC~y enough to have a fhend to look after my ki{jssnc the business! had 
spent a life Urne building up aiter I was gt.lne .. ,,! wot;!d consider myself fortunate to find 
someone !ike you. Everyth~n9 that I have seen you do has been from the heart. 
instilled with v...1se' CQl,!f1Sel. I just hope they' appreciate the privilege they have to can 
you "Unde Ed". 
I often think of SR. , . what would he want me/us to do, I think he \'vOlHd want me to do 
exactly this. , ,no matt(}t how hard is was, 

i can m~!I irnaginf;< ?'l:OW' difficult this is for you. 

ftOtn; i':;'Sc,'le I !ti<i:~t;:tdR"iIHM%.lil.i'r.(X),')'~l 
&."f!t I'k1IKla}', /'\'lY Ht 1015 7:05 PH 
i"m Guy Mams 
S~j~: Re: 

CON FlDENTIAL GA00005544 
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ftQml (~uy',M~,m~ 
Soot MMd~y> May tat 201S !.k47 PM 
To: tmu~ 
Subjet..t Rf: 

'1) Motion for a new Intertm CEO 
2) Motion to re,·organize Executive committee with you. EC, Me and me. Currently 

the executive committee is Margaret, Jim, and rna. Jim will not. obviously, going 
to be on this committee and EHen wanted to be added. t thought you should be 
on ~t as welL 

S) Motion for the Executive Comrnittee to oogin screening candidates for the open 
board seat currently open and making recomrnandatiof1s 10 the Board for filling 
such position. , 

Ed, ! understand what you are saying., . .would yov like for rm:~~ to ask Ooug to second 
these? 
Guy 

frmm ~{'~i1(~ b:ni!jll:!.r~ctKiUlt$~~!V(,((~:~H 
~t)t ~~\ln;j<!y, r-l'l\>' 19, 2015 5~a ,"t<'! . . . 

To: G{!~' i"'tw~, 
$ubjoct~ Re:; 

Ok. 
Can you second n1e other motions? 

from: K~M trrm.ij~~~~~lMJ'A;:Qfn} 
Soot Non<l<iy, M<.wlS, 2015 3;1$ t'M 
To~ Guv Nfufll$ 
Subjoct~ 

$~,? dyou ~,~n {{~t wrtwon~~ .eb,~w !>lUond the I1wtion. If the VOt(i l~ 5 .. 3 1 rnigN w~nt to .sti<,taln. ,If\d m~k.e it 
4 ,,·<t If 11:\ !v'('!kd! w:H votl~ it\ pNson,l! ,mil go,?» tHe!>; 5J y~Wf:=;. If (\() Ofl!~ ~*~~ wil! ~~'(.~md ft ,will. 

'C 
.(. 

CONFIDENTIAL (3A00005545 
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1 

2 

DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

3 JAMES J. COTTER, JR. ) 
individually and derivatively ) 

4 on behalf of Reading ) 
International, Inc., ) 

5 ) 
Plaintiff, ) 

6 ) 
VS. ) Index No. A-1S-179860-B 

7 ) 
MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN ) 

8 COTTER, GUY ADAMS, EDWARD ) 
KANE, DOUGLAS WILLIAM GOULD, ) 

9 and DOES 1 through 100, ) 
inclusive, ) 

10 ) 
Defendants. ) 

11 ------------------------------) 
READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., ) 

12 a Nevada corporation, ) 
) 

13 Nominal Defendant. ) 
------------------------------) 

14 

15 

16 VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF ELLEN COTTER 

17 New York, New York 

18 Thursday, June 16, 2016 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 Reported by: 
MICHELLE COX 

25 JOB NO. 316936 
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ELLEN COTTER - 06/16/2016 

Page 175 
1 MR. TAYBACK: Objection. Asked and 

2 answered. 

3 A No. 

4 Q So when you use the same phraseology 

5 status to refer to the president and CEO in 

6 Item 1 as you use to refer to Craig Tomkins and 

7 Robert Smerling 1n Item 6, and yourself and 

8 Margaret Cotter 1n Item 7, were you attempting 

9 to obscure or conceal the fact that Item 1 was 

10 actually about terminating Jim Cotter as 

11 president and CEO? 

12 MR. TAYBACK: Objection; argumentative, 

13 compound. 

14 You can answer. 

15 A I mean, there was no intention on my part 

16 to deceive anybody. 

17 Q Well, in point of fact, pr10r to 

18 distributing Exhibit 338, you already had had 

19 discussions with Ed Kane, Guy Adams, 

20 Doug McEachern and Margaret Cotter about 

21 terminating Jim Cotter, Jr. as president and 

22 CEO, correct? 

23 A Prior to this meeting we did have 

24 discussions about whether Jim would remain as 

25 the CEO and president. 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
www.1itigationservices.com 
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ELLEN COTTER - 06/16/2016 

Page 176 
1 Q Well, you had discussions with each of --

2 Guy Adams, Ed Kane, Doug McEachern and 

3 Margaret Cotter about terminating Jim Cotter, 

4 Jr. as CEO prior to distributing Exhibit 338 on 

5 May 19th, correct? 

6 MR. TAYBACK: Objection. Asked and 

7 answered. 

8 A Yes. 

9 Q You had no such discussions with 

10 Tim Storey, correct? 

11 A I did have discussions with Tim Storey. 

12 Q What discussions did you have with 

13 Tim Storey and when did you have them? 

14 A I had had discussions with Tim Storey 

15 about Jim and his performance. 

16 Q Okay. The question is: What discussions 

17 did you have with Tim Storey, if any, prior to 

18 distributing Exhibit 338 on May 19, 2015, about 

19 terminating Jim Cotter, Jr. as president and 

20 CEO? 

21 A I don't remember the specific discussion 

22 that I had with Tim. 

23 Q Did you have any conversation with 

24 Tim Storey prior to distributing Exhibit 338 on 

25 May 19, 2015, in which the subject of 
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1 C E R T I F I CAT E 

2 STATE OF NEW YORK 

3 : ss 

4 COUNTY OF NEW YORK 

5 

6 I, MICHELLE COX, a Notary Public within 

7 and for the State of New York, do hereby 

8 certify: 

9 That ELLEN C011ER, the witness whose 

10 deposition is hereinbefore set forth, was duly 

11 sworn by me and that such deposition lS a true 

12 record of the testimony given by the witness. 

13 I further certify that I am not related to 

14 any of the parties to this action by blood or 

15 marriage, and that I am in no way interested in 

16 the outcome of this matter. 

17 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my 

18 hand this 29th day of June 2016. 

19 

20 

21 MICHELLE 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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4 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

JAMES J. COTTER, JR., ) 
derivatively on behalf of ) 
Reading International, Inc., ) 

) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs. ) 
) 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN ) 
COTTER, GUY ADAMS, EDWARD ) 
KANE, DOUGLAS McEACHERN, ) 
TIMOTHY STOREY, WILLIAM ) 
GOULD, and DOES 1 through ) 
100, inclusive, ) 

) 
Defendants, ) 

and ) 
) 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., ) 
a Nevada corporation, ) 

) 
Nominal Defendant. ) 

) 

Case No. 
A-15-719860-B 

Case No. 
P-14-082942-E 

Related and 
Coordinated Cases 

16 Complete caption, next page. 

17 

18 

19 VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF GUY ADAMS 

20 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

21 THURSDAY, APRIL 28, 2016 

22 VOLUME I 

23 

24 REPORTED BY: LORI RAYE, CSR NO. 7052 

25 JOB NUMBER: 305144 
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Page 98 
1 time? 

2 A. I strongly suspected she had spoken with 

3 Ed Kane. 

4 Q. And had either you or Ed Kane spoken to 

5 Doug McEachern about that? 

6 A. I haven't, no. I don't know if Ed did. 

7 Q. Okay. When was the first time you spoke 

8 with Doug McEachern about either terminating J£m 

9 Junior as CEO or about a subject of -- the subject 

10 of an interim CEO? 

11 A. That I talked to McEachern? I would say 

12 it was maybe -- again, I can only approximately 

13 guess. Maybe two weeks before the meeting. 

14 Q. And you're referring to the May 18th 

15 May 21st meeting, it was, wasn't it? 

16 A. Yes. I don't know the exact date, but 

17 yeah. 

18 Q. So what else did Ellen say and what else 

19 did you say during this approximate hour-plus 

20 breakfast meeting? 

21 A. My recollection, we talked about Jim 

22 Junior and the CEO position, and Ellen, I guess, 

23 talked to other people because she was feeling that 

24 there was support for Jim Junior to be removed. 

25 Q. What did she say that caused you to 
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1 conclude she had talked to other people about J~ 

2 Junior being removed? 

3 A. I don't know specifically what she said. 

4 Maybe it was innuendos that she maybe talked to 

5 McEachern, maybe. But it wasn't specific. 

6 Q. Did you ever learn after the fact whether 

7 that was the case? 

8 A. Considering McEachern, when I did call 

9 him, like two weeks before the vote, he said he was 

10 on board with that. I suspect she called and 

11 talked to him. I sure didn't. So I suspect -- I 

12 suspect she did or maybe Ed Kane did. I don't 

13 know. 

14 Q. What else, if anything, did you discuss 

15 with Ellen Cotter at the breakfast meeting at the 

16 Peninsula in April? 

17 A. Nothing further that I can remember at 

18 this time. 

19 Q. What, if anything, did she say about why 

20 she wanted J~ Junior removed as CEO? 

21 A. I think she felt he wasn't doing an 

22 adequate job as CEO. 

23 Q. Excuse me. My question ~s, what did she 

24 say? 

25 A. What did she say about -- I'm sorry. 
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Page 240 
1 CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER 

2 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

3 )SS: 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES ) 

4 

5 I, Lori Raye, a duly commissioned and 

6 licensed court reporter for the State of 

7 California, do hereby certify: 

8 That I reported the taking of the deposition 

9 of the witness, GUY ADAMS, commencing on Thursday, 

10 April 28,2016, at 10:13 a.m.; 

11 That prior to being examined, the witness was, 

12 by me, placed under oath to testify to the truth; 

13 that said deposition was taken down by me 

14 stenographically and thereafter transcribed; 

15 that said deposition lS a complete, true and 

16 accurate transcription of said stenographic notes. 

17 I further certify that I am not a relative or 

18 an employee of any party to said action, nor in 

19 anywlse interested in the outcome thereof; that a 

20 request has been made to reVlew the transcript. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto 

subscribed my name u'Cnd ~Yiii t 16 · 

--
LORI RAYE 
CSR No. 7052 
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2 DISTRICT COURT 

3 CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

4 
JAMES J. COTTER, JR., ) 
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7 ) Case No. A-15-719860-B 
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MARGARET COTTER, et al., ) 
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Defendants. ) 

11 and ) 
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12 READING INTERNATIONAL, ) 
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15 
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21 
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1 Margaret on one hand and Jim Cotter, Jr., on the 

2 other hand, right? 

3 A. Correct. 

4 Q. And then somebody moved and seconded the 

5 motion to terminate Jim Cotter, Jr.; is that right? 

6 A. Yes. 

7 Q. And then a vote was had, and as among 

8 the non-Cotter directors, each of Messrs. Kane and 

9 Adams and McEachern voted to terminate? 

10 A. That's correct. 

11 Q. And you and Mr. Gould voted against? 

12 A. Yes. 

13 Q. And did Ellen and Margaret Cotter vote 

14 or did they recuse themselves? 

15 A. I don't remember. 

16 Q. And do you recall that at that meeting 

17 Ellen Cotter stated that it was -- Jim was required 

18 by the terms of his executive employment agreement 

19 to res~gn as a director if he were terminated as an 

20 officer? 

21 A. At that meeting I -- I'm not sure I 

22 remember at that meeting, but I do remember that 

23 very well. 

24 Q. And what did you say in response? 

25 A. I said I didn't believe he was obligated 
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1 to reslgn as a director. 

2 Q. And what was your explanation for that, 

3 if any? 

4 A. Well, I drafted the -- I drafted the 

5 contract with -- with Jim. And it did say In there 

6 he would reslgn. But what we intended that to mean 

7 was his position as president. 

8 He had been on this board for many 

9 years. I mean it had no bearing at all, In my 

10 oplnlon, on his requirement that he reslgn as a 

11 director. 

12 Q. Did you communicate that v~ew to -- you 

13 communicated that view at a directors meeting? 

14 A. Yes. 

15 Q. Did you ever communicate that v~ew to 

16 Akin Gump lawyers? 

17 A. Yes. 

18 Q. Was that before or after Ellen Cotter on 

19 or about June 15 sent a letter to Jim Cotter, Jr., 

20 demanding his resignation as a director? 

21 MR. HELPERN: Objection. Form, lacks 

22 foundation, assumes facts. 

23 MR. SWANIS: Join. 

24 THE WITNESS: Well, I want the -- I want 

25 to just correct one thing. 
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1 
Page 246 

I may have -- I may have been too glossy 

2 on this one point. I communicated to Akin Gump, but 

3 not directly. I think it was through Ellen and 

4 Craig. They asked my opinion. And I told them what 

5 it was, that he was not obligated, in my opinion, to 

6 reslgn as a director. 

7 BY MR. KRUM: 

8 Q. Okay. Thanks. 

9 And my question is 

10 A. Yes. 

11 Q. -- when did that happen? 

12 A. Shortly after the termination. 

13 Q. Was it the same day? 

14 A. I don't remember. 

15 Q. Was it the following Monday? 

16 A. I can't recall the exact day it was. 

17 Q. Was it in person or by telephone? 

18 A. I don't remember. 

19 MR. KRUM: Okay. We're about out of 

20 tape, so why don't we adjourn for the day. 

21 MR. RHOW: Thank you. 

22 MR. KRUM: Thank you for your time. 

23 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 

24 VIDEOTAPE OPERATOR: This concludes the 

25 deposition of William Gould, volume one, June 8, 
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1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 

2 

3 I, PATRICIA L. HUBBARD, do hereby certify: 

4 

5 That I am a duly qualified Certified 

6 Shorthand Reporter in and for the State of California, 

7 holder of Certificate Number 3400, which is in full 

8 force and effect, and that I am authorized to 

9 administer oaths and affirmations; 

10 

11 That the foregoing deposition testimony of 

12 the herein named witness, to wit, WILLIAM GOULD, was 

13 taken before me at the time and place herein set 

14 forth; 

15 

16 That prlor to being examined, WILLIAM 

17 GOULD was duly sworn or affirmed by me to testify the 

18 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth; 

19 

20 That the testimony of the witness and all 

21 objections made at the time of examination were 

22 recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 

23 transcribed by me or under my direction and 

24 supervlslon; 

25 
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Page 250 
1 That the foregoing pages contain a full, 

2 true and accurate record of the proceedings and 

3 testimony to the best of my skill and ability; 

4 

5 I further certify that I am not a relative 

6 or employee or attorney or counsel of any of the 

7 parties, nor am I a relative or employee of such 

8 attorney or counsel, nor am I financially interested 

9 in the outcome of this action. 

10 

11 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed my 

12 name this 13th day of June, 2016. 

13 

14 

15 
PATRICIA L. HUBBARD, CSR #3400 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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1 DEC 
MARK G. KRUM (Nevada BarNo. 10913) 

2 MKrum(a;LRRC.com 
LEWIS ROCA ROTHGERBER CHRISTIE LLP 

3 3993 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 600 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 

4 (702) 949-8200 
(702) 949-8398 fax 

5 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

6 James J Cotter, Jr. 

7 

8 

9 

DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

JAMES J. COTTER, JR., individually and 
derivatively on behalf of Reading International, 
Inc., 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN COTTER, 
GUY ADAMS, EDWARD KANE, DOUGLAS 
McEACHERN, WILLIAM GOULD, JUDY 
CODDING, MICHAEL WROTNIAK, and 
DOES 1 through 100, inclusive, 

Defendants. 

and 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a Nevada 
corporation; 

Nominal Defendant. 

T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, a 
Delaware limited partnership, doing business as 
KASE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, et aI., 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN COTTER, 
GUY ADAMS, EDWARD KANE, DOUGLAS 
McEACHERN, WILLIAM GOULD, JUDY 
CODDING, MICHAEL WROTNIAK, CRAIG 
TOMPKINS, and DOES 1 through 100, 
inclusive, 
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CASE NO. A-15-719860-B 
DEPT. NO. XI 
Coordinated with: 
CASE NO. P-14-082942-E 
DEPT. NO. XI 
CASE NO. A-16-735305-B 
DEPT. NO. XI 
Jointly administered 

DECLARATION OF PLAINTIFF 
JAMES J. COTTER, JR. IN 
OPPOSITION TO ALL INDIVIDUAL 
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
(AND GOULD JOINDERS) 

[Business Court Requested: [EDCR 1.61] 

[Exempt From Arbitration: declaratory 
relief requested; action in equity] 
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1 Defendants. 

2 and 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 
Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

I, James J. Cotter, Jr. hereby declare, under the penalty of perjury and the laws of Nevada, 

as follows: 

1. I am over eighteen (18) years of age. I have personal knowledge ofthe facts 

contained in this declaration, except on those matters stated upon information and belief, and as to 

those matters, I believe them to be true. If called upon to testify as to the contents of this 

declaration, I am legally competent to do so in a court oflaw. 

2. I am the Plaintiff in the above-captioned action. I am, and at all times relevant 

hereto was, a shareholder ofRDI. I have been a director ofRDI since on or about March 21,2002. 

I have been involved in RDI management since mid-2005, I was appointed Vice Chairman ofthe 

RDI board of directors in 2007 and President ofRDI on or about June 1,2013. I was appointed 

CEO by the RDI Board on or about August 7, 2014, immediately after James J. Cotter, Sr. (JJC, 

Sr.) resigned from that position. I am the son ofthe late JJC, Sr., and the brother of defendants 

Margaret Cotter ("MC") and Ellen Cotter ("EC"). I presently own approximately 560,186 shares 

ofRDI Class A non-voting stock and options to acquire another 50,000 shares ofRDI Class A 

non-voting stock. I am also the co-trustee and beneficiary ofthe James J. Cotter Living Trust, 

dated August 1,2000, as amended (the "Trust"), which owns 2,115,539 shares ofRDI Class A 

(non-voting) stock and 1,123,888 shares ofRDI Class B (voting) stock. The Trust became 

irrevocable upon the passing of JJC, Sr. on September 13,2014. 

3. I submit this declaration in support ofthe oppositions to all ofthe motions for 

summary judgment filed by one or more of the individual defendants in this action. 

4. Nominal defendant Reading International, Inc. (RDI or Company) is a Nevada 

corporation and is, according to its public filings with the United States Securities and Exchange 
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1 Commission (the "SEC"), an internationally diversified company principally focused on the 

2 development, ownership and operation of entertainment and real estate assets in the United States, 

3 Australia and New Zealand. The Company operates in two business segments, namely, cinema 

4 exhibition, through approximately 58 multiplex cinemas, and real estate, including real estate 

5 development and the rental of retail, commercial and live theater assets. The Company manages 

6 world-wide cinemas in the United States, Australia and New Zealand. RDI has two classes of 

7 stock, Class A stock held by the investing public, which stock exercises no voting rights, and 

8 Class B stock, which is the sole voting stock with respect to the election of directors. An 

9 overwhelming majority (approximately eighty percent (80%)) ofthe Class A stock is legally 

10 and/or beneficially owned by shareholders unrelated to me, EC or MC. Approximately seventy 

11 percent (70%) ofthe Class B stock is subject to disputes and pending trust and estate litigation in 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

California between EC and MC, on the one hand, and me, on the other hand, and a probate action 

in Nevada. Ofthe Class B stock, approximately forty-four percent (44%) is held in the name ofthe 

Trust. RDI is named only as a nominal defendant in this derivative action. 

5. I signed a verification of a Second Amended Verified Complaint (the "SAC") in 

this action. I stand by the substantive allegations of the SAC and incorporate them herein by 

reference. 

The Position of CEO at RDI 

6. Certain of the motions for summary judgment brought by the individual defendants 

in this action suggest that I was appointed CEO ofRDI in August 2014 after what amounted to no 

deliberation by the Board of Directors. That is absolutely false. In fact, as early as 2006, James J 

22 Cotter, Sr. ("JJC, Sr."), then the CEO and controlling shareholder ofRDI, had communicated to 

23 the RDI board of directors his proposed succession plan for the positions of President and CEO. 

24 That plan was for me to work under the direction of JJC, Sr. to learn the businesses ofRDI, 

25 including by functioning in a senior executive role. 

26 7. Since 2005, I was involved in most RDI executive management meetings and 

27 privy to most significant internal senior management memos. As mentioned above, I was 

28 appointed Vice Chairman ofthe RDI board in 2007. The RDI Board appointed me President of 
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1 RDI on or about June 1,2013, and I filled those responsibilities without objection by the RDI 

2 board of directors. 

3 8. Soon after I became CEO, my sisters, Ellen, who was an executive at RDI in the 

4 domestic cinema segment ofthe Company's business, and Margaret, who managed RDI's limited 

5 live theater operations as a third-party consultant, both communicated to me and to members of 

6 the RDI Board of Directors that they did not want to report to me as CEO. In fact, neither ofthem 

7 previously while working for or with the Company effectively had ever reported to anyone other 

8 than our father, nc, Sr. Margaret in particular resisted and effectively refused to report to me until 

9 she no longer needed to do so, following my (purported) termination as President and CEO of the 

10 Company. They also co-opted at least one employee, Linda Pham, who claimed at some point in 

11 2014 that I had created a hostile work environment for her, which accusation was not well-taken 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

and, in any event, moot with the passage oftime by Spring 2015, as director Kane acknowledged 

at the time. 

Disputes With My Sisters 

9. My sisters and I had certain disputes with respect to matters of our father's estate. 

The most significant and contentious dispute concerned who would be the trustee or trustees of the 

voting trust that, following our father's death, holds approximately 70% of the voting stock of 

RDI. According to a 2013 amendment to his trust documentation, Margaret was to be the sole 

trustee. Pursuant to a 2014 amendment to his trust documentation, Margaret and I were to serve 

contemporaneously as co-trustees. In early February 2015, Ellen and Margaret commenced a 

lawsuit in California state court challenging the validity of the 2014 amendment to our father's 

trust documents (the "California Trust Action"). 

10. My sisters and I also had certain disputes with respect to RDI. Most generally, they 

24 disagreed with my view and approach of running RDI like a public company, including hiring a 

25 senior executive qualified to oversee the development of the Company's valuable real estate and, 

26 more fundamentally, operating the Company to increase its value for all shareholders, not just its 

27 value to the Cotter family as controlling shareholders. 

28 
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1 Threatened Termination and Termination 

2 11. Late in the day on May 19, 2015, I received from Ellen, as the chairperson of the 

3 RDI Board of Directors, an agenda for a supposed special meeting of the RDI board on May 21, 

4 2015, two days later. I learned that the benignly described first item on the agenda, "status of 

5 president and CEO," apparently referred to a secret plan of Ellen and Margaret, together with Ed 

6 Kane, Guy Adams and Doug McEachern, to vote to remove me as President and CEO of RDI. 

7 However, that meeting commenced and concluded without the threatened vote being taken. 

8 12. Next, on or about May 27,2015, the lawyer representing Ellen and Margaret in the 

9 California Trust Action transmitted to my lawyer in that action a document that proposed to 

10 resolve the disputes between my sisters and me, including with respect to who would be the 

11 trustee of the voting trust and whether Margaret and Ellen would report to me as CEO of RDI. (A 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

true and correct copy ofthe May 27,2015 document, which was marked as deposition exhibit 322, 

is attached hereto as exhibit "A.") 

13. On Friday, May 29,2015, the (supposed) special board meeting of May 21 was to 

resume. That morning, before the meeting, I met with Ellen and Margaret. At that meeting, they 

told me that they were unwilling to mediate or to negotiate any of the terms of the May 27 

document described above. They also told me that if I did not agree to resolve my disputes with 

them on the terms set out in that document, that the RDI Board of Directors would vote at the 

(supposed) meeting that day to terminate me as President and CEO. 

14. The (supposed) special board meeting commenced on May 29 and the issue of my 

termination as President and CEO was the subject. At this (supposed) special meeting, or another, 

McEachern pressured me to resign as President and CEO. Eventually, the non-Cotter members of 

23 the RDI Board of Directors met with my sisters separately from me. Following that, the majority 

24 of the non-cotter directors, namely, Messrs. Adams, Kane and McEachern, advised me that the 

25 meeting would adjourn temporarily and resume telephonically at 6 p.m. They further advised that, 

26 if! had not reached a resolution of disputes between me and my sisters by the time the (supposed) 

27 special meeting reconvened telephonically at 6 p.m. that day, they would proceed with the vote to 

28 
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1 terminate me, meaning that the three of them would vote to terminate me as President and CEO of 

2 RDL 

3 15. That afternoon, Ellen and Margaret again refused to mediate and again refused to 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

negotiate. Ultimately, I indicated a willingness to resolve disputes based on the document 

provided, subject to conferring with counseL At or about 6 p.m., the (supposed) special RDI board 

meeting resumed telephonically, at which time Ellen reported to the five non-Cotter directors that 

we had reached an agreement in principle to resolve our disputes, subject to conferring with 

respective counseL Ed Kane congratulated us and made a statement to the effect that he hoped that 

I was CEO ofthe Company for 30 years. No vote was taken on my termination. 

16. On or about June 8, 2015, I communicated to my sisters that I could not agree to 

the document their lawyer had transmitted to my lawyer on or about June 2, 2015. Ellen called a 

(supposed) special board meeting for June 12, 2015, at which meeting each of Messrs. Adams, 

Kane and McEachern made good on their threat to vote to terminate me and did so. 

Director Interest and Independence 

17. One or more of the defendants' motions for summary judgment claim that SEC 

filings by RDI describe the non-Cotter directors as "independent," that I signed one or more of 

those SEC filings and that I therefore admit that those directors are independent for the purposes 

of this action. That is inaccurate. The term "independent" as used in RDI's SEC filings do not 

refer to matters of Nevada law. It referred usually to the fact that, pursuant to the terms of the 

Company's listing agreement with NASDAQ, the stock exchange on which RDI stock trades, 

directors meet the standard of independence of NASDAQ. None of the director defendants have 

ever suggested to me that they understood use of the term "independent" in RDI's SEC filings to 

communicate anything other than that non-Cotter directors were not members of the Cotter family 

which, in one manner or another, controlled approximately 70% of the voting stock of RDL As 

among members of the RDI Board of Directors, the term "independent" was used historically to 

refer to directors who were not members of the Cotter family. 

18. Ed Kane was a life-long friend of my father, having met when they were graduate 

students. Kane was in my father's wedding and was a speaker at my father's funeraL Over my 
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1 lengthy tenure as a director at RDI, I observed Kane as a director of RDI acting at all times as if 

2 his job as a director was to carry out my father's wishes. Kane admitted to me that he was not 

3 independent for purposes other than the NASDAQ listing agreement and suggested after I became 

4 CEO that the Company would benefit from independent directors knowledgeable about its two 

5 principal businesses, cinemas and real estate. 

6 19. On the contentious issue between me and my sisters regarding who would be the 

7 trustee(s) of the voting trust, Kane communicated to me that his view was that it was my fathers' 

8 wishes that Margaret alone be the trustee, and he pressured me to agree to that. At one point in the 

9 context of discussions regarding terminating me as President and CEO of RDI, Kane said to me 

10 angrily that he thought I "f*#*ed Margaret" by the 2014 amendment to my father's trust 

11 documentation, which amendment made me a co-trustee with Margaret of the voting trust. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

20. Kane remains very close with my sisters, who still call him "Uncle Ed'" (which I 

ceased doing after joining RDI). They continue to get together socially, including for family meals 

during holiday periods, which is what they admittedly did around the Christmas holidays in 2015. 

21. Guy Adams is a long time friend of my father. After Adams effectively became 

unemployed, my father attempted to provide him work and income. Eventually, my father through 

a company he wholly-owned entered into an agreement with Adams to pay Adams $1000 per 

month. That company now is part of my father's estate, of which my sisters are executors, such 

that they are in a position to control whether Adams is paid that money or not. Adams also has 

carried interests in certain real estate in which my father invested. My sisters as executors of my 

father's estate are in position to see to it that Adams is or is not paid any monies he is owed on 

account of those carried interests. 

22. Prior to on or about May 2015, Adam's financial condition and, more particularly, 

24 his dependence on or independence from my sisters, in terms of his financial situation, had not 

25 arisen as a subject. When I suspected that Adams had agreed with my sisters to vote to terminate 

26 me as President and CEO ofRDI, that raised the issue of whether he was financially dependent on 

27 them. I now know that he is. I learned from Adams' sworn declarations in his California state 

28 court divorce case that almost all of his income comes from RDI and from one or more companies 
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1 that my sisters controL Adams is not independently wealthy. I asked him about his financial 

2 dependence or independence at the (supposed) May 21,2015 special board meeting, at which time 

3 he refused to answer. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

23. Michael Wrotniak's wife Trisha was Margaret's roommate in her freshman year of 

college at Georgetown University. Margaret and Trisha have been life-long best friends starting 

with their first year in college together. Michael also went to Georgetown University where he 

met his wife Trisha and also developed a very close friendship with Margaret in college. Given 

that Margaret only has a few friends, her relationship with Trisha and Michael is extremely 

important. Margaret has spent a lot of time with Michael and his wife over the years, as all three 

live in metropolitan New York City. Margaret became like an aunt to Trisha and Michael's 

children. My sister Ellen and mother also know Trisha and Michael very well, and they have all 

attended social events together in New York, such as birthday and cocktail parties my sister 

Margaret has hosted at her apartment in New York City. I believe Margaret's oldest child refers to 

Trisha and Michael as Aunt and Uncle. Michael's communication with me as a director has been 

very guarded, which I understand to reflect his knowledge ofthe lawsuit and his close relationship 

with Margaret. 

24. Judy Codding has had a very close personal relationship with my mother for more 

than thirty years. (Ellen lives with our mother, who has chosen my sisters' side in the disputes 

between us.) Ms. Codding has become close with my sisters Ellen and Margaret. On October 13, 

2015, over breakfast I had with her, she expressed to me that RDI is a family business and that the 

only people who should manage it should be one of the Cotters and that she would help make sure 

of that, whether it be Ellen or me. Her reaction to the offer to purchase all of the stock of the 

Company at a price in excess of what it trades in the market (the "Offer"), first made by 

correspondence dated on or about May 31,2015, reflected Ms. Codding's unwavering loyalty to 

Ellen. Before the board meeting at which the Board was going to discuss the Offer, she indicated 

to me that there was no way that the Offer should even be considered (clearly having spoken to 

Ellen about it before the board meeting). 
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1 25. Bill Gould was a professional acquaintance and friendly with my father for years. 

2 Repeatedly since my termination as President and CEO, he has said to me that he has acquiesced 

3 as an RDI director to conduct to which he objects and/or to conclusions with which he disagrees, 

4 stating in words or substance that he must "pick his fights." 

5 26. For example, at a board meeting at which the board was asked to approve minutes 

6 from the (supposed) special board meetings of May 21 and 29,2015 in June 12,2015, at which I 

7 objected because the minutes contained significant factual inaccuracies, at which I voted against 

8 approving the minutes and at which Tim Storey abstained, reflecting that he that too thought the 

9 minutes inaccurate (as he testified unequivocally in deposition in this case), Bill Gould voted to 

10 approve the minutes. When I asked him afterwards why he had voted to approve inaccurate 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

minutes, he said that, although he could not remember the meetings well enough to state that the 

minutes were accurate, he thought the ultimate descriptions of action taken, meaning the 

termination of me, the appointment of Ellen as interim CEO and the repopulation of the executive 

committee, were accurate, and that he did not want to fight about them. 

27. Also as an example, Bill Gould admitted to me that he thought the process 

deficient, and the time inadequate, to make a genuinely informed decision about whether to add 

Judy Codding to the RDI Board of Directors. At the board meeting when that happened, he 

described the decision to add her as a director as having been "slammed down," but he acquiesced. 

28. It is clear to me that Bill Gould effectively has given up trying to do what he thinks 

is the proper thing to do as an RDI director, and is and since June 2015 has been in "go along, get 

along" mode. He first failed to cause any proper process to occur regarding my termination, and 

allowed the ombudsman process (by which then director Tim Storey as the representative of the 

non-Cotter directors was working with me and my sisters to enable us to work together as 

professionals, which process was to continue into June 2015) to be aborted. That, together with the 

forced "retirement" of Tim Storey, apparently so chastened Bill Gould that he became unwilling to 

take a stand on any matter in which doing so would place him in disagreement with my sisters. For 

example, he has acknowledged that Margaret lacks the experience and qualifications to hold the 
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1 highly compensated job she now holds at RDI, but Bill Gould did not object to it or the 

2 compensation being given to her. 

3 The Executive Committee 

4 29. My sisters first proposed an executive committee as a means to avoid reporting to 

5 me or, as a practical matter, to anyone, in the Fall of 2014. I resisted that executive committee 

6 construct, which was not implemented at that time. As part of the resolution of our disputes that 

7 they attempted to force me to accept in May and June 2015, described above, they included an 

8 executive committee construct that would have had them reporting to the executive committee that 

9 they, together with Guy Adams who is financially beholden to them, would control. As part of 

10 their seizure of control of RDI, in addition to terminating me as President and CEO, they activated 

11 and repopulated RDI's Board of Directors executive committee. That executive committee 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

previously had never met and never made a decision. After it was activated and repopulated on 

June 12,2015, it was used as a means to exclude me and then director Tim Storey, and to a lesser 

extent Bill Gould, from functioning as directors of RDI and, in some instances, even having 

knowledge of matters that were handled by the executive committee that historically and 

ordinarily were handled by RDI's Board of Directors. 

The Supposed CEO Search 

30. When RDI filed a Form 8-K with the SEC and issued a press release announcing 

the termination of me as President and CEO, RDI also announced that it would engage a search 

firm to conduct the search for a new President and CEO. The board empowered Ellen to select the 

search firm. Ellen selected Korn Ferry ("KF"). She explained to the RDI Board of Directors the 

22 she selected KF because KF offered a proprietary assessment tool, which would be used to assess 

23 the three finalists for the position of President and CEO, which assessment she asserted would 

24 "de-risk" the search process. The Board agreed. Ellen also told the Board that the three final 

25 candidates would be presented to the Board for interviews. The Board agreed. Ellen selected 

26 herself, Margaret, Bill Gould and Doug McEachern to be members of the CEO search committee, 

27 which the Board accepted without substantive discussion. 

28 
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1 31. After the CEO search committee was put in place and KF engaged, the full board 

2 received effectively no information about whether and how the CEO search was proceeding. In the 

3 time frame from August through December 2015, Ellen for the CEO search committee provided 

4 approximately two reports, the latter of which was in mid-December which, as it turned out, was 

5 after the process had been aborted and Ellen selected, at least preliminarily. Tim Storey objected 

6 to the full board not being apprised of the status of the CEO search, prior to his forced 

7 "retirement." 

8 32. Ultimately, in early January 2016, the CEO search committee presented Ellen as 

9 their choice for President and CEO. They did not offer, much less present, three finalists to the 

10 Board for interviews. They did not have KF perform its paid for, proprietary assessment of the 

11 finalists, or of anyone. Before that Board meeting, at which Ellen was made President and CEO, 

12 the material provided to the Board effectively amounted to a memorandum prepared by Craig 

13 Tompkins, which memorandum claimed to summarize the reasons for the CEO search committee 

14 selecting Ellen. The stated reasons are reasons thay no outside candidate could have met. The 

15 stated reasons are reasons that do not approximate, much less match, the criteria that the CEO 

16 search committee created and KF memorialized as the criteria to identify candidates and 

17 ultimately select a new President and CEO. The stated reasons for selecting Ellen were, as I heard 

18 them explained at the January board meeting, effectively distilled into a single consideration, 

19 namely, that Ellen and Margaret were controlling shareholders. 

20 33. Although I did not agree with the termination of me as President and CEO, and 

21 thought and maintain that it was improper, I had hoped that the CEO search committee would 

22 conduct a bona fide search and provide to the board for interview three qualified finalists, as had 

23 been agreed. I now know that not only did that not happen, but that the CEO search committee 

24 terminated the search, and effectively terminated KF, after meeting with Ellen as a declared 

25 candidate for the positions of President and CEO. Independent ofthe results ofthat process, which 

26 at the time I asserted did not serve the interests of the Company, that the process was manipulated 

27 and/or aborted in my view amounts to abdication ofthe board's responsibilities. 

28 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Actions to Secure Control and Use It to Pay those Who Have It 

34. In April 2015, I learned that Ellen and Margaret had exercised options they held 

personally to acquire RDI class B voting stock and that, with the advice and assistance of Craig 

Tompkins, a lawyer who was a consultant to the Company, they sought to exercise a supposed 

option in my father's name to acquire 100,000 shares of RDI Class B voting stock. The factual 

context for the effort to exercise the supposed 100,000 share option is that a majority of the voting 

stock controlled by my father was held in the name of his Trust, of which the three of us were 

trustees. Because of that, Ellen and Margaret could not properly vote that stock without my 

agreement. The stock that was held-not owned-in my father's estate, which was controlled by 

Ellen and Margaret as the executors, approximated the amount of RDI class B voting stock held 

by third parties, including Mark Cuban. The point of the effort to exercise the supposed 100,000 

share option was to ensure that Ellen and Margaret as executors would have more class B stock 

then third parties, including Mark Cuban. 

35. There were a host of issues faced by the Company due to the request of Margaret 

and Ellen to exercise these supposed 100,000 share option. For example, one threshold question 

the Company would have needed to have answered was whether the option was legally effective. 

That question was not answered. Another threshold question was whether the supposed 100,000 

share option automatically had transferred to my father's trust upon his death. That also was not 

answered, to my knowledge. Possibly due to such unanswered questions, the compensation 

committee of the Board did not authorize the exercise of the supposed 100,000 share option in 

April. Margaret and Ellen therefore delayed to the 2015 annual shareholders meeting. After the 

executive committee (at Ellen's request) had set the annual shareholders meeting for November 

(meaning that as a board member I had no say on the subject) and the record date for it in October 

2015, Ellen had Kane and Adams as two of three members of the compensation committee 

authorize the request to exercise the supposed 100,000 share option, which was done in September 

shortly before a hearing in the Nevada probate case. I understand they did so so that the 100,000 

shares supposedly could be registered with the Company in the name of Ellen and Margaret as 

executors prior to the record date. The Company received no benefit from this, in fact suffered the 
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1 injury from replacing outstanding liquid class A stock with effectively illiquid class B stock and, I 

2 am informed and believe, from covering the tax obligation that belong to the person or entity 

3 exercising the option. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Monetary Rewards to Margaret, Ellen and Adams 

36. In March 2016, the Board approved giving Margaret employment at the Company 

as the senior executive in charge of development of the Company's valuable New York real estate. 

That is a position Margaret had sought since my father passed. It is a position that I refused to give 

her, with the then support of all of the non-Cotter directors, because she was unqualified to hold it. 

She has no prior real estate development experience. What was discussed during my tenure as 

President and CEO was providing Margaret employment at the Company, so that she could have 

health benefits for herself and her two children, in a position in which she would continue to be 

responsible for the modest live theater operations and in which she could work in connection with 

any development of the Company's New York real estate, but not as the senior executive 

responsible for the development ofthe Company's New York real estate. In other words, Margaret 

could have a position, but she would not have a position that called upon her to do that which she 

had no experience doing and that which she was unqualified to do. That is the position Margaret 

was given in March. It is a highly compensated position that reflects its responsibilities. But 

Margaret has neither the prior experience nor the qualifications to hold it. Nevertheless, she is paid 

as if she does. Which, in my view, amounts to waste of Company monies. Additionally, the 

$200,000 paid to Margaret, ostensibly for concessions Margaret previously was willing to make 

for free to become an employee of the Company, and reportedly for prior services rendered which 

the Board year after year had not chosen to pay her, is simply a gift, presumably because Margaret 

made less money in 2015 due to the Stomp debacle. 

37. The compensation package provided to Ellen in March 2016, like the one provided 

to Margaret, is a departure from the Company's practices, in terms of the amount paid relative to 

the skill and experience of the person being paid. Ellen now is the CEO of what basically is the 

same company of which I was CEO, but she has a compensation package that could pay her twice 

to three times as much. No board member has ever explained to me why they think this is 
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1 appropriate, except to the extent they have alluded to the fact that they view Ellen and Margaret as 

2 controlling shareholders. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

38. Adams in March 2016 was awarded what amounted to a $50,000 bonus for being a 

director. As a director, I have not seen him provide extraordinary service that warrants a payment 

such as that, which is a material departure from past practices at the Company, in which extra cash 

payments to Directors typically were $10,000. The sole notable exception was the $75,000 paid 

to Tim Storey for his work as ombudsman, but the amount of time and effort he put in that role, 

including travel between New Zealand and Los Angeles, exceeded by a multiple the amount of 

time Adams has devoted to being a director in 2015 and 2016. I have no doubt that Adams was 

paid $50,000 for what amounted to exemplary loyalty to Ellen. 

The Offer 

39. Ellen shared with the full Board, in or about early June, an offer by third parties to 

purchase all of the outstanding stock of RDI for cash consideration at a price of approximately 

33% above the prices of which RDI stock then traded (i.e., the "Offer"). The Board met on June 2, 

2016 regarding the Offer. At that time, Ellen proposed to have management prepare 

documentation regarding the value of the Company to be provided to Board members for their 

review and consideration in advance of another board meeting to consider the Offer. I objected, 

suggesting that an independent person or company be charged with preparing such documentation 

for review by the Board. My objection was noted and overruled, and the Board agreed to proceed 

in the manner Ellen suggested. Additionally, board members inquired what Elllen and Margaret as 

controlling shareholders wanted to do in response to the Offer. 

40. On or about June 7, 2016, in view of the Offer, I asked Ellen to provide me the 

Company's business plan. I understood that there was none and her failure to respond confirmed 

24 that. 

25 41. The Board reconvened on June 23, 2016, regarding the Offer. No materials had 

26 been delivered to Board members prior to that meeting. At that meeting, Ellen made an oral 

27 presentation regarding the supposed value of the Company. I found it difficult to follow her oral 

28 presentation with no prior or contemporaneous documentation. I cannot imagine how outside 
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I directors less familiar with the details of the Company followed it. Not one of the directors other 

2 than Ellen indicated that they had taken any action at all, whether reviewing Company 

3 documentation, speaking with experts such as counselor bankers or doing anything else at all, to 

4 prepare to discuss the Offer. At that meeting, Ellen also indicated that she and Margaret would 

5 oppose any response other than rejecting the Offer, and added that it was their belief that the 

6 Company should proceed on its course as an independent company. No director asked questions 

7 about whether and how the Company could ever actualize the supposed value Ellen claimed it had, 

8 None asked questions about whether management was preparing a business plan to do so or, for 

9 that matter, simply preparing a long-term or strategic business plan. None exists. Instead, the non-

10 Cotter directors simply ascertained that Ellen and Margaret wanted to reject the Offer and agreed 

II that the price offered was inadequate. They all voted to proceed in the manner Ellen 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

recommended. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Nevada, that the foregoing 

is true and correct. 

DATED this .3.t!.day of October, 2016 . \ 
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1 

2 

3 

I. 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

As set forth in the Individual Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment No.1, 

4 the material undisputed facts require judgment in favor of the Individual Defendants on 

5 Plaintiffs claims arising from the Board of Directors' of Reading International, Inc. ("RDI" or 

6 "the Company") termination of him as the Company's CEO and President on June 12,2015. 

7 Plaintiff has filed a cross-motion for partial summary judgment in his favor on the same aspect of 

8 his claims. The Individual Defendants' motion should be granted, and Plaintiff s motion denied. 

9 As a matter of law, Plaintiffs arguments challenging his termination and seeking 

10 reinstatement are meritless. He cannot identify a single case in which a board's decision to 

11 terminate an officer was subjected to any "fairness" review (be it fairness to the corporation on 

12 behalf of which Plaintiff purports to sue, or anyone else). Nor does he cite any case in which the 

13 firing of an officer was determined to be a breach of fiduciary duty. And he has located no case 

14 in which a former CEO was reinstated as a remedy for a purported breach of fiduciary duty. 

15 Plaintiff ignores both the operative bylaws and Nevada law. RDI's Bylaws specifically 

16 provide that the CEO may be terminated at any time,jor any reason, by a majority oj the entire 

17 Board (not just the "non-Cotter" or "independent" Directors). That alone dooms his claim. 

18 Moreover, Plaintiff disregards the heightened standard for director liability that under NRS 

19 78.138(7), requiring that he establish "intentional misconduct, fraud, or a knowing violation of 

20 the law" to prevail. Indeed, Plaintiff only once cites to any of the governing Nevada statutes at 

21 issue (NRS 78.138(3), the business judgment rule, cited at PI's Mem. at 22), which he proceeds 

22 to rewrite based on inapplicable Delaware law. Consequently, Plaintiffs entire motion is 

23 premised on a requirement that does not exist in Nevada law-that the decision of a corporate 

24 board to terminate an executive is ever subject to an "entire fairness" test. 

25 Factually, Plaintiff casts aside the most relevant facts by attempting to confine the record 

26 to the period between May 19,2015 and June 12,2015. In so doing, he seeks to avoid the many 

27 months in which the Board tried to ameliorate the deficiencies of a young, inexperienced CEO 

28 who rose to power on an emergency basis, could not work well with key executives, was abusive 
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1 to fellow employees and Board members, and displayed a lack of understanding of important 

2 aspects ofRDI's businesses. That the Board began to openly consider Plaintiffs removal on 

3 May 21, 2015 was neither surprising nor improper. 

4 Plaintiff s description of the reasoned review process by which the Board evaluated his 

5 continued employment, which took place over three meetings, lasted over 13 hours, and provided 

6 Plaintiff with ample opportunities to defend his tenure (and continue as President and/or CEO 

7 under certain circumstances), is also woefully incomplete. So too is Plaintiffs skewed 

8 description of a potential settlement between him and his sisters, Ellen and Margaret Cotter, that 

9 was considered by the Board prior to its termination vote. Indeed, Plaintiff hides from the Court 

10 that he specifically sought assistance from Director Kane in "brokering" that "agreement-in-

11 principle." The complete undisputed facts show that the potential negotiated resolution between 

12 Plaintiff and his sisters was an appropriate business consideration by the RDI Board because it 

13 (1) alleviated the "dysfunction" and "thermonuclear hostility" between Plaintiff and his sisters, 

14 who were all Board members and key executives, and (2) circumscribed Plaintiffs authority as 

15 CEO. Once that agreement fell through, the Board was left with the same intractable problems 

16 as before, and properly acted to protect the interests ofRDI by ending Plaintiffs brief, 

17 ineffective, and divisive tenure. 

18 Ultimately, Plaintiff s motion should be denied, and summary judgment granted in favor 

19 of the Individual Defendants, in light of the following flaws in Plaintiff s termination and 

20 reinstatement claims, each of which is independently fatal: 

21 First, the Board's termination of Plaintiff cannot support a breach of fiduciary claim as a 

22 matter oflaw. Courts regularly reject attempts by former officers to utilize fiduciary duty law to 

23 challenge the propriety of their removals, especially where (as here) a bylaw authorized a 

24 majority of the entire Board to fire him "at any time, with or without cause." Plaintiffs 

25 attempted expansion of fiduciary duty law to cover purely managerial decisions by a board is bad 

26 policy and contrary to settled precedent. 

27 Second, Plaintiff lacks standing to serve as a derivative plaintiff. Economic antagonisms 

28 exist between Plaintiff and other stockholders. In fact, the remedy of reinstatement sought by 
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1 Plaintiff is entirely personal; neither RDI nor its stockholders share Plaintiffs interest in 

2 regaining his positions. Other litigation is pending regarding Plaintiffs firing and ultimate 

3 control of the Company, and Plaintiff s conduct-both before and after the filing of this suit-

4 indicates that he is simply using his purported derivative claims as vindictive leverage to obtain a 

5 favorable global settlement. Not surprisingly, stockholders unrelated to the Cotters have stated 

6 that they would not "reinstate" Plaintiff and that he is not "the best adequate representative." 

7 Third, even if the termination of an employee could theoretically constitute a breach of a 

8 fiduciary duty under RDI's bylaws and Nevada law (which it cannot) and Plaintiff had derivative 

9 standing (which he does not), Plaintiffs claims still fail. In his motion, Plaintiff has not argued, 

10 let alone established, any damages to RDI resulting from his termination-an essential element 

11 of breach of fiduciary duty. Further, Plaintiff does not contest that, if the business judgment rule 

12 were applied, it would be fatal to his action. And here, it clearly does. Under Nevada law, the 

13 business judgment rule always applies in the context of an employee termination. 

14 Even if Nevada allowed the possibility of a "fairness" review in the context of an 

15 officer's removal (which it does not), here it would not be appropriate since no non-Cotter 

16 director derived any financial benefit from it "in the sense of self-dealing" or was so "beholden" 

17 to Ellen and Margaret Cotter that their discretion was sterilized. Plaintiff has provided no 

18 evidence that the RDI Board-which had appointed him as CEO previously-was not vested 

19 with the same discretion to terminate him and replace him with another. Indeed, the months-

20 long process in which the Board attempted to train Plaintiff, provided him with an 

21 "ombudsman," creatively thought of ways to continue his employment while rectifying his 

22 inadequacies, and gave him notice and opportunity to defend his tenure was unquestionably fair 

23 as to the Company (and even to Plaintiff, which would be irrelevant in any event since he sues 

24 derivatively on behalf ofRDI and not in his personal capacity). 

25 Fourth, the relief demanded by Plaintiff-reinstatement-is not available. Equity 

26 jurisdiction does not lie where that Plaintiff was removable without cause under both RDI's 

27 Bylaws and his own Employment Contract (which Plaintiff is not suing upon in this case in any 

28 event). Further, there are strong practical impediments and policy reasons against compelling 
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1 the Board to reinstate Plaintiff (and fire Ellen Cotter as CEO) against its wishes. Plaintiff had no 

2 vested right to remain President and CEO and, even if reinstated, could simply be terminated 

3 again. More time has elapsed since Plaintiff's termination than he served as CEO, and the 

4 Company has moved on, which also counsels against reinstatement. Finally, in light of the 

5 "irreparable animosity" between Plaintiff and other directors, reinstatement would do nothing 

6 more than harm RDI's business. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. Plaintiff Had Glaring Deficiencies in His Temperament, Managerial Skills, 
and Knowledge of RDl's Corporate Affairs 

In construing the events leading up to his June 12,2015 termination as CEO and 

President ofRDI, Plaintiff starts the clock on May 19, 2015-just prior to the first meeting at 

which the Board formally debated his employment status. (See Pl.'s Mem. at 5-8.) Plaintiff has 

attempted to divert the Court's focus from the events of the previous eight months for good 

reason; during that time, major problems in Plaintiff's temperament, managerial skills, and 

knowledge ofRDI's business became obvious, forcing RDI's Board to spend innumerable hours 

trying to rectify his inadequacies through coaching, the use of an ombudsman, and additional 

training. (Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 5-9.)1 As Director McEachern testified, Plaintiff "knew that 

his position as CEO was in jeopardy for a longer period of time than just May 21." (HD# 1 Ex. 7 

at 176:1-9.) Plaintiff avoids the following facts, each of which invalidates his motion: 

• Plaintiff Could Be Removed at Any Time, For Any Reason: Plaintiff was elected as 

CEO pursuant to the RDI's Amended and Restated Bylaws, which provide, inter alia, that, as an 

officer, Plaintiff served "at the pleasure of the Board of Directors," and could "be removed at any 

1 Given the exact overlap between Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and the 
Individual Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment (No.1) on Plaintiff's Termination and 
Reinstatement Claims and (No.2) on the Issue of Director Independence, the Individual 
Defendants will refer to the applicable pages (and exhibits cited) in their September 23,2016 
motions where appropriate. Citations to "HD#I" will refer to exhibits attached to the 
Declaration of Noah S. Helpern in Support of the Individual Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment No.1, and citations to "HD#2" will likewise refer to exhibits attached to the Helpern 
Declaration in Support of the Individual Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment No.2. 
Citations to "HDO" will refer to any new exhibits attached in support of this opposition. 
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1 time, with or without cause, by the Board of Directors by a vote of not less than a majority of the 

2 entire Board at any meeting thereof." (HD#I, Ex. 19; see also Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 4-5.)2 

3 Plaintiff's Employment Contract, signed in 2013 when he became the Company's President, 

4 similarly contemplated that he could be terminated without cause, in which case he was entitled 

5 to receive his usual compensation and benefits for 12 months, or "for cause," in which case he 

6 would receive nothing. (HD#1 Ex. 20 § 10; see also Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 4.) 

7 • Plaintiff Was Elected Only Because of an Emergency Vacancy, and Lacked 

8 Significant Experience in Areas Critical to RDI: Plaintiff was elected as CEO on August 7,2014 

9 to fill an emergency vacancy caused by the health-related resignation of his father. (Id.) The 

10 Board hoped that Plaintiff would develop on the job. (Id. at 5.) As Director Adams noted, 

11 Plaintiff "was young" and "didn't have that much experience." (HD#1 Ex. 4 at 462: 14-25.) 

12 Director McEachern similarly recognized that Plaintiff "had no real estate experience, no 

13 international experience, no management experience, no cinema experience and no live theater 

14 experience" (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 49:25-50:7), while Director Storey believed that "ifhis last name 

15 wasn't Cotter, he wouldn't be CEO." (HD#1 Ex. 4 at 460:12-24.) Given that Storey and others 

16 recognized "holes in" Plaintiff's "expertise or ability to function as CEO and where he needed 

17 further handling" (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 177:5-11; HD#1 Ex. 32 at 2), RDI's Board-as Plaintiff has 

18 conceded-began discussing "the possibility of getting an interim CEO ... as early as October 

19 2014" to ameliorate his shortcomings. (HD#1 Ex. 11 at 528:9-529:20.) 

20 • Teamwork and Morale Was Poor Under Plaintiff's Abusive Leadership: By early 

21 February 2015, Director Storey recognized that under Plaintiff, "morale" within RDI was "poor 

22 and needs to be improved," Plaintiff "need[ ed] to establish teamwork," and required even more 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

2 Plaintiff's focus on the Board's January 15, 2015 resolution-in which all five non-Cotter 
directors agreed that in order to terminate "the CEO" (and/or Ellen and Margaret Cotter), a 
majority of the non-Cotter directors would be required to vote in favor of doing so (Pl.'s Mem. 
at 1, 4-5)-is misguided. Not only it is black-letter law that bylaws trump board resolutions, see 
18A Am. Jm. 2d Corporations § 253 (2016), a majority of the non-Cotter directors-all of 
whom were independent and disinterested-ultimately voted to remove Plaintiff as RDI's CEO 
and President. 
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1 "help to lead/develop leadership role." (HD#1 Ex. 33 at 3.) Plaintiffs management style was 

2 perceived as "closed door" and unengaged, and the Board saw Plaintiff as being "very reluctant 

3 and slow to make decisions." (HD#1 Ex. 3 at 451 :25-454:25; HD#1 Ex. 7 at 52:2-5,285:23-

4 286: 11.) Moreover, as Plaintiff admitted, the Board was aware of a "perception at Reading by 

5 employees" that he had "a volatile temper" and "an anger management problem." (HD#1 Ex. 11 

6 at 481:24-483:5.) The Board was troubled by Plaintiffs "behavior," "temperament," and "anger 

7 issues" (HD#1 Ex. 15 at 55:21-57:5), because Plaintiffs outbursts had caused several female 

8 employees or outside workers to be "physically afraid" of Plaintiff and concerned for their 

9 "actual physical safety" around him, such that at least one was "carrying mace to the office." 

10 (HD#1 Ex. 3 at419:17-421:23; HD#1 Ex. 5 at 134:1-135:22,137:12-140:15; HD#1 Ex. 7 

11 at 112:18-113:24,114:6-15.) As a result, some Board members considered sending Plaintiff to a 

12 "psychologist or psychiatrist" or to anger management classes in early 2015. (HD#1 Ex. 6 

13 at 529:22-530:2; HD#1 Ex. 35 at 3.) 

14 • Plaintiff Lacked an Understanding of Key Components ofRDI's Business: As CEO, 

15 Plaintiff also demonstrated a lack of understanding with respect to costs and margins highly 

16 critical to RDI's cinema business. (Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 7.) For instance, in a presentation 

17 to the Board on which he had worked "for months," Plaintiff failed to adjust his analysis to 

18 account for lower film rentals in Australia and New Zealand when comparing margins in those 

19 territories to U.S. theaters. (HD#1 Ex. 2 at 84:20-86: 1.) Moreover, Plaintiff failed to 

20 comprehend the different treatment used in each region when accounting for labor cost 

21 allocations. (Id. at 86: 1-87:23.) As a result, Director Adams and others questioned Plaintiffs 

22 "knowledge about the business," whether he "properly investigated" claimed issues in the 

23 Company before bringing them before the Board, and whether he was "really learning the 

24 business" and "leading us forward." (Id.) As CEO, Plaintiff admittedly never presented a 

25 business plan before the Board (HD#1 at 198:19-21,205:19-206:6,235:18-21), even after it was 

26 placed on the agenda (at his request) when the Board began discussing his potential termination. 

27 (HD#1 Ex. 29 at 1.) And, during his time as CEO, Plaintiff chose not to visit RDI's operations 

28 in Australia and New Zealand, despite their importance (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 292:6-24), preferring 
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1 instead to conduct a wasteful trip in which he went incognito to a few cinemas in Hawaii in an 

2 effort to embarrass his sister, Ellen Cotter, who was the long-standing executive responsible for 

3 that aspect of the business. (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 50:19-51:152:1.) 

4 B. Plaintiff Could Not Work With Key RDI Executives 

5 While Plaintiff in his motion ignores these problems with his managerial skills and 

6 temperament as CEO, he recognizes that during his entire tenure he was "at odds with" and had 

7 difficulties working alongside his sisters, Ellen and Margaret Cotter. (PI.'s Mem. at 8-14.) Ellen 

8 and Margaret Cotter were key executives at or contractors with RDI, and each were members of 

9 the Company's Board. (Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.2 at 4-5.) During this period, Ellen Cotter served as 

10 RDI's Chairman of the Board, had been a RDI employee since March 1998, and had run the day-

11 to-day operations of the Company's domestic cinema operations since 2002. (Id.) Margaret 

12 Cotter served as the Board's Vice Chairman and, while an outside consultant at the time of 

13 Plaintiff's firing, had run RDI's live-theater operations for at least 13 years, managed the 

14 underlying real estate issues relating to those theaters (and certain cinemas) for the same period, 

15 and was actively involved in the Company's redevelopment of its N ew York properties for the 

16 previous five years. (Id.; see also Ind. Defs.' MSJNo. 6 at 3-4.) 

17 Almost immediately after becoming CEO, Plaintiff became mired in a dispute with, and 

18 ultimately litigation against, Ellen and Margaret Cotter over an amendment to the James J. Cotter 

19 Living Trust, purportedly executed on their father's deathbed, which affected whether Margaret 

20 alone or Margaret and Plaintiff together controlled a trust into which the majority ofRDI's 

21 voting shares would ultimately pour. (PI.' s Mem. at 9-10; Ind. Defs.' MSJ No. 1 at 7.) Plaintiff 

22 further alienated the Board when he tried to undermine Ellen Cotter by conducting a secret one-

23 man examination ofRDI's cinema operations in the fall of2014, without any input from or the 

24 knowledge of Ellen Cotter (or any other member ofRDI's management), and later when he 

25 unilaterally tried to hire a food and beverage manager without involving her (despite the fact that 

26 he had no experience in food or beverage matters). (Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 6.) In addition to 

27 these steps, which engendered criticism from the Board both for Plaintiff's duplicity and 

28 wasteful spending of his time on matters best left to consultants (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 50: 19-51: 12), 
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1 Plaintiff became further estranged from Margaret Cotter when, rather than work productively 

2 with her once the producers of STOMP threatened to vacate RDI's Orpheum Theater, he 

3 "attack[ ed]" Margaret and attempted to use the dispute to "embarrass" her before the Board-a 

4 step that Director Kane felt was "not what a CEO should do when you have two experienced 

5 executives." (HD#1 Ex. 4 at 161 :4-162: 11; HD#1 Ex. 9 at 304:5-23.) Similarly, Director 

6 McEachern believed that Plaintiff refused to "mend fences and move forward" with Margaret 

7 Cotter, and instead "thr[ ew] hand grenades" into their relationship, when he advocated against 

8 making Margaret a full RDI employee (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 288: 19-289:8), despite the fact that she 

9 had long been performing the responsibilities for which she would be hired. (Ind. Defs.' MSJ 

10 No.6 at 3-7.)3 

11 As a result of Plaintiffs inability to cooperatively work with these individuals, who were 

12 integral to RDI's success, Director Gould and others determined that RDI was faced with "a 

13 dysfunctional management team" in which there was "'thermonuclear' hostility" between the 

14 Cotters. (HD#1 Ex. 35 at 2-3.) Plaintiff did not disagree; as he testified, the tensions between 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

3 In his motion, Plaintiff makes a host of factual allegations regarding Ellen and Margaret 
Cotter that are utterly irrelevant to the legal merits of his termination dispute. (PI.' s Mem. at 10-
14.) Not only is this attempt to color the record improper, Plaintiffs half-truths and distortions 
are undermined by the record. For instance, while Plaintiff notes that his sisters "sought to report 
to an executive committee ofRDI's Board of Directors rather than to" him (id. at 10), he omits 
that this was because they "were having issues with" Plaintiff and "wanted to figure out a way to 
have a structure in place that would be almost transitional that would help us work together so 
we could work through any issues we would have." (HDO Ex. 8 at 65:7-13.) The sisters also 
shared the valid concern that Plaintiff, based on his pattern of conduct, "would color [their] 
reporting and would put [them] in a bad light." (Id. at 92: 18-21.) Similarly, while Plaintiff 
criticizes Ellen Cotter for wanting a new job title, he ignores that her present title did "not 
reflect" her actual responsibilities, and the "nominal" president was actually just a "senior 
advisor." (HDO Ex. 11 at 2; HDO Ex. 2 at 14:21-15: 13.) In fact, Plaintiff "agreed in principal" 
that Ellen Cotter should be given the revised title. (HD#1 Ex. 37 at 2.) Nor does he identify why 
it was improper that Ellen and Margaret Cotter sought employment contracts. Plaintiff had one, 
and Director Gould recognized that, "given the fact of the factions" in RDI's management, each 
rightfully "felt their jobs may have been in jeopardy" and that absent such a contract Plaintiff 
may "take steps to have [them] terminated" irrespective of performance. (HDO Ex. 10 at 79:21-
81:3.) And the request by Ellen and Margaret Cotter to have their below-market compensation 
rectified was consistent with the recommendation of an external industry expert and was 
subsequently approved by RDI's Compensation Committee. (See Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.6 at 6-9.) 
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1 Plaintiff and his sisters had become so intense that RDI was unable to function, such that drastic 

2 reform in behavior or potential termination(s) were required to get beyond the current paralysis. 

3 (HD#1 Ex. 12 at 696:22-700:3, 704:7-22.) Director Storey specifically informed Plaintiff that 

4 RDI needed to operate "more harmoniously," any more "back sliding" was "not acceptable," and 

5 "things need to improve and that improvement has to be sustained, otherwise the board will need 

6 to look to other steps to protect the company's position." (HD#1 Ex. 37 at 1-2.) 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

c. The Board Engaged in a Months-Long Reasoned Review Under Which It 
Evaluated Plaintiff and Sought to Ameliorate His Inadequacies 

With respect to Plaintiff, the RDI Board had "an individual who we're very concerned 

about" such that its "process or evaluation" of him was "constantly going on." (HD#1 Ex. 7 

at 219:2-24.) The Board considered engaging an outside consultant to improve Plaintiffs 

"management and corporate governance" (HD#1 Ex. 11 at 354:23-357:24), and ultimately 

decided to appoint Director Storey as an "ombudsman" in March 20 15-over Plaintiff s initial 

objections-to work with and coach Plaintiff, and mediate any disputes between him and other 

executives. (Ind. Defs.' MSJ No. 1 at 8; PI.' s Mem. at 5 n.1; HD#1 Ex. 11 at 315 :22-317: 16.) 

Storey made clear to Plaintiff that "he needs to make progress in the business with Ellen and 

Margaret quickly, or the board will need to look to alternatives to protect the interests of the 

company." (HD#1 Ex. 37 at 2-3.) Indeed, Storey emphasized to Plaintiff, "if things don't work 

out in an acceptable manner, then the [B]oard is resolute in the view that it will then act in the 

best interests of the company in changing things." (Id. at 3.) While some directors wanted the 

ombudsman process to continue through the end of June 2015 (PI's Mem. at 6 n.3), the Board 

"never set a date of June 30 for our intervention" and Director Kane and others felt that "there 

was no reason for us to wait until June 30" without progress. (HD#1 Ex. 6 at 532: 12-533: 15.) 

The necessary improvement did not take place. While Adams had hoped that Plaintiff 

"could learn on the job and get up to speed quickly," by April 2015 he "was of the opinion that 

wasn't working out," as the Board had "been working with [Plaintiff] all these months and I 

don't see progress." (HD#1 Ex. 2 at 78:18-21,83:23-87:23.) Similarly, "sometime in mid to 

late May of2015," McEachern concluded that Plaintiff had "an inability to operate as a manager, 
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1 an inability to create trust, [and] an inability to communicate with people" such that "we're not 

2 making progress that our shareholders expect us to make in this organization, and we [have] got 

3 to get somebody in here who can help us move the company forward." (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 71:2-18, 

4 293:23-294:15.) Director Kane had not yet "made up my mind" by mid-May, and considered 

5 abstaining in the event a motion was made to terminate Plaintiff. (HDO Ex. 12; HDO Ex. 6 

6 at 309: 19-310: 1 (Kane noting "I wouldn't have invited [Plaintiff] to come down to my house and 

7 talk about how he could stay" if he had made up his mind).)4 

8 As various directors independently contemplated Plaintiff's removal, they began a series 

9 of emails, meetings, and informal straw polls as to a potential termination vote, and commenced 

10 discussing what to do on an interim basis in the event that Plaintiff was fired. (HDO Ex. 9 

11 at 175:17-179:7; HDO Ex. 3 at 98:8-99:22; HDO Ex. 4 at 366:14-373:2.) None of this was 

12 improper, as Plaintiff suggests. (PI. 's Mem. at 5-6.) Rather, the Board had to determine if it was 

13 even worthwhile to formally discuss Plaintiff's employment status during a Board meeting, and 

14 it had an obligation to plan ahead ifhe was ultimately removed. Given that there was sufficient 

15 support to begin an open debate, Plaintiff's continuing role as CEO and President was placed on 

16 the agenda for the Board's May 21,2015 meeting as an item for discussion. (HD#1 Ex. 39.) 

17 Plaintiff, by taking certain emails out of context and omitting the following events, 

18 implies that what happened next was a "kangaroo court" to which "Directors Gould and/or 

19 Storey objected." (PI.'s Mem. at 6.) But the only emails cited by Plaintiff pre-date the Board's 

20 May 21,2015 meeting, and merely evince Storey's disagreement with the "apparent view" of 

21 certain directors "that no discussion is necessary" and a simple vote on Plaintiff's employment 

22 would suffice. (See, e.g., HDO Ex. 14.) Storey instead wanted to "define and address the issue, 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

4 Plaintiff's citation to a May 19 email from Kane to Gould explaining that "the die is cast" 
is misleading to the extent that it implies Kane had made up his mind and wanted no debate. 
(PI.' s Mem. at 6.) During his deposition, Kane explained that he did not mean that Plaintiff was 
going to be terminated without any discussion, but instead that "I was referring to the agenda ... 
that was cast .... To me that meant the agenda is set, and that's what we'll discuss, and I see no 
reason to have a meeting beforehand" with Gould. (HDO Ex. 6 at 356:10-25,360:5-12.) 
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1 discuss it, and come to a conclusion," which was "a separate issue [as] to the merits of the 

2 decision before us." (HDO Ex. 1 at 134:9-135: 1; HDO Ex. 13 at 1-2.) 

3 What Plaintiffleaves out is that the Board actually adopted and followed Storey's advice 

4 as to "proper procedure." The Board first met on May 21,2015 to discuss potentially removing 

5 Plaintiff as CEO and President. (HD#1 Ex. 29.) Its discussion lasted nearly five hours, during 

6 which it utilized both outside counsel retained by the Company and additional outside counsel 

7 engaged by the non-Cotter directors. (Jd.) That Plaintiff's employment was up for discussion 

8 was not a mystery to him, as Plaintiff hints. (Pl.'s Mem. at 5.) It was unambiguous that this was 

9 going to happen, as evidenced by the presence of Plaintiff's current litigation counsel at the 

10 May 21,2015 Board meeting (HD#1 Ex. 29 at 1), and the fact that, in the days prior, both 

11 Plaintiff and his counsel had threatened to sue each director "and ruin them financially" if they 

12 voted for removal. (HD#1 Ex. 3 at 426: 19-427:9; HD#1 Ex. 7 at 78: 14-79:2.) At the May 21 

13 meeting, Director Gould raised one possible solution to the problems being experienced by RDI 

14 under Plaintiff's leadership, which would be to have Plaintiff resign as CEO but "continue as 

15 President of the Company," with the Board to then "commence a search for a new Chief 

16 Executive Officer"-a proposal that Plaintiff "twice refused." (HD#1 Ex. 29 at 4.) Ultimately, 

17 after much debate in which Plaintiff was given the opportunity to discuss his performance (and 

18 actually did so "at length"), the Board chose not to terminate Plaintiff on May 21,2015, and 

19 instead continued its deliberations for the next scheduled Board meeting. (Id. at 1-4.) 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

D. The Board Properly Considered a Potential Settlement That Would Have 
Resolved the Trust Litigation and Reduced Plaintiff's Authority as CEO 

As planned, the Board discussed Plaintiff's performance and the possibility of his 

removal for another seven hours on May 29,2015, once again in the presence of counsel. (HD#1 

Ex. 30.) For a third time, Plaintiff refused the opportunity "to remain employed as President of 

the Company under the leadership of a new Chief Executive Officer." (Id. at 1-3.) Adams then 

made a motion, seconded by McEachern, to remove Plaintiff from his position as President and 

CEO, "principally based on Plaintiff's lack of leadership skills, understanding of the Company's 

business, temperament, managerial skills, decision-making and other attributes." (Id. at 2.) 
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1 Plaintiff's defense was limited to an assertion "that it was the intention of his father ... that he 

2 run the Company and the Board should observe his wishes." (Id. at 3.) 

3 Prior to a final vote, the Cotters informed the Board of an important development: they 

4 had reached an "agreement-in-principle," subject to review by counsel, documentation to their 

5 mutual satisfaction, and approval by the Board as to certain issues, that (1) addressed "the 

6 structure of the senior management of the Company" (a fact that Plaintiff noticeably leaves out 

7 of his motion (see Pl.'s Mem. at 6-8)) and (2) would resolve their pending trust litigation. 

8 (HD#1 Ex. 30 at 3-4.) Under the agreement, Plaintiff would remain as CEO, but his decisions 

9 would be subject to oversight by an Executive Committee composed of Ellen Cotter, Margaret 

10 Cotter, and Guy Adams, to which certain decisions were delegated-such as the hiring, firing, 

11 and compensation of senior personnel. (HD#1 Ex. 40.)5 The Board saw this as a positive step, 

12 as the agreement had the potential to assuage the performance concerns regarding Plaintiff, 

13 "resolve issues relating to the control of the Company," "provide certainty to management and 

14 stockholders," and "reduce or eliminate the tension and obstacles" that had prevented Plaintiff 

15 from working with his sisters. (HD#1 Ex. 30 at 3.) As such, the Board adjourned the May 29, 

16 2015 meeting without a vote to allow the documentation of the potential settlement. (Id. at 4.) 

17 Director Kane, who had been aware of the possibility of a negotiated resolution in the 

18 previous days, did not "pressure" Plaintiff to accept the settlement, as Plaintiff wrongly claims. 

19 (Pl.'s Mem. at 18-20l Instead, it is clear from the evidence that Plaintiff reached out to Kane 

20 first to involve him in the settlement discussions, telling Kane on May 22,2015 that he was the 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

5 The "agreement-in-principle" reached was not a "take-it or leave-it offer," as Plaintiff 
incorrectly claims. (Pl.'s Mem. at 7.) Indeed, the Cotters made revisions and exchanged drafts 
to the "Confidential Settlement Memo of Understanding" over the course of several days. (See 
HD#1 Ex. 40 (May 27,2015 version); HDO Ex. 16 (June 3, 2015 revision).) 

6 To the extent that Plaintiff makes allegations challenging the independence of Directors 
Kane and Adams, those assertions are fully rebutted in the Individual Defendants' Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment (No.2) on the Issue of Director Independence and need not be 
repeated here. To the extent that Plaintiff relies on these distortions and inaccuracies to maintain 
that his summary judgment motion should be granted, Section III(C)(2)(b) below identifies the 
many factual and legal failings in Plaintiff's argument on the issue of director independence. 
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1 "most thoughtful director" who was the "only one I have now who can broker peace" (RDO 

2 Ex. 18 at 1), and begging Kane on May 27,2015: "Is there anything you can do to broker this?" 

3 (RDO Ex. 15 at 2.) While Kane "strongly advise[d]" Plaintiff to come to a negotiated resolution 

4 (id. at 1), his encouragement was not motivated by a desire that Margaret Cotter remain the sole 

5 trustee of the Voting Trust, as Plaintiff asserts. (PI.' s Mem. at 18-19.) Rather, the evidence is 

6 that, as oflate May 2015, Kane had "not seen or heard the particulars" as to who would control 

7 the Trust (RDO Ex. 15 at 1), did not know that Margaret Cotter would be left as the sole trustee 

8 under the settlement, and "didn't want to know it." (RDO Ex. 7 at 597:9-22.) Rather, Kane told 

9 Plaintiff that he supported the general idea of a cooperative deal because it would "benefit you 

10 and your sisters and allow you to work together going forward," help end all "ill feelings," and 

11 allow Plaintiff to prove that he does "have the leadership skills to run this company." (RDO 

12 Ex. 15 at 1-2.) When Kane later learned that Margaret Cotter would control the trust under the 

13 proposed deal, he reemphasized to Plaintiff on June 11, 2015 that he would "much prefer that 

14 [Plaintiff] bend a bit and work it out between you to build the trust that is necessary so that you 

15 don't lose control of the company, as you presently have." (RDO Ex. 17.) Kane was well aware 

16 that "there were votes there to terminate [Plaintiff]" and that he himself would be "voting against 

17 him" by mid -June due to Plaintiff s deficiencies if they were not alleviated by the kind of further 

18 oversight and more harmonious management structure contemplated in the pending settlement. 

19 (RDO Ex. 7 at 596: 13-25; RDO Ex. 5 at 193:3-195:2.) 

20 Ultimately, the "agreement-in-principle" broke down by early June 2015 when the 

21 Cotters attempted to document its final form, and, there being no resolution of the ongoing 

22 management issues, Plaintiffs employment was placed back on the agenda for the Board's 

23 June 12,2015 meeting. (Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 11.) At that meeting, the Board once again 

24 discussed Plaintiff s management skills and experience, following which Directors Adams, 

25 Kane, and McEachern, as well as Ellen and Margaret Cotter, voted in favor of the pending 

26 motion to remove Plaintiff as the Company's CEO and President; directors Gould and Storey 

27 voted against the removal motion, while Plaintiff abstained. (RD#1 Ex. 31 at 1-2.) None of the 

28 directors-including Storey and Gould-believed that Plaintiff s failure to settle the trust and 
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1 estate litigation between him and Ellen and Margaret Cotter caused his termination as CEO and 

2 President of the Company. (Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 11-12.) Instead, as both Storey and Kane 

3 testified, the majority felt that "things should be dealt with now," "[t]hey had come to a head and 

4 there was no point in delaying," "the current disharmony within the business was untenable 

5 going forward," "[t]here was a polarization in the office among the employees, and it had to be 

6 resolved one way or another." (HD#1 Ex. 1 at 119:25-120:12,154:2-14; HD#2 Ex. 5 at 331:11-

7 332: 17.) As McEachern testified, "from August of2014 until [Plaintiff's] termination, I cannot 

8 tell you one thing that we did that created value for the company, one thing that Jim Cotter, Jr. 

9 managed to do. Nothing." (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 292:2-5.) Following Plaintiff's removal, Ellen Cotter 

10 was elected interim and ultimately permanent CEO and President ofRDI. (HD#1 Ex. 25.) 

11 III. ARGUMENT 

12 A. Plaintiff's Termination Cannot Support a Breach of Fiduciary Duty Claim 

13 Plaintiffs motion fails because it has no basis in the law, ignores the relevant law, and 

14 focuses instead on inapplicable law and facts. Plaintiff avoids any mention of RD l' s Bylaws, the 

15 governing Nevada corporate statutes (or even his own Employment Contract) on his fiduciary 

16 duty claims. Indeed, he does not identify a single case in which any court (let alone a Nevada 

17 court) has found members of a board liable for breaching fiduciary duties of care or loyalty by 

18 terminating a corporate officer. Every case cited by Plaintiff is inapposite-such as where a 

19 board is alleged to have breached its duties when faced with a corporate merger or sale, or where 

20 there is an accusation that corporate assets have been misused; noticeably absent is any case law 

21 in which the employment of an officer is at issue. See, e.g., McMullin v. Brand, 765 A.2d 910, 

22 917 (Del. 2000) (proposed sale of corporation); Cinerama, Inc. v. Technicolor, Inc., 663 A.2d 

23 1156, 1163 (Del. 1995) (two-stage tender offer/merger transaction); Paramount Commc 'ns Inc. 

24 v. QVC Network, 637 A.2d 34,42 (Del. 1994) (merger); Venhill Ltd. P'ship v. Hillman, c.A. No. 

25 1866-VCL, 2008 WL 2270488, at *22 (Del. Ch. June 3, 2008) (partner accused of improper 

26 investments and misuse of trust assets). Under the governing law and undisputed material facts, 

27 Plaintiff's claims related to his termination should be rejected. 

28 
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14 

15 

16 
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1. RDl's Board Had the Undisputed Right to Remove Plaintiff at Any 
Time, With or Without Cause 

First, pursuant to the RDI Bylaws, and the broad latitude afforded decisions by a board of 

directors under Nevada law, Plaintiffs claim fails. 

Under Nevada law, officers such as Plaintiff "hold their offices for such terms and have 

such powers and duties as may be prescribed by the bylaws or determined by the board of 

directors," and may remain in office until the "expiration of his or her term" or "until the 

officer's resignation or removal before the expiration of his or her term." NRS 78.130(3)-(4). 

"[T]here is no vested right to retain one's office in the face of a properly executed removal." 

Cooperv. Anderson-Stokes, Inc., 571 A.2d 786,1990 WL 17756, at *2 (Del. 1989) (table). 

RDI's Amended and Restated Bylaws mirror NRS 78.130, and provide that Plaintiff could hold 

office as the Company's CEO and President only until the appointment of his successor, his 

death, or until he shall resign or "is removed in the manner as hereinafter provided for such term 

as may be prescribed by the Board of Directors." (HD# 1 Ex. 19, Art. IV § 1.) 

The Company's Bylaws expressly provide that Plaintiff served solely "at the pleasure of 

the Board of Directors," and that he could "be removed at any time, with or without cause, by the 

Board of Directors by a vote of not less than a majority of the entire Board at any meeting 

thereof." (Id., Art. IV § 10.) Plaintiffs Employment Contract similarly recognized that the 

Board had an undiminished right to terminate him "with cause," in which event he was owed no 

relief, or "without cause," in which case he was due a specified sum. (HD#1 Ex. 20 § 10.) 

A corporation's charter and bylaws "are contracts among the shareholders of a 

corporation." Centaur Partners, IV v. Nat'l Intergroup, Inc., 582 A.2d 923, 928 (Del. 1990). 

Here, because the Board had an express, unrestricted right to terminate Plaintiff s employment at 

any time, for any reason, under both Nevada law and RDI's Bylaws, as a matter oflaw it cannot 

be liable for breaching its fiduciary duties and violating any fundamental covenant between the 

Company and its stockholders. See, e.g., Nahass v. Harrison, C.A. No. 15-12354,2016 WL 

4771059, at *6 (D. Mass. Sept. 13,2016) (terminated officer could not maintain fiduciary duty 

claim where his termination was authorized under "the Bylaws"); In re Eagle Corp., 484 B.R. 
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1 640,654 (Bankr. D.N.1. 2012) (removal of officer and director could not be a breach of fiduciary 

2 duty where "Delaware General Corporation Law provides for removal ... with or without 

3 cause"); Goldstein v. Lincoln Nat 'I Convertible Sec. Fund, Inc., 140 F. Supp. 2d 424,438 (E.D. 

4 Pa. 2001) (plaintiff could not maintain fiduciary duty claim "[g]iven the express statutory 

5 authorization for the Board's action"), vacated on other grounds, 2003 WL 1846095 (3d Cir. 

6 Apr. 2, 2003); Quadrant Structured Prod. Co., Ltd. v. Vertin, C.A. No. 6990-VCL, 2014 WL 

7 5465535, at *3 (Del. Ch. Oct. 28, 2014) (dismissing action, in part, because the company's 

8 "governing documents authorized" the challenged "strategy"); 2 Fletcher Cyc. Corp. § 360 

9 (2015) ("a court has no right or jurisdiction to review the discretionary action of the board in 

10 removing an officer, unless the contract rights of the person removed are involved"); id. § 363 

11 ("where a bylaw provided that any officer might be removed by a majority vote of the entire 

12 board whenever the best interests of the company require it, it was for the directors to determine 

13 what was in the best interests of the company; the courts will not interfere unless for fraud or 

14 illegality"). To hold otherwise would effectively rewrite the RDI's Bylaws and fundamentally 

15 alter the "contract" between Company and its stockholders. Given the clear authority of the 

16 Board to terminate him without cause, Plaintiff s motion should be denied. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

2. Courts Routinely Reject Attempts to Transform the Termination of 
an Officer's Employment Into a Breach of Fiduciary Claim 

Second, Plaintiff s inability to locate direct authority supporting the availability of a 

fiduciary duty claim in the context of an officer termination decision is not surprising. Most 

courts regularly reject attempts to use "an appeal to general fiduciary law" to transform cases 

involving the dismissal of an officer into claims that a company's directors "breached a fiduciary 

duty as corporate officers." Ingle v. Glamore Motor Sales, Inc., 73 N.Y.2d 183, 190 (1989) 

(rejecting effort by operating manager and minority shareholder, upon his firing, to assert 

fiduciary duty violations); see also Hackett v. Marquardt & Roche/Meditz & Hackett, Inc., Civ. 

No. 02-990166881S, 2002 WL 31304216, at *2 (Conn. Sup. Ct. Sept. 17,2002) (rejecting breach 

of fiduciary duty claim, and holding that "the law of employment relations seems to provide 

sufficient protection for any civil wrongs" in the event of a purportedly unlawful termination). 
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1 Such courts have found that claims of fiduciary breaches by terminated officers represent "novel 

2 argument[s]" for which there is "no case in support." Carlson v. Hallinan, 925 A.2d 506,540 

3 (Del. Ch. 2006) (plaintiff could not "articulate a theory as to how Carlson's removal as President 

4 ... could be a breach of fiduciary duty"); see also Datto Inc. v. Braband, 856 F. Supp. 2d 354, 

5 384 (D. Conn. 2012) (allegations of "breach of fiduciary duty" based on "allegedly wrongful 

6 termination ... fail to state a claim"). 

7 These courts instead have barred breach of fiduciary duty claims against corporate 

8 directors arising from their decision to terminate the employment of an officer. See, e.g., 

9 Berman v. Physical Med. Ass 'n, Ltd., 225 F.3d 429,433 (4th Cir. 2000) (affirming dismissal of 

10 fiduciary duty claim that directors did not follow fair procedures in deciding to terminate 

11 stockholder/doctor's employment because "any injury caused by the termination decision itself 

12 would be an injury to his interests as an employee, not as a stockholder"); In re Eagle Corp., 484 

13 B.R. at 654 (a stockholder "who is also an employee cannot recover on a breach of fiduciary 

14 duty claim when the claim is grounded solely in an employment dispute"); Wall St. Sys., Inc. v. 

15 Lemence, No. 04 Civ. 5299,2005 WL 2143330, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 2, 2005) (dismissing third-

16 party claims against directors because "they are essentially employment disputes that cannot 

17 sustain a claim of fiduciary breach under Delaware law"); Dweck v. Nassar, No. 1353-N, 2005 

18 WL 5756499, at *5 (Del. Ch. Nov. 23, 2005) (finding that "[the shareholder's] allegations of 

19 wrongdoing in connection with her termination as President and CEO" by the Board of Directors 

20 "are insufficient to support a claim for breach of fiduciary duty"). 

21 In fact, "under Delaware law," which Plaintiff maintains is "persuasive authority" (PI.' s 

22 Mem. at 22 n.6), courts are emphatic that "there can be no breach of fiduciary duty stemming 

23 from the termination of [an officer's] employment." Kasper v. LinuxMall.com, Inc., No. Civ. A. 

24 00-2019,2001 WL 230494, at *3 (D. Min .. Feb. 23, 2001) (applying Delaware law in context of 

25 termination of president); see also Riblet Prods. Corp. v. Nagy, 683 A.2d 37,39-40 (Del. 1996) 

26 (no liability for breach of fiduciary duty where stockholder/plaintiff was "an employee of the 

27 corporation under an employment contract with respect to issues involving that employment"). 

28 The Court need not proceed any further. Given that Plaintiff's termination was explicitly 
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1 authorized at any time, for any reason, under RDI's Bylaws by a simple majority "of the entire 

2 Board," and courts are virtually unanimous in rejecting attempted fiduciary duty claims arising 

3 out of an employee's termination, Plaintiff's fiduciary duty claims relating to his firing are not 

4 supportable. Plaintiff's motion should be denied, as summary judgment in favor of the 

5 Individual Defendants as to Plaintiff's termination claims is immediately warranted instead. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
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B. Even If the Termination of an Employee Could Constitute a Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty, Plaintiff Lacks Standing to Maintain His Derivative Action 

Even assuming that, contrary to the great weight of established caselaw, it is theoretically 

possible for a plaintiff to maintain a viable breach of fiduciary duty claim relating to the 

termination of a corporate officer, Plaintiff himself lacks standing to derivatively assert breach of 

fiduciary duty claims against the Individual Defendants arising out of his termination. Elements 

of standing are not merely pleading requirements, but are an "indispensable part of the plaintiff's 

case" on which "the plaintiff bears the burden of proof' at each of "the successive stages of the 

litigation." Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992). Plaintiff cannot meet his 

burden with respect to his standing now that discovery has occurred. 

For the reasons set forth in detail in the Individual Defendants' Motion for Summary 

Judgment (No.1), Plaintiff lacks the necessary standing to assert derivative claims on behalf of 

RDI and its stockholders relating to his termination because: (1) clear economic antagonisms 

exist between Plaintiff and RDI's stockholders; (2) the injury alleged to, and the remedy sought 

by, Plaintiff is entirely personal, and is not a harm suffered by RDI itself or its stockholders; 

(3) other significant litigation is pending covering the same conduct at issue, and the overlap 

indicates that Plaintiff is personally using this derivative suit to attempt to obtain a more 

favorable global settlement; (4) Plaintiff is clearly driven by vindictiveness; and (5) significant 

unaffiliated stockholders in RDI do not support Plaintiff's derivative action as it relates to his 

termination or to the extent it demands his belated reinstatement. (See Ind. Defs.' MSJ No. 1 

at 23-28.) Plaintiff's inability to satisfy the standing requirements for his derivative action as it 

relates to his termination and reinstatement merits not only the denial of his partial summary 

judgment motion, but also the entry of summary judgment against him. 
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C. Even If the Termination of an Employee Could Constitute a Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty and Plaintiff Had Standing, Plaintiff's Claims Fail as a 
Matter of Law 

Even assuming arguendo that the termination of an employee could ever support a breach 

of fiduciary duty claim and Plaintiff has standing to maintain a derivative action on behalf of 

RDI itself and its stockholders that asserts fiduciary duty claims relating to his termination, 

Plaintiff-to sustain his suit-must produce cognizable evidence showing (1) "the existence of a 

fiduciary duty"; (2) the decision by the Board to terminate him as CEO and President of the 

Company represented a "breach of that duty" to RDI itself as a matter oflaw; and (3) "that the 

breach proximately caused the damages" to the Company alleged. Brown v. Kinross Gold 

US.A., Inc., 531 F. Supp. 2d 1234,1245 (D. Nev. 2008). Moreover, underNRS 78.138(7), in 

order for the Individual Defendants to be liable, Plaintiff must prove that the fiduciary breach 

"involved intentional misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation of the law." Yet Plaintiff cannot 

meet any-let alone all-of these requirements. His motion for partial summary judgment fails 

for four additional and independent reasons. 

1. Plaintiff Has Not Argued, Let Alone Established, Any Damages to 
RDI as a Result of His Termination 

In his Second Amended Complaint, Plaintiff has asserted claims on behalf of the 

Company relating to his termination against the Individual Defendants for the breach of the duty 

of care, the breach of the duty ofloyalty, and aiding and abetting these alleged breaches. (Pl.'s 

Mem. at 1; SAC Counts I, II, IV.) An essential element to pleading (and establishing) each of 

these causes of action under Nevada law is the requirement that Plaintiff show that the purported 

breaches proximately caused damages to RDI. See Olvera v. Shafer, No. 2: 14-cv-01298, 2015 

WL 7566682, at *2 (D. Nev. Nov. 24, 2015) ("A claim for breach of fiduciary duty under 

Nevada law requires a plaintiff to demonstrate a fiduciary duty exists, that duty was breached, 

and the breach proximately caused the damages."); In re Amerco Deriv. Litig., 127 Nev. 196, 

225 (2011) (adopting the Delaware standard for "aiding and abetting a breach of a fiduciary 

duty," for which one of the "four elements" is "the breach of the fiduciary relationship resulted 

in damages"). In his motion for summary judgment, however, Plaintiff does not argue-let 
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1 alone provide any evidence-that the alleged breaches caused any damages, let alone 

2 proximately caused damages to the Company. This failure alone is immediately fatal to 

3 Plaintiff's motion. 7 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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11 
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2. The Board's Decision to Terminate Plaintiff Is Protected by the 
Business Judgment Rule 

In his motion, Plaintiff does not contest that, if the business judgment rule were to apply, 

his fiduciary duty claims arising out of his termination would automatically fail as a matter of 

law. (See also Ind. Defs.' MSJ No. 1 at 18-22 (establishing why the business judgment rule bars 

Plaintiff's action).) Instead, his sole argument is that "the business judgment rule has no 

application here" because certain Board members purportedly "had an interest in the challenged 

conduct" or lacked "independence" from those that had such an interest. (PI.'s Mem. at 21-22.) 

According to Plaintiff, Delaware's "entire fairness test"-rather than Nevada law-should be 

applied when evaluating any breach of fiduciary duty relating to his termination. (Id. at 25-28.) 

Plaintiff's attempt to avoid the application of the business judgment rule fails for two reasons. 

(a) Under Nevada Law, the Business Judgment Rule Applies in 
the Context of an Employee Termination 

Plaintiff's entire argument rests upon his assumption that if either Director Kane or 

Director Adams was not "independent" with respect to the Board's decision to terminate his 

employment, then the Individual Defendants automatically lose the presumptive application of 

the business judgment rule. (See PI.'s Mem. at 21-25.) But Plaintiff cites no Nevada law or 

statute in support of this assumption. Instead, he relies only on general Delaware common law 

principles focused on-as noted above-inapposite situations, such as merger transactions or 

corporate asset sales. (Jd.) Plaintiff's complete avoidance of Nevada law is telling, because the 

text of Nevada's actual corporate statutes fatally undermines his unsupported analysis. 

7 Of course, Plaintiff cannot raise a new argument in his reply brief that was not made in his 
opening brief, and has waived his ability to argue damages for the purposes of his motion. See 
Edelstein v. Bank ofN Y Mellon, 286 P.3d 249,261 n.13 (Nev. 2012); Leonard v. State, 114 
Nev. 639, 662 (1998); United States v. Bez, 740 F.2d 903,916 (11th Cir. 1984). 
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1 NRS 78.13 8(3) codifies Nevada's business judgment rule, providing that "[ d]irectors and 

2 officers, in deciding upon matters of business, are presumed to act in good faith, on an informed 

3 basis and with a view to the interests of the corporation." Id. (emphasis added). Under Nevada's 

4 corporate law, the presumptive application of the state's business judgment rule may be called 

5 into question in only two scenarios, both of which are inapplicable here (and neither are cited by 

6 Plaintiff). 

7 Directors are "given the benefit of the presumptions established by subsection 3 ofNRS 

8 78.138" in "connection with a change or potential change in control of the corporation," but may 

9 lose that shield if they take certain actions "to resist a change or potential change in control of a 

10 corporation" and specified elements are not met. See NRS 78.139(1 )(b), 2-4. The Board's 

11 termination of Plaintiff as a corporate officer does not implicate this provision, as it did not 

12 involve a change in the stockholder control ofRDI. 

13 NRS 78.140 sets forth the only other way that the benefit of the business judgment rule 

14 may be removed under Nevada law. NRS 78.140(1) provides that "[a] contract or other 

15 transaction is not void or voidable solely because the contract or transaction is between a 

16 corporation and one or more of its directors or officers; or another corporation, firm or 

17 association in which one or more of its directors or officers are directors or officers or are 

18 financially interested"-even if "a common or interested director or officer" is present, that 

19 director "authorizes or approves the contract or transaction," and the director's vote is counted-

20 as long as certain conditions in NRS 78.140(2) are met. NRS 78.140 on its face also is not 

21 implicated by Plaintiffs termination; instead it is limited to so-called "related party transactions" 

22 in which potential "self-dealing" by the director or officer doing business with the corporation 

23 must be evaluated. See Leavitt v. Leisure Sports Inc., 103 Nev. 81, 86 (1987) (NRS 78.140 is 

24 focused on when "a corporate officer or director may contract directly with the corporation"); 

25 Pederson v. Owen, 92 Nev. 648, 650 (1976) (applying NRS 78.140 to transaction between 

26 corporation and another entity owned by one of its officers); Schoffv. Clough, 79 Nev. 193, 196 

27 (1963) (noting, under previous iteration of statute, "[a] contract between a corporation and an 

28 officer is not void or voidable except for unfairness or fraud"); Foster v. Arata, 74 Nev. 143, 
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1 153-54 (1958) (corporation's execution of an outside contract with one of its officers does not 

2 invalidate the contract, but subjects it to a close scrutiny as to the good faith of the deal); Kruss v. 

3 Booth, 185 Ca1.AppAth 699,710 (2010) (describingNRS 78.140 as addressing "self-dealing"); 

4 In re Sec. Asset Capital Corp., 390 B.R. 636, 647-48 (Bankr. D. Minn. 2008) (applying NRS 

5 78.140 to evaluate outside consulting contracts between company and directors). 

6 The RDI Board's termination of Plaintiff clearly falls outside the scope ofNRS 78.140. 

7 Plaintiff's firing was not a "related party transaction": it was a purely intra-company matter that 

8 did not involve a deal between RDI and another entity, or a relationship between RDI and 

9 Plaintiff acting outside of his role as an RDI employee. Plaintiff's termination was also not a 

10 "related party transaction" with respect to Director Kane or Director Adams (the only two 

11 Directors whose "independence" Plaintiff challenges in his motion) since they were not the 

12 subject of the decision and they "did not stand on both sides of the transaction or receive any 

13 personal financial benefit." La. Mun. Police Emps. ' Ret. Sys. v. Wynn, No.2: 12-cv-509 JCM, 

14 2014 WL 994616, at *4 (D. Nev. Mar. 13,2014) (applying Nevada law). 

15 Accordingly, the RDI Board's business decision to remove a divisive, poorly-performing 

16 officer is entitled to the Nevada statutory presumption of reasonable business judgment under 

17 NRS 78.138(3). See Nahass, 2016 WL 4771059, at *5 (questioning how the "entire fairness" 

18 doctrine ever "would apply to employment decisions or decisions of non-controlling 

19 shareholders," and rejecting fiduciary duty claim by officer terminated by company's directors). 

20 Because the business judgment rule applies as a matter of law, and Plaintiff has not even 

21 contested the availability of his termination claims under that rule, Plaintiff's motion should be 

22 denied and judgment entered against him. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

(b) Directors Kane and Adams Were Both "Disinterested" and 
"Independent" 

Even if the disinterestedness and/or independence ofRDI's directors could have an 

impact on whether the business judgment rule applies to the Board's termination of a corporate 
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1 officer (which they do not), Directors Kane and Adams were clearly "disinterested" and 

2 "independent" with respect to their decisions to support Plaintiff's removal from office.8 

3 First, with respect to disinterestedness, Plaintiff's motion misstates the law. Taking two 

4 quotations out of context, Plaintiff assumes that a director is "interested" and there is a "conflict 

5 of interest" that necessitates Delaware's "entire fairness" test anytime personal considerations 

6 might be among the many motivating factors behind a director's decision. (See PI.' s Mem. 

7 at 22-23.) But that is not the test for whether there is directorial "interest" in either Delaware or 

8 Nevada. Rather, under both Delaware and Nevada law, "interest" is limited to meaning: 

9 (1) "directors can neither appear on both sides of a transaction nor expect to derive any personal 

10 financial benefit from it in the sense of self-dealing, as opposed to a benefit which devolves upon 

11 the corporation or all stockholders generally"; or (2) "a corporate action will have a materially 

12 detrimental impact on a director, but not on the corporation and the stockholders." Orman v. 

13 Cullman, 794 A.2d 5,23 (Del. Ch. 2002) (summarizing Delaware law); In re Amerco Deriv. 

14 Litig., 127 Nev. at 232 (applying same test); Wynn, 2014 WL 994616, at *4 (same). 

15 Plaintiff does not-and cannot-satisfy these requirements. With respect to Director 

16 Kane, his only allegation is that Kane "acted as 'Uncle Ed' throughout to effectuate what he 

17 thought were nc, Sf.' s wishes" with respect to the Cotter Voting Trust. (PI.' s Mem. at 23.) 

18 There is no allegation (or evidence) that Kane somehow stood "on both sides of' Plaintiff's 

19 termination, or that he engaged in "self-dealing" such that he derived any "personal financial 

20 benefit" from Plaintiff's removal. Similarly, with respect to Adams, Plaintiff simply makes the 

21 unsupported assertion that he "separately stood to benefit" from Plaintiff's firing "in a manner 

22 not shared with other RDI shareholders." (Pl.'s Mem. at 14.) But Plaintiff is unable to identify a 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

8 The Individual Defendants, for the purposes of this motion, do not contest the 
disinterestedness or independence of Ellen and Margaret Cotter as RDI directors with respect to 
Plaintiff's termination. (See Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.2 at 14 n.2.) For the purposes of his motion, 
Plaintiff also does not contest the fact that Director McEachern "was disinterested and/or 
independent" (Pl.'s Mem. at 23 n.7)-a concession that Plaintiff had to make given his 
deposition testimony that McEachern is "independent" and has "no relationship" or "business 
relationship" with Ellen and/or Margaret Cotter that would lead him to question McEachern's 
independence. (HD#2 Ex. 7 at 84:21-86:4.) 
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1 single financial benefit to Adams resulting from Plaintiff s termination. Adams did not become 

2 interim CEO of RDI (instead, he voted for Ellen Cotter to assume that role (HD#1 Ex. 31 at 2)); 

3 his contractual financial ties to family entities controlled by Plaintiff and his sisters continued 

4 unchanged following Plaintiffs termination (as they had since 2012); and there is no evidence 

5 that Adams' ongoing relationship with the Cotter Family Farms or the contractual sums he was 

6 owed under his real estate ventures with James J. Cotter, Sr. were ever threatened by Plaintiff. 

7 As such, Adams did not have a disabling "interest" in Plaintiff s potential removal. 

8 Second, with respect to independence, Plaintiff must overcome the "presumption that 

9 directors are independent," In re MFW S'holders Litig., 67 A.3d 496,509 (Del. Ch. 2013), and 

10 show that Kane and/or Adams are so "beholden" to Ellen and Margaret Cotter "or so under their 

11 influence that their discretion would be sterilized." Rales v. Blasband, 634 A.2d 927,936 (Del. 

12 1993); Shoen v. SAC Holding Corp., 122 Nev. 621, 639 (2006) (same). For the reasons set forth 

13 in the Individual Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (No.2) on the Issue of 

14 Director Independence, incorporated by reference hereto, Plaintiff cannot make this showing. 

15 (See id. at 6-10, 15-19,22-27.) In sum: 

16 • Plaintiff has conceded that director Kane does not have a business relationship with 

17 either Ellen or Margaret Cotter that would lead him to question Kane's independence. (HD#2 

18 Ex. 7 at 85:2-5.) The "deep friendship" of which Plaintiff complains with respect to director 

19 Kane was actually between Kane and the now-deceased James J. Cotter, Sr.-not between Kane 

20 and the Cotter sisters. While Margaret and Ellen Cotter at times have called Kane "Uncle Ed," 

21 so has Plaintiff.9 There is simply no evidence that the outside relationship between Kane and the 

22 Cotter sisters is of such "a bias-producing nature" that Kane would be more willing to risk his 

23 well-earned reputation rather than jeopardize his relationship with them. Instead, Kane has 

24 stressed that he does not "take into account the Cotter children" when evaluating what is best for 

25 

26 

27 

28 

9 Of course, as the Supreme Court of Nevada has noted, an actual "uncle/nephew 
relationship does not establish the parties as members of one another's immediate families" and 
is considered a "more remote family relationship[]" that is not disqualifying to a director. See In 
re Amerco Deriv. Litig., 127 Nev. at 232-33. 
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1 RDI, and Plaintiff himself "reviewed" and approved materials filed by RDI with the SEC weeks 

2 prior to his termination that identified Kane as "independent." (See Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.2 at 6-8, 

3 15-19.) Moreover, Kane did not "extort" Plaintiff into resolving the trust litigation, as Plaintiff 

4 incorrectly asserts (Pl.'s Mem. at 25); rather Kane-who gave advice on the matter at Plaintiffs 

5 request-supported a negotiated compromise because it would "benefit you and your sisters and 

6 allow you to work together going forward," and he was aware that, due to Plaintiffs 

7 inadequacies as a CEO, there were sufficient votes to remove Plaintiff absent both the creation of 

8 an Executive Committee to oversee Plaintiff and demonstrable progress in Plaintiffs relationship 

9 with key RDI executives such as Ellen and Margaret Cotter. (Supra Section lI(D).) 

10 • The financial ties of which Plaintiff complains with respect to director Adams are 

11 clearly insufficient to render him "beholden" to Margaret and Ellen Cotter as a matter oflaw. 

12 There is nothing unusual about the fees that Adams has earned as an RD I director: the amounts 

13 paid to him by the Company are consistent with the compensation paid to all other non-employee 

14 directors who have spent substantial time in the past two years addressing the deficiencies in 

15 Plaintiffs performance as CEO, Plaintiffs ultimate termination, and the various challenges 

16 encountered by the Company in its normal course of business and as a result of Plaintiffs 

17 baseless personal attacks. To the extent that Adams has ties to certain Cotter family entities 

18 outside of his Board service, those dealings originated years before his election to the RDI 

19 Board, were the result of dealings with James J. Cotter, Sr. (rather than any of the Cotter 

20 siblings), were well-known to Plaintiff (who worked with Adams on some of these outside 

21 ventures), and the funds from those ventures are either contractually-owed to him (and thereby 

22 immune from present-day pressures) or immaterial to his overall economic situation. Plaintiff 

23 has identified no financial reason why Adams would be biased in favor of Margaret and Ellen 

24 Cotter and against him. Indeed, Adams is of retirement age, has a substantial net worth, and has 

25 been repeatedly found to be "independent" under the NASDAQ standards for the purposes of his 

26 general service as an RDI director, including in materials "reviewed" and approved by Plaintiff. 

27 (See Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.2 at 8-10, 22-27 & n.7.) 

28 
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1 Because there is no reasonable legal basis upon which the presumed disinterestedness or 

2 independence of Directors Kane and Adams can be questioned, not only must Plaintiff's 

3 summary judgment motion be denied, but judgment as a matter of law should be entered against 

4 him, as the business judgment rule applies and definitively acts to bar his termination claims. 

5 3. The Board's Termination of Plaintiff Was Fair 

6 Nevada law does not recognize Delaware's "entire fairness" standard and does not 

7 employ a "fairness review" outside of the inapplicable circumstances ofNRS 78.140(2)(d), and 

8 specifically not for "employment decisions." See also Nahass, 2016 WL 4771059, at *5 

9 (questioning whether a "fairness" review of employment decisions would ever be appropriate). 

10 Even assuming, arguendo, that this Court should evaluate the fairness of the process or decision, 

11 no colorable argument can be made that Plaintiff's removal was not "fair" to RDI (which is the 

12 actual "derivative plaintiff'). See NRS 78.140(2)(d) (a vote involving a transaction with an 

13 interested director is not void or voidable simply because of the vote of that director if "the 

14 contract or transaction is fair as to the corporation at the time it is authorized or approved" 

15 (emphasis added)).l0 

16 First, the process involved in Plaintiff's removal was clearly fair. (See also Ind. Defs.' 

17 MSJ No.1 at 21-22.) Prior to formally discussing Plaintiff's removal at any Board meeting, the 

18 RDI Board worked cooperatively with Plaintiff over several months in an attempt to rectify and 

19 alleviate his many deficiencies, including appointing Director Storey as an "ombudsman" to help 

20 coach him. Storey had warned Plaintiff months prior to May 21, 2015 that he faced removal 

21 absent significant short-term improvement. Indeed, Plaintiff "knew that his position as CEO was 

22 in jeopardy for a longer period of time than just May 21," (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 176: 1-9), and was 

23 aware that there was "the possibility of getting an interim CEO ... as early as October 2014." 

24 (HD#1 Ex. 11 at 528:9-529:20.) Though it was not required and Plaintiff could be removed "at 

25 

26 

27 

28 

10 Because Plaintiff's claim is derivative, the only basis to evaluate "fairness" is fairness to 
the Company (which Plaintiff ignores). Indeed, the process of Plaintiff's termination under his 
employment contract is the subject of a separate arbitration proceeding. That said, the facts 
show that the process was fair to everyone-including Plaintiff. 
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1 anytime" under RDI's Bylaws (as he recognized (HD#1 Ex. 12 at 705:13-706:9)), the Board 

2 gave Plaintiff advance notice on May 19, 2015 that his continued employment was going to be 

3 debated at the May 21 Board meeting. Far less notice has routinely been found "fair."l1 

4 Once the formal Board review process began, there was no "kangaroo court," as Plaintiff 

5 misleadingly claims. (Pl.'s Mem. at 27.) Rather, the Board took the advice of Storey and Gould, 

6 engaged outside counsel to assist it in its fiduciary duties, and rigorously debated the merits of 

7 Plaintiff's termination in three different Board meetings held over a three-week period that lasted 

8 a combined 13 hours. The Board gave Plaintiff the opportunity to speak "at length" regarding 

9 his tenure, and the chance to present a business plan (which he was unable to do). His response 

10 was an appeal to nepotism (see HD#1 Ex. 30 at 3 (plaintiff asserting "that it was the intention of 

11 his father ... that he run the Company and the Board should observe his wishes") and an attempt 

12 to intimidate the Board by threatening to "ruin them financially" ifRDI's directors challenged 

13 his entrenchment. (HD#1 Ex. 3 at 426: 19-427:9.) The Board properly deferred a final 

14 termination decision when it appeared that Plaintiff agreed to a revised management structure, 

15 which would have created oversight over his responsibilities and had the potential to end his 

16 adversarial relationship with his sisters, who were key RDI employees and also sat on the Board. 

17 And the Board gave Plaintiff three separate chances to stay on as President under a new CEO so 

18 that he could better learn the business and gain the management skills he so sorely lacked. The 

19 extensive review process utilized by the Board went far above any "fair procedure" requirement. 

20 Second, the decision to terminate Plaintiff was unquestionably fair on the merits. (See 

21 Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 18-20). With respect to Plaintiff, the Board faced a CEO that was 

22 "young," chosen on "short notice," and lacked significant hands-on experience in numerous, 

23 highly-relevant business areas. RDI's Board and stockholders recognized that "nepotism" may 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

11 See Klaassen v. Allegro Dev. Corp., 106 A.3d 1035,1043-44 (Del. 2014) (rejecting claim 
that CEO's firing was improper because of lack of agenda item giving advance notice); 
OptimisCorp. v. Waite, C.A. No. 8773-VCP, 2015 WL 5147038, at *66-67 (Del. Ch. Aug. 26, 
2015) (rej ecting argument that directors "breached their duty of loyalty by not advising [CEO] in 
advance of his potential termination"); 2 Fletcher Cyc. Corp. § 357.20 (2015) (board's failure to 
give CEO advance notice of removal plan does "not invalidate his termination"). 
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1 have benefitted Plaintiff in his selection as CEO, but all hoped that he could grow into the role 

2 and develop on the job. Within two to three months, the Board saw that Plaintiff needed help, 

3 which it attempted to provide. But Plaintiff had significant weaknesses: he could not work well 

4 with certain key executives, and some Board members came to believe that he was more 

5 interested in undermining central figures within the Company rather than in addressing pending 

6 issues; he acted-or was perceived to act-in a manner that was violent and abusive to 

7 employees and fellow Board members; and he demonstrated a lack of understanding with respect 

8 to metrics critical to evaluating RDI's businesses. 

9 Plaintiff's insinuation that his termination was somehow "improper" because he was fired 

10 after he ultimately declined to settle the Cotter trust litigation is baseless. (PI.' s Mem. at 27.) 

11 The Board's support for and consideration of a potential deal between the Cotter siblings was far 

12 from "extortion"; rather, the accord made business sense because it could have (1) alleviated the 

13 admitted "dysfunction" and "thermonuclear' hostility" within the management ranks that was 

14 clearly affecting the Company and stockholder value; and (2) rectified some of the otherwise-

15 terminal problems in Plaintiff's CEO tenure, while also providing him a structure within which 

16 to grow and gain experience. Once that agreement fell through, the Board was left with the same 

17 intractable problems as before. Given that it was faced with a CEO that could not perform 

18 adequately, lacked experience and expertise, required close supervision, did not process the 

19 requisite leadership skills, and could not work well with various directors or executives, the 

20 Board's decision to terminate Plaintiff on June 12,2015 was objectively fair. Plaintiff's motion 

21 should therefore be denied, and judgment entered against him on his termination claims. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

4. Plaintiff Cannot Show That His Termination Involved Intentional 
Misconduct, Fraud, or a Knowing Violation of the Law 

Even if Plaintiff's termination was somehow unfair (it was not), another independent 

reason to deny Plaintiff's motion is that the Individual Defendants are statutorily immune from 

individual liability where, as here, any "breach" did not involve intentional misconduct, fraud, or 

a knowing violation of law. Under Nevada law, "directors and officers may only be found 

personally liable for breaching their fiduciary duty of loyalty if that breach involves intentional 
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1 misconduct, fraud, or a knowing violation of the law." Shoen, 122 Nev. at 640 (citing NRS 

2 78.138(7)); see also In re AgFeed USA, LLC, 546 B.R. 318, 330-31 (Bankr. D. Del. 2016) (citing 

3 Shoen and concluding that "the second cause of action fail [ ed] to state a claim for breach of the 

4 duty of loyalty because the complaint [fell] well short of alleging intentional misconduct, fraud, 

5 or a knowing violation of the law."). "As for the terms knowing violation and intentional 

6 misconduct," "both require knowledge that the conduct was wrongful." In re ZAGG Inc. 

7 S'holder Deriv. Action, No. 15-4001,2016 WL 3389776, at *7, 11 (10th Cir. June 20,2016). 

8 Plaintiff again completely avoids any mention-let alone discussion-ofNRS 78.138(7) 

9 in his motion. This is not surprising. There can be no "knowing violation" or "intentional 

10 misconduct" where the RDI Board weighed the propriety of Plaintiff's termination over several 

11 meetings, considered his attempted defense of his tenure, engaged outside counsel to assist it in 

12 exercising its fiduciary duties, and articulated a wide variety of business-specific reasons 

13 motivating its removal decision. Even the directors that voted not to terminate Plaintiff on 

14 June 12,2015 recognized significant problems with his performance, and objected more to the 

15 timing of his removal than to the underlying basis. (See Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 8-12,19.) 

16 Plaintiff has not identified a single case anywhere in which directors have been held liable for 

17 breaching their fiduciary duties in the context of an employee termination, let alone under the 

18 strict requirements set forth in NRS 78.138(7). Because Plaintiff has not attempted to (and 

19 cannot) meet the showing required under NRS 78.138(7) to establish individual liability, his 

20 motion must be denied and judgment entered in favor of the Individual Defendants. 

21 D. Plaintiff's Reinstatement Demand Is Unsupportable and Untenable 

22 Even if the Board's removal of Plaintiff somehow constituted a breach of fiduciary duty, 

23 the relief sought by Plaintiff-an order that his termination "was and is of no legal force and 

24 effect" and full reinstatement (PI.' s Mem. at 28)-is both unsupportable and untenable. Plaintiff 

25 has not identified a single case in any jurisdiction in which the firing of a corporate officer was 

26 reversed following a breach of fiduciary duty claim. Indeed, in Kendall v. Henry Mountain 

27 Mines, Inc., 78 Nev. 408 (1962), the only Nevada case that Plaintiff cites for the general 

28 proposition that a conflict of interest can result in the voiding of a transaction, the court noted 
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1 that transactions involving a conflict of interest "are not absolutely void" and "are only voidable 

2 at the instance of the corporation ... or its stockholders," who can "elect to confirm a transaction 

3 which could have been repudiated." Id. at 410-11. Thus, even if the decision to terminate 

4 Plaintiff was "voidable," RDI as a corporation (and Ellen and Margaret Cotter, who control a 

5 majority of its voting shares) could simply elect to "confirm" his firing. Indeed, the court in 

6 Kendall refused to void the challenged transaction at issue in that case. 

7 For the reasons set forth in detail in the Individual Defendants' Motion for Summary 

8 Judgment (No.1), Plaintiff's attempt to achieve, via this derivative action, a reinstatement 

9 remedy beyond what is available under his Employment Contract fails because: (1) equity will 

10 not assume jurisdiction for the purpose of reinstating a removed officer; (2) Plaintiff's remedy at 

11 law is adequate; (3) there are strong policy reasons against compelling a company to retain an 

12 employee against its wishes; (4) Plaintiff could simply be re-terminated if reinstated, as he has no 

13 vested right to the positions he seeks; (5) the fact that over 15 months have passed since 

14 Plaintiff's termination (far longer than he served as CEO) counsels against his reinstatement; and 

15 (6) reinstatement is not proper here given the irreparable animosity between the parties. (See 

16 Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 28-30.) Accordingly, to the extent that Plaintiff's partial summary 

17 judgment seeks to void his termination and obtain reinstatement, it also fails as a matter of law. 

18 III 

19 III 

20 III 

21 III 

22 III 

23 III 

24 III 

25 III 

26 III 

27 

28 
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1 IV. CONCLUSION 

2 For the foregoing reasons, the Individual Defendants respectfully request that the Court 

3 deny Plaintiff James J. Cotter Jr.' s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and grant both their 

4 Motion for Summary Judgment (No.1) re: Plaintiff's Termination and Reinstatement Claims and 

5 their Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (No.2) re: the Issue of Director Independence. 

6 Dated: October 13,2016 
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DECLARATION OF COUNSEL NOAH S. HELPERN IN SUPPORT OF 
THE INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF JAMES J. 

COTTER, JR'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

I, Noah Helpern, state and declare as follows: 

1. I am a member of the Bar of the State of California, and am an attorney with the 

law firm of Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP ("Quinn Emanuel"), attorneys for the 

Individual Defendants. I make this declaration based upon personal, firsthand knowledge, 

except where stated to be on information and belief, and as to that information, I believe it to be 

true. If called upon to testify as to the contents of this Declaration, I am legally competent to 

testify to its contents in a court of law. 

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts from 

the deposition of Timothy Storey, taken on February 12,2016. 

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts from 

the deposition of Timothy Storey, taken on August 3,2016. 

4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts from 

the deposition of Guy Adams, taken on April 28, 2016. 

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts from 

the deposition of Guy Adams, taken on April 29, 2016. 

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts from 

the deposition of Edward Kane, taken on May 2,2016. 

7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts from 

the deposition of Edward Kane, taken on May 3,2016. 

8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts from 

the deposition of Edward Kane, taken on June 9, 2016. 

9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts from 

the deposition of Ellen Cotter, taken on May 18, 2016. 

10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts from 

the deposition of Ellen Cotter, taken on June 16,2016. 
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1 11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of transcript excerpts 

2 from the deposition of William Gould, taken on June 8, 2016. 

3 12. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of an email from Ellen 

4 Cotter to Guy Adams, Timothy Storey, and William Gould re: "Corporate Framework Notes," 

5 dated October 14,2014, previously marked as Exhibit 61 during Guy Adams' deposition. 

6 13. Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of an email from Edward 

7 Kane to Guy Adams, dated May 18, 2015, previously marked as Exhibit 81 during Guy Adams' 

8 deposition. 

9 14. Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of an email from Timothy 

10 Storey to Edward Kane, William Gould, Guy Adams, Ellen Cotter, Margaret Cotter, Douglas 

11 McEachern, and Plaintiff, dated May 19, 2015, previously marked as Exhibit 116 during Edward 

12 Kane's deposition. 

13 15. Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of an email from Timothy 

14 Storey to Douglas McEachern re: "Reading," dated May 20,2015, previously marked as 

15 Exhibit 131 during Douglas McEachern's deposition. 

16 16. Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of an email chain that 

17 includes emails from Plaintiff, Edward Kane, and Margaret Cotter re: "Confidential," dated 

18 May 28,2015, previously marked as Exhibit 305 during Edward Kane's deposition. 

19 17. Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of a draft "Confidential 

20 Settlement Memo of Understanding," dated June 3, 2015, previously marked as Exhibit 167 

21 during Margaret Cotter's deposition. 

22 18. Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of an email from Edward 

23 Kane to Plaintiff, dated June 11,2015, previously marked as Exhibit 306 during Edward Kane's 

24 deposition. 

25 19. Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of an email from Plaintiff 

26 to Edward Kane, dated May 22,2015, previously marked as Exhibit 402 during Plaintiff's 

27 deposition. 

28 20. This declaration is made in good faith and not for the purpose of delay. 
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1 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Nevada that the 

2 foregoing is true and correct. 

3 Executed on the 13th day of October, 2016, in Los Angeles, California. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

lsi Noah Helpern 
Noah Helpern 
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1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 I hereby certify that, on October 13,2016, I caused a true and correct copy of the 

3 foregoing INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF JAMES J. 

4 COTTER, JR'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served on all interested 

5 parties, as registered with the Court's E-Filing and E-Service System. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

/s/ Sarah Gondek 
An employee of CohenlJohnsonlParkerlEdwards 
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DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

JAMES J. COTTER, JR., individually 
derivatively on behalf of Reading 
International, Inc., 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

and) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN COTTER, GUY ) 
ADAMS, EDWARD KANE, DOUGLAS McEACHERN,) 
TIMOTHY STOREY, WILLIAM GOULD, and ) 
DOES 1 through 100, inclusive, ) 

Defendants. 
and 

) 

) 

) 

------------------------------------------) 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 
Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

---------------------------------------) 

No. A-15-719860-B 
Coordinated with: 

P-14-082942-E 

DEPOSITION OF TIMOTHY STOREY, a defendant herein, 

noticed by LEWIS ROCA ROTHGERBER CHRISTIE LLP, at 

1453 Third Street Promenade, Santa Monica, 

California, at 9:28 a.m., on Friday, February 12, 

2016, before Teckla T. Hollins, CSR 13125. 

Job Number 291961 
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TIMOTHY STOREY - 02/12/2016 

Page 134 
1 and the first full paragraph there, you see it talks 

2 about, "We would look to review his progress as CEO in 

3 June"? 

4 A. Yes. 

5 Q. And that was your understanding as to what had 

6 been agreed previously in connection with the work you 

7 were doing as ombudsman; correct? 

8 A. Yes. 

9 Q. Going down two paragraphs, there1s a short 

10 paragraph that said, "This is a matter of urgency. I, 

11 for one, don1t want to take part in a kangaroo court or 

12 what might appear to be a kangaroo court." Do you see 

13 that? 

14 A. I do. 

15 Q. Was that your way of communicating to the 

16 recipients of this e-mail that you thought the process 

17 had been inadequate? 

18 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Vague. Assumes facts. 

19 Lacks foundation. 

20 THE WITNESS: It was a comment of my view that we 

21 needed to do things properly in my view and, as I said 

22 earlier, define and address the issue, discuss it, and 

23 come to a conclusion. 

MR. KRUM: 

Q. Okay. 

Litigation Services 800-330-1112 
www.litigationservices.com 
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TIMOTHY STOREY - 02/12/2016 

Page 135 
A. Separate battle to the merits of the issue. 

Q. And did any of Messrs. Adams, McEachern and 

3 Kane ever tell you what process, if any, they went 

4 through to determine to vote to terminate Jim Cotter, 

5 Jr. as president and CEO? 

6 A. I don't recollect. 

7 Q. And the next paragraph, you say, "To be clear, 

8 my concern here is that we act with appropriate 

9 procedure." Is that the same notion that you're 

10 suggesting to them that a proper procedure and process 

11 has to be undertaken independent of the merits in the 

12 decision making? 

13 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Vague. 

14 THE WITNESS: Yes. 

15 MR. KRUM: 

16 Q. Directing your attention to the top of the 

17 second page of Plaintiff's Exhibit 25, that's the page 

18 bearing production number 364 in the lower left, do you 

19 see the May 20, 3:40 p.m. e-mail reply by Mr. Kane to 

20 you? 

21 A. Yes. 

22 Q. Do you see where it says, quote, "We have heard 

23 from Nevada counsel via those memos," closed quote? 

24 A. Yes. 

25 Q. What's your understanding as to what memo or 

Litigation Services 800-330-1112 
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1 DISTRICT COURT 

2 CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

JAMES J. COTTER, JR., 
individually and derivatively 
on behalf of Reading 
International, Inc., 

Plaintiff, 

VS. 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN COTTER, 
GUY ADAMS, EDWARD KANE, DOUGLAS 
McEACHERN, TIMOTHY STOREY, 
WILLIAM GOULD, and DOES 1 
through 100, inclusive, 

Defendants. 

and 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., a 
Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

(Caption continued on next 
17 page. ) 

18 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) Case No. 
) A-15-719860-B 
) 
) Coordinated with: 
) 

) Case No. 
) P-14-082942-E 
) Case No. 
) A-16-735305-B 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

19 VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF TIMOTHY STOREY 

20 Wednesday, August 3, 2016 

21 Wednesday, California 

22 

23 REPORTED BY: 

24 GRACE CHUNG, CSR No. 6426, RMR, CRR, CLR 

25 Job No.: 323867 
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TIMOTHY STOREY - 08/03/2016 

1 T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP., ) 
a Delaware limited ) 

2 partnership, doing business as ) 
KASE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, ) 

3 et al., ) 
) 

4 Plaintiff, ) 
) 

5 vs. ) 
) 

6 MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN COTTER, ) 
GUY ADAMS, EDWARD KANE, ) 

7 DOUGLAS McEACHERN, WILLIAM ) 
GOULD, JUDY CODDING, MICHAEL ) 

8 WROTNIAK, CRAIG TOMPKINS, ) 
and DOES 1 through 100, ) 

9 ) 
Defendants. ) 

10 ) 
and ) 

11 ) 
READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., ) 

12 a Nevada corporation, ) 
) 

13 Nominal Defendant. ) 

14 

15 

Page 2 

16 Videotaped Deposition of TIMOTHY STOREY 

17 taken on behalf of Plaintiff, at 3993 Howard Hughes 

18 parkway, Suite 600, Las Vegas, California, beginning 

19 at 9:39 a.m. and ending at 12:19 p.m., on Wednesday, 

20 August 3, 2016, before GRACE CHUNG, CSR No. 6246, 

21 RMR, CRR, CLR. 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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TIMOTHY STOREY - 08/03/2016 

Page 14 
1 Mr. McEachern express any views to you with respect 

2 to the progress or lack of progress arising from 

3 those discussions? 

4 A. I think he was happy with the process. I 

5 think, you know, they, like me as well, were 

6 somewhat frustrated that it would take time, but it 

7 was expected to take time. We were dealing with 

8 difficult issues, potentially difficult issues, 

9 which needed to be drawn out and discussed. 

10 Q. What were those issues? 

11 A. I'm sure there are a whole lot of issues. 

12 But the ones that spring to mind immediately were 

13 predominantly around the employment status or 

14 otherwise of Ellen and Margaret Cotteri and also 

15 I'm going from memory, I think around the request 

16 that we put in place business plans and budgets for 

17 the business for each of the divisionsi and then, 

18 also from memory, around reporting lines and the 

19 process for which plans and budgets would be 

20 adopted and had to be reported upon. 
~~ 

~ 21 Q. What were the issues regarding the 

22 employment status or otherwise for Ellen Cotter? 

23 A. Ellen Cotter did not have a formal 

24 employment contract, and sometime earlier we put in 

25 place -- a formal employment contract being in 
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TIMOTHY STOREY - 08/03/2016 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ ~----------------------------------------------------------------~~--~~ ~ Page 15 
~ 
~ 1 place for Jim Cotter, Jr. And she wanted a -- or 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

I 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

looked for a formal employment contract. 

Secondly, I think that there was a 

discussion around what her role actually was. I 

think her designation was Vice President of U.S. 

Cinemas, and Bob Smerling, who was in his 80s, was 

nominally president, and I think there was a view 

around how best to describe or how Ellen should be 

described. Talked about the issues around 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 10 ~ 
~ 

employment, and also, of course, issues around 
~ 
~ 11 
~ 

remuneration and the fact that she felt that she was 
~ 
~ 
~ 12 

I ~ 13 been for some time. 
l.~ ~ ............................................................................................................ "« 

underpaid, given the job that she was doing and had 

14 Q. What were the issues regarding the 

15 employment or lack of employment status for 

16 Margaret Cotter? 

17 A. As it became clearer, Margaret was, . 
ln 

18 fact, in my view, not employed by the company, but 

19 was, in fact, providing services to the company 

20 through a company called "Liberty." So Liberty had 

21 a contract to manage the live theaters on behalf of 

22 Reading, and she was remunerated through that. So 

23 on analysis, it became clear that she wasn't 

24 employed by the -- by the company. 

25 THE REPORTER: She was or wasn't? 
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14 

15 

EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

of 
) 

) 
JAMES J. COTTER, JR., 
derivatively on behalf 
Reading International, Inc., ) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN 
COTTER, GUY ADAMS, EDWARD 
KANE, DOUGLAS McEACHERN, 
TIMOTHY STOREY, WILLIAM 
GOULD, and DOES 1 through 
100, inclusive, 

Defendants, 
and 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

Case No. 
A-15-719860-B 

Case No. 
P-14-082942-E 

Related and 
Coordinated Cases 

16 Complete caption, next page. 

17 

18 

19 VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF GUY ADAMS 

20 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

21 THURSDAY, APRIL 28, 2016 

22 VOLUME I 

23 

24 REPORTED BY: LORI RAYE, CSR NO. 7052 

25 JOB NUMBER: 305144 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME I - 04/28/2016 

EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

JAMES J. COTTER, JR., 
derivatively on behalf 
Reading International, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

of 
Inc. , 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN 
COTTER, GUY ADAMS, EDWARD 
KANE, DOUGLAS McEACHERN, 
TIMOTHY STOREY, WILLIAM 
GOULD, and DOES 1 through 
100, inclusive, 

Defendants. 
and 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, 
a Delaware limited 
partnership, doing business 
as KASE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, 
et al., 

Plaintiffs, 
vs. 

) 

) 

) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN ) 
COTTER, GUY WILLIAMS, EDWARD) 
KANE, DOUGLAS McEACHERN, ) 
WILLIAM GOULD, JUDY CODDING, ) 
MICHAEL WROTNIAK, CRAIG ) 
TOMPKINS, and DOES 1 through) 
100, inclusive, ) 

Defendants, 
and 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

Case No. 
A-15-719860-B 
P-14-082942-E 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME I - 04/28/2016 

Page 98 
1 time? 

2 A. I strongly suspected she had spoken with 

3 Ed Kane. 

4 Q. And had either you or Ed Kane spoken to 

5 Doug McEachern about that? 

6 A. I haven't, no. I don't know if Ed did. 

Q. Okay. When was the first time you spoke 

8 with Doug McEachern about either terminating Jim 

9 Junior as CEO or about a subject of -- the subject 

10 of an interim CEO? 

11 A. That I talked to McEachern? I would say 

12 it was maybe -- again, I can only approximately 

13 guess. Maybe two weeks before the meeting. 

14 Q. And you're referring to the May 18th 

15 May 21st meeting, it was, wasn't it? 

16 A. Yes. I don't know the exact date, but 

17 yeah. 

18 Q. So what else did Ellen say and what else 

19 did you say during this approximate hour-plus 

20 breakfast meeting? 

21 A. My recollection, we talked about Jim 

22 Junior and the CEO position, and Ellen, I guess, 

23 talked to other people because she was feeling that 

24 there was support for Jim Junior to be removed. 

25 Q. What did she say that caused you to 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME I - 04/28/2016 

Page 99 
conclude she had talked to other people about Jim 

Junior being removed? 

A. I don't know specifically what she said. 

Maybe it was innuendos that she maybe talked to 

McEachern, maybe. But it wasn't specific. 

Q. Did you ever learn after the fact whether 

that was the case? 

A. Considering McEachern, when I did call 

him, like two weeks before the vote, he said he was 

on board with that. I suspect she called and 

talked to him. I sure didn't. So I suspect -- I 

suspect she did or maybe Ed Kane did. I don't 

know. 

Q. What else, if anything, did you discuss 

with Ellen Cotter at the breakfast meeting at the 

Peninsula in April? 

A. Nothing further that I can remember at 

this time. 

Q. What, if anything, did she say about why 

she wanted Jim Junior removed as CEO? 

A. I think she felt he wasn't doing an 

job as CEO. 

Q. Excuse me. My question is, what did she 

24 say? 

25 A. What did she say about -- I'm sorry. 
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EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

of 
) 

) 
JAMES J. COTTER, JR., 
derivatively on behalf 
Reading International, Inc., ) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN 
COTTER, GUY ADAMS, EDWARD 
KANE, DOUGLAS McEACHERN, 
TIMOTHY STOREY, WILLIAM 
GOULD, and DOES 1 through 
100, inclusive, 

Defendants, 
and 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

Case No. 
A-15-719860-B 

Case No. 
P-14-082942-E 

Related and 
Coordinated Cases 

16 Complete caption, next page. 

17 

18 

19 VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF GUY ADAMS 

20 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

21 FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 2016 

22 VOLUME II 

23 

24 REPORTED BY: LORI RAYE, CSR NO. 7052 

25 JOB NUMBER 305149 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME II - 04/29/2016 

EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

JAMES J. COTTER, JR., 
derivatively on behalf 
Reading International, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

of 
Inc. , 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN 
COTTER, GUY ADAMS, EDWARD 
KANE, DOUGLAS McEACHERN, 
TIMOTHY STOREY, WILLIAM 
GOULD, and DOES 1 through 
100, inclusive, 

Defendants. 
and 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

T2 PARTNERS MANAGEMENT, LP, 
a Delaware limited 
partnership, doing business 
as KASE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, 
et al., 

Plaintiffs, 
vs. 

) 

) 

) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

MARGARET COTTER, ELLEN ) 
COTTER, GUY WILLIAMS, EDWARD) 
KANE, DOUGLAS McEACHERN, ) 
WILLIAM GOULD, JUDY CODDING, ) 
MICHAEL WROTNIAK, CRAIG ) 
TOMPKINS, and DOES 1 through) 
100, inclusive, ) 

Defendants, 
and 

READING INTERNATIONAL, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 

Nominal Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 

) 

) 
) 

) 

) 

Case No. 
A-15-719860-B 
P-14-082942-E 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME II - 04/29/2016 

Page 366 
1 (Exhibit 82 was marked for 

2 identification. ) 

3 THE WITNESS: Yes, I remember this. 

4 BY MR. KRUM: 

5 Q. You recognize Exhibit S2? 

6 A. Yes. 

7 Q. This is an email exchange you had with 

S Mr. Kane on May IS and 19? 

9 A. Yes. 

10 Q. During the telephone conversation you had 

11 with him on May -- Sunday or Monday, May 17 or IS, 

12 did the two of you discuss other motions? 

13 A. Evidently not. 

Q. What was your understanding as of the 

date of -- as of May IS and 19, what the other 

motions were or might be? 

A. Well, there were like two other motions. 

One was the removal of Jim Junior as CEO and 

president. Another motion -- there were three 

motions. One of them was to -- if you remove the 

CEO, you have to appoint an interim CEO. And there 

was a third motion which, I apologize, for the life 

of me, I can't remember what it is. There must be 

a board agenda or something with those items. 

Q. The subject of interim CEO, where did 
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Page 367 
that stand as of May 19th? 

A. Ellen, Margaret and Ed and Doug McEachern 

were of the opinion, yes, on an interim basis. 

Q. Yes what? 

A. Yes to Guy Adams being the interim CEO on 

a short-term basis. 

Q. What about Ed Kane? 

A. As interim? 

Q. Okay. I'm sorry. 

So how did you know that each of Ellen, 

Margaret, Ed Kane and Doug McEachern were agreeable 

to you being appointed CEO on an interim -- interim 

CEO or a short-term basis? 

MR. TAYBACK: Objection to the extent it's 

asked and answered. 

You can answer. 

THE WITNESS: My recollection -- and I can't 

remember if it was Ellen or Ed Kane -- one of them 

told me and I followed up with a phone call to Doug 

McEachern to confirm it. So that's how I knew. 

BY MR. KRUM: 

Q. Okay. When did you have the follow-up 

phone call with Doug McEachern? 

A. Help me -- what was the date of the 

meeting, that meeting? We're up to May 19. What 
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~ 
~ 16 ~ 

was the date of the meeting? 
Page 368 

Q. I think it was May 21st. 

A. 21st? 

Q. Yes. 

A. I called Doug either one or two days 

before the meeting. 

Q. What did you say and what did he say? 

A. I said, I understand you're going to vote 

for the removal of Jim Junior. He said yes. And I 

said, Are you comfortable with me being interim CEO 

for a short duration? He said yes. And I said, 

Okay. I'll see you in Los Angeles. 

Q. That was it? 

A. That was pretty much it. 

Q. When did you first come to understand 

that Mr. McEachern had agreed or determined to vote 

17 to remove Jim Cotter Junior as president and CEO? 

18 A. Again, either Ellen or Ed Kane informed 

19 me of that. 

~ 
~ 20 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 21 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 22 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 23 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 24 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 25 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ " 

Q. When? 

A. Maybe -- I mean, I could I'm not sure. 

guess. 

Q. Well, if you would --

A. It was prior to this date. 

Q. If you would do this, Mr. Adams, I don't 
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want you to guess a date but if you can put it in 

context or sequence of time or point of reference 

to a date we can -- an event we can date. 

A. My recollection would be two weeks, 

three weeks before May 19th. 

Q. And at that point in time, it was either 

Ellen Cotter or Ed Kane who told you that Doug 

McEachern had --

A. Yes, I didn't have conversations with Ed 

about it. 

Q. I'm sorry. Let me finish. 

So you learned that McEachern 

A. I apologize. 

Q. No, it's okay. It happens. I've done 

it, too. 

You were told by one or the other of 

Ellen Cotter or Ed Kane that Doug McEachern had 

determined to vote to terminate Jim Cotter Junior 

as president and CEO; correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And as you sit here today, do you recall 

if it was Ellen Cotter or Ed Kane who told you 

that? 

A. It may have been both. 

Q. And do you recall that as happening in a 
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Page 370 
single conversation with the two of them or 

separate conversations 

A. Separate. 

Q. -- with each? 

A. Separate conversation with each, yes. 

Q. Okay. So as best you can recall, in the 

conversation with Ellen, was that in person or 

telephonic? 

A. Ellen, could have been in person. 

Q. Okay. And what did she say and what did 

you say? 

A. I said, Well, if we're going to go 

through this stress of replacing a CEO, it's a very 

weighty decision. Before you have a board meeting 

call, you better make sure there are people that 

think like you do to remove him. 

Q. To remove Jim Junior as president and 

CEO? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What was her response? 

A. Well, she said, Well, Ed's going to vote, 

you're going to vote and I'm talking to Doug 

McEachern tomorrow. I talked to him earlier last 

week, or something like that. So she was clearly 

talking to him. 
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Page 371 
Q. Okay. And so you understood her to 

communicate that her expectation was that Doug 

3 McEachern also was going to agree to vote or had 

4 indicated that he might agree or would agree? 

5 A. Yes. 

~ 6 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 7 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 8 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 9 ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 10 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 11 ~ 
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~ ~ 

Q. What exactly was your takeaway from that 

conversation? 

A. That she felt that Doug McEachern would 

vote to remove Jim Junior. And I had -- I don't 

remember a specific but I had a notion there was 

another phone call in which she was talking to him 

again to reconfirm it. 

Q. And directing your attention, Mr. Adams, 

to your conversation with Ed Kane in which he 

communicated to you his understanding that 

Mr. McEachern had agreed to vote to terminate Jim 

Cotter Junior as president and CEO --

A. Yes. 

Q. what did Mr. McEachern say and what 

did you say? 

A. You mean what did Mr. Kane --

Q • Thank you. 

What did Mr. Kane say and what did you 

say? 

A. He said, I'll talk to Doug and something 
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GUY ADAMS, VOLUME II - 04/29/2016 

Page 372 
to the effect he's on board or sees things the way 

we do, something to that effect. 

Q. Now, you haven't mentioned Margaret. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Was it your understanding that Margaret 

was prepared to vote to terminate Jim Cotter Junior 

as president and CEO? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And did that understanding develop 

sometime in the fall of 2014? 

MR. TAYBACK: Objectioni assumes facts. 

You can answer. 

THE WITNESS: No, not to my knowledge. 

BY MR. KRUM: 

Q. When did you come to understand that 

Margaret Cotter was prepared to vote to terminate 

Jim Cotter Junior as president and CEO? 

A. When they asked me to be interim CEO, and 

what I didn't want was Ellen to want me, and if we 

terminated Jim Junior, he wouldn't be my friend 

anymore, and if Margaret didn't want me to be it 

I wanted to make sure they were both on board. 

And when he said, Oh, Margaret and I both 

want you to be interim CEO, I said, Okay, here are 

the three conditions. When Margaret said that, I 
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was of the opinion that Margaret would vote to 

~ 2 terminate Jim Junior. 
t. ...... ~ ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................ ~ 

1 
Page 373 

3 MR. TAYBACK: I think he misspoke. I think he 

4 meant Ellen when he said Margaret, but maybe not. 

5 MR. KRUM: Well, let me go through this. 

6 Q. Directing your attention, Mr. Adams, to 

7 the telephonic -- strike that. 

8 Directing your attention to the 

9 conversation you had with Ellen Cotter in which she 

10 inquired if would serve as interim CEO and you 

11 indicated that you would, subject to the three 

12 conditions you described, do you have that in mind? 

13 
. 

Slr. A. Yes, 

14 Q. During that conversation, did Ellen 

15 Cotter indicate to you that she was asking on her 

16 behalf and Margaret's behalf? 

17 A. Yes, sir. 

18 Q. And as best you can recall, what did she 

19 say in that respect? 

20 A. Margaret and I would both like you to be 

21 interim CEO. 

22 Q. Now, in that conversation with Ellen 

23 Cotter about which you're testifying presently, did 

24 either of you talk about a process to search for a 

25 permanent CEO? 
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Page 193 
1 Cotter, Jr. 

2 But I know there were other emails. 

Q. And what communications did you have 

4 with Jim Cotter, Jr., regarding a resolution with 

5 his sisters during the time frame commencing with 

6 the supposed board meeting of May 20, 2015, through 

7 the supposed board meeting of June 12, 2015? 

8 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Argumentative. 

THE WITNESS: I was told that -- and it 

may have been by one of the Cotter sisters, that --

and in fact at a meeting, one of the last meetings 

we had, my recollection is Bill Gould suggested that 

Jim take the title of president, giving up the 

C.E.O. He refused. 

Then Margaret Cotter -- and that may 

have been the May 29th -- said, "No. Keep the title 

of C.E.O., and we'll have a committee, executive 

committee, Margaret, Ellen, Jimmy" -- and initially 

they said Guy Adams -- and he would keep the title 

because it was important to him. 

And I communicated with him. He --

usually my communications were not me advising. It 

23 was him asking my advice or they'd ask my advice. I 

24 didn't want to lecture them and tell them what to 

25 do. 
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EDWARD KANE - 05/02/2016 

Page 194 
I -- I said to him at one point, "Take 

You have nothing to lose. You're going to get 

terminated if you don't. If you can work it out 

with your sisters, it will go on and I will support 

you. I'll even make a motion to see if the company 

will reimburse the legal fees." 

I did not want him to go. 

And you, I'm sure, see emails in there 

to that effect. Even though I voted was voting 

against him, I wanted him to stay as C.E.O. 

BY MR. KRUM: 

Q. If you wanted him to stay as C.E.O. 

A. Right. 

Q. -- why did you vote against him? 

A. Because I wanted him to stay as C.E.O., 

working with his sisters who were work -- willing to 

work with him for the benefit of the company. 

And to me it was a wonderful solution, 

and it had no adverse impact. If it didn't work 

out, then we would deal with it. But he would work 

with them and -- as an executive committee. 

He told me that he didn't want Guy Adams 

on there. And I told him, "I'll do my best to make 

sure that he isn't on thati just you and your 

sisters." 
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And if they could work together, that's 

we wanted. 

3 Q. Are you drawing a distinction, Mr. Kane, 

4 between Ellen and Margaret working with Jim 

5 Cotter, Jr., as distinct from working for him? 

6 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Vague. 

7 THE WITNESS: I don't think I ever made 

8 that distinction, but I think he would glean and 

9 learn a lot working with them. 

10 After all they were the operating 

11 executives of this company. 

12 BY MR. KRUM: 

13 Q. And did you understand that -- strike 

14 that. 

15 But that resolution did not come to pass 

16 because Jim Cotter, Jr., rejected it, correct? 

17 

18 

MR. SEARCY: Objection. Vague. 

THE WITNESS: He rejected it, yes. 

19 (Whereupon Ms. Bannett left the 

20 deposition proceedings at this 

21 time. ) 

22 BY MR. KRUM: 

23 Q. And he got himself terminated, right? 

24 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Vague. 

25 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
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1 terminate Mr. Cotter. 

2 Q. Okay. Does that refresh your 

3 recollection that no later than May 18, 2015, you 

4 agreed to vote to terminate Mr. Cotter as president 

5 and C.E.O.? 

6 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Misstates 

7 testimony. 

8 THE WITNESS: No. 

9 BY MR. KRUM: 

10 Q. Okay. The next sentence says, quote, 

11 "If the vote is five/three, I might 

12 wants to abstain and make it 

13 four/three," period. 

14 It continues, quote, 

15 "If it's needed, I will vote," 

16 period, close quote. 

17 You see those two sentences? 

18 A. Yes. 

Q. What is it you're agreeing to vote if 

it's needed? 

A. If it came to the point that we would 

vote to terminate him, I didn't want to vote to 

terminate him. 

But I obviously had not made up my mind, 

because I wouldn't have invited him to come down to 
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!II 
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~ 1 my house and talk about how he could stay. 
~~ 

2 Q. 

3 A. 

4 Q. 

5 May 18th 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Well, Mr. Kane, when you --

Yes. 

said to Mr. Adams in Exhibit 81 on 

Yes. 

quote, 

IIIf the vote is five/three I may 

want to abstain and make it 

four/three. If it's needed, I will 

vote," period, close quote. 

Yes. 

Is that not telling Mr. Adams that if 

14 your vote is required to carry the vote to terminate 

15 James Cotter, Jr., as president and C.E.O. of RDI, 

16 that you would cast that vote to terminate him? 

17 A. If there were a motion to do so and 

18 there were no other way of getting him to work with 

19 his sisters, I would have. 

20 But I don't think Mr. Adams -- or at 

21 least my recollection is it would -- it hadn't got 

22 to that point on May 18th. 

23 Q. Well, I direct your attention, Mr. Kane, 

24 to the last sentence of Exhibit 81 --

25 A. Uh-huh. 
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Page 356 
And I direct your attention to the last 

sentence of your email reply above it. That 

3 sentence reads, quote, 

4 liThe dye is cast and we will meet 

5 as a full board. And if you don't 

6 like it, don't show up," close 

7 quote. 

8 Do you see that? 

9 A. Yes. 

Q. Were you telling him that the outcome of 

the vote on the question of whether to terminate Jim 

Cotter, Jr., as president and C.E.O. had already 

been set and that what remained was to show up, vote 

and be done with it? 

MR. SEARCY: Objection. Argumentative, 

vague. 

THE WITNESS: No. I think I was 

referring to the agenda 

BY MR. KRUM: 

Q. So, when --

A. -- that was cast. 

Q. When you're said lithe dye is cast,1I 

you're referring simply to the agenda? 

A. We have a meeting and an agenda. And 
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Page 360 
1 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Vague. 

2 THE WITNESS: That -- that's his 

3 position, yes. 

4 BY MR. KRUM: 

Q. Okay. And were you respond -- you were 

6 responding to that position with which you disagreed 

7 when you said lithe die is cast, II correct? 

8 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Argumentative, 

9 misstates the document and testimony. 

THE WITNESS: To me that meant the 

agenda is set, and that's what we'll discuss, and I 

reason to have a meeting beforehand. 

13 BY MR. KRUM: 

14 Q. Okay. Do you recall that the supposed 

15 board of directors meeting on May 21st concluded 

16 without a resolution of the question of whether Jim 

17 Cotter, Jr., would be terminated as president and 

18 C.E.O.? 

19 A. Sir, we had several meetings at that 

20 point. I can't in my mind figure out when we did A 

21 and when we did B or C. 

22 I do know we had meetings and there was 

23 adjournment and a meeting just with Mr. Cotter and 

24 his sisters. He asked me to participate in that 

25 meeting. I refused to do so. 
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1 there's a sentence in the middle of it --

2 A. Uh-huh. 

3 Q. that reads as follows, quote, 

4 "If it is take it or leave it, then 

5 I strongly advise you to take it." 

6 And the words "I strongly advise you to 

7 take it" are all caps. 

8 Do you see that? 

9 A. Yes. 

10 Q. Why was that? 

11 MR. SEARCY: Objection. 

12 BY MR. KRUM: 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Q. I mean why did you so advise Mr. Cotter? 

A. I was looking out for his interests. I 

felt that if he didn't take what they offered, and 

leaving him as C.E.O. was a big concession, that he 

would be terminatedi that there were votes there to 

terminate him. And I didn't want him to be 

terminated. 

And I felt that if he could retain his 

title and work with his sisters for -- for a period 

of time on an equal footing, a lot of the issues 

would disappear. 

And in the long run the stock goes to 

kids anyway. 
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1 Q. The kids being the grandkids? 

2 A. His kids and Margaret's kids. 

3 Q. His being Jim Cotter, Jr.? 

4 A. Uh-huh. 

5 Q. You need to answer audibly. 

6 A. Yes. Yes. 

7 Q. Okay. Thank you. 

8 A. Yes. 

Q. As of the time you sent this email, 

10 approximately 2:00 P.M. on May 28, 2015, did you 

11 know that one of the terms of the proposal was that 

12 Jim Cotter, Jr., agree that Margaret would be the 

13 sole trustee of the voting trust that voted the RDI 

14 class B voting stock? 

15 A. I don't --

16 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Vague, lacks 

17 foundation. 

18 THE WITNESS: Sorry. 

19 MR. SEARCY: It's all right. Go ahead. 

20 THE WITNESS: I don't think I knew that. 

21 I didn't want to know it. 

BY MR. KRUM: 

23 Q. Did you subsequently learn that? 

24 A. I don't think I did. 

25 Q. Does that surprise you that that was a 
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Page 65 
1 seek to report to an executive committee of the RDI 

2 board of directors rather than to report to your 

3 brother Jim as C.E.O.? 

4 A. I don't remember exactly when that 

5 request was developed, but it was sometime during 

6 the fourth quarter of 2014. 

Q. How did it come to pass that you 

8 developed that request? 

9 A. We were having issues with Jim, and we 

wanted to figure out a way to have a structure in 

place that would be almost transitional that would 

help us work together so that we could work through 

issues that we would have. 

14 Q. Prior to your father's resignation as 

15 C.E.O., to whom had you reported during the time you 

16 had been an executive at RDI? 

17 A. Jim was the president at the time. My 

18 father was the chairman and C.E.O. So, technically 

19 I probably reported to Jimi or probably technically 

20 to Bob. 

21 But we never operated that way. 

22 Q. Was the way you operated since 2000 and 

23 up to the point when your father resigned as C.E.O. 

24 that you reported to him? 

25 MR. SEARCY: Objection. Vague. 
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Page 175 
1 MR. TAYBACK: Objection. Asked and 

2 answered. 

3 A No. 

4 Q So when you use the same phraseology 

5 status to refer to the president and CEO in 

6 Item 1 as you use to refer to Craig Tomkins and 

7 Robert Smerling in Item 6, and yourself and 

8 Margaret Cotter in Item 7, were you attempting 

9 to obscure or conceal the fact that Item 1 was 

10 actually about terminating Jim Cotter as 

11 president and CEO? 

12 MR. TAYBACK: Objectioni argumentative, 

13 compound. 

14 You can answer. 

15 A I mean, there was no intention on my part 

16 to deceive anybody. 

Q Well, in point of fact, prior to 

distributing Exhibit 338, you already had had 

discussions with Ed Kane, Guy Adams, 

Doug McEachern and Margaret Cotter about 

terminating Jim Cotter, Jr. as president and 

CEO, correct? 

A Prior to this meeting we did have 

discussions about whether Jim would remain as 

the CEO and president. 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
www.litigationservices.com 
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Page 176 
1 Q Well, you had discussions with each of --

2 Guy Adams, Ed Kane, Doug McEachern and 

3 Margaret Cotter about terminating Jim Cotter, 

4 Jr. as CEO prior to distributing Exhibit 338 on 

5 May 19th, correct? 

6 MR. TAYBACK: Objection. Asked and 

7 answered. 

8 A Yes. 

9 Q You had no such discussions with 

10 Tim Storey, correct? 

11 A I did have discussions with Tim Storey. 

12 Q What discussions did you have with 

13 Tim Storey and when did you have them? 

14 A I had had discussions with Tim Storey 

15 about Jim and his performance. 

16 Q Okay. The question is: What discussions 

17 did you have with Tim Storey, if any, prior to 

18 distributing Exhibit 338 on May 19, 2015, about 

19 terminating Jim Cotter, Jr. as president and 

20 CEO? 

21 A I don't remember the specific discussion 

22 that I had with Tim. 

23 Q Did you have any conversation with 

24 Tim Storey prior to distributing Exhibit 338 on 

25 May 19, 2015, in which the subject of 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
www.litigationservices.com 
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Page 177 
1 terminating Jim Cotter, Jr. as president and 

2 CEO of RDI was discussed? 

3 A Prior to this agenda being sent out, Tim 

4 and I had had discussions about whether Jim 

5 would continue as CEO and president. 

6 Q What discussion did you have with 

7 Tim Storey in that regard, and when did they 

8 occur? 

9 A I don't remember the specific 

10 conversation, but I remember Tim taking the 

11 position that he -- he understood that Jim was 

12 inexperienced and it wasn't -- Jim's position 

13 would be under review and under evaluation. 

14 Q When did you have that discussion? 

15 A As I said, I don't remember. 

16 Q Was it in person? 

17 A I probably did have -- Tim came to Los 

18 Angeles a lot. I probably did have some of 

19 these discussions in person. 

20 Q What is it that you said during that 

21 discussion or those discussions with respect to 

22 the subject of Jim Cotter, Jr. continuing as 

23 president and CEO or being terminated? 

24 A I don't remember the specifics of the 

25 discussion. 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
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Page 178 
Q Do you remember, generally, anything you 

said, if anything, with respect to Jim Cotter, 

Jr. continuing as president and CEO or being 

terminated? 

MR. TAYBACK: To Mr. Storey? 

MR. KRUM: Yes, thank you. 

A I remember having conversations with Tim 

about whether Jim was the right person to lead 

Reading. 

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Counsel, I have less 

than five minutes left on this DVD. 

Q Anything else? 

A I don't remember the specifics. 

Q What discussions did you have with 

Bill Gould, if any, prior to distributing 

Exhibit 338 on May 19 about terminating 

Jim Cotter, Jr. as president and CEO? 

A My conversations with Bill would have been 

similar to what they were with Tim, questioning 

whether Jim was the right person to lead 

Reading. 

Q As you sit here today, do you recall 

actually having had such conversation or 

conversations with Bill Gould? 

A I do recall having conversations with 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
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Page 179 
1 Bill Gould about it. 

2 Q Was anyone else present? 

3 A We had a meeting -- my sister and I had a 

4 meeting with Tim Storey and Bill Gould at his 

5 office where we discussed Jim's performance. 

When was that? 

I don't remember when it was. 

8 Q Do you recall that Tim Storey and 

9 Bill Gould met separately with Jim on the one 

10 hand, and either separately with Ellen and 

11 Margaret or together with the two of you at 

12 Bill Gould's office in March 2015? 

13 A Yes. 

14 Q And do you recall what followed from that 

15 was that Tim Storey assumed the role of 

16 ombudsman? 

17 A Well, that's eventually what -- what 

18 transpired. 

19 MR. KRUM: I'll ask the court reporter to 

20 mark as Exhibit 339, what purports to be a 

21 May 16th e-mail from Ellen Cotter to -- at her 

22 Reading address to her private e-mail address. 

23 (Deposition Exhibit 339, E-mail dated May 

24 16, 2015, from Ellen Cotter to 

25 nelleI438@gmail.com, marked for identification 

Litigation Services 1.800.330.1112 
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WILLIAM GOULD, VOLUME I - 06/08/2016 

Page 79 
1 A. Yes. 

2 Q. Do you recall when you first heard or 

3 learned that? 

4 A. Early in 2015, my recollection. 

5 Q. Did you ever hear or learn or were you 

6 ever told that Margaret Cotter wanted to become an 

7 employee of RDI? 

8 A. Yes. 

9 Q. When did you first hear or learn that? 

10 A. Same period. 

11 Q. And did you also hear or learn that she 

12 wanted to have an employment contract with RDI? 

13 A. Yes. 

14 Q. Did you understand whether that was a 

15 point of contention between Margaret on one hand and 

16 Jim Cotter, Jr., on the other hand? 

17 MR. SWANIS: Objection. Form. 

18 THE WITNESS: I'm not so sure it was a 

19 point of contention. I think it was something that 

20 was under consideration. 

Jim, Jr. And I talked about it. I had 

my own views on it. I couldn't understand why any 

23 Cotter family member needed to have an employment 

24 contract. 

25 But I did see it could be -- on the 

Litigation Services 800-330-1112 
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WILLIAM GOULD, VOLUME I - 06/08/2016 

Page 80 
other side why, given the fact of the factions, that 

they were -- they felt their job may have been in 

jeopardy. 

BY MR. KRUM: 

Q. And the IItheyli is Ellen and Margaret? 

A. Ellen and Margaret. Pardon me. 

Q. Did either or both of them ever 

communicate to you in words or substance that either 

or both thought their jobs were or might be in 

jeopardy? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What did Ellen communicate to you? 

A. She felt that the relationship was such 

with her brother that and since he was the 

C.E.O., that he would take steps to have her 

terminated. 

Q. When did she communicate that to you? 

A. The same time frame, early 2015. 

Q. Was that in person or --

A. Both -- it was in person, it was a 

meeting at my office, where she expressed that, and 

I think over the telephone, as well. 

Q. Did Margaret Cotter communicate to you 

that she was concerned that Jim Cotter, Jr., might 

terminate her whether as an RDI employee if she 

Litigation Services 800-330-1112 
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Page 81 
became one or as the third-party contractor she was 

at the time? 

A. Yes, she did. 

4 Q. And when did she advise you that? When 

5 did she communicate that to you? 

6 A. I can't recall exactly when. It was 

7 during the same time frame as I mentioned, early 

8 2015. 

9 Q. How did she communicate that to you? 

10 A. I can't remember. 

11 Q. Whether in words or substance, what did 

12 she communicate? 

13 A. That she felt her job was in jeopardy 

14 because of the -- the fighting going on between the 

15 two factions. 

16 Q. And by the fighting, was she referring 

17 to the trust and estates dispute, to interpersonal 

18 dynamic--

19 MR. SWANIS: Objection. Form. 

20 THE WITNESS: I think -- I think 

21 she referred --

22 MR. HELPERN: Join. 

23 THE WITNESS: I think she referred to 

24 both. 

25 III 

Litigation Services 800-330-1112 
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/ 

Message 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flag: 

Kane [elkane@san.rr.com] 

5/22/20157:36:11 PM 

James Cotter JR Uames.j.cotter@readingrdi.com] 

Re: 

Follow up 

Without question I would like to help bring back unity and respect. Margaret 
certainly was trying when she suggested you take what the Board offered and 
held out the possibility that after a few years of working together you 
could again be considered for the role of CEO. It would be similar to Dev, 
hiring an experienced CEO the same age as Dev. Further, there would be no 
need for any negative announcement and if everyone's attorneys are so 
instructed, perhaps it could lead to a global settlement. unfortunately you 
rejected that out of hand. You might think about it on the drive down here. 
Two immediate suggestions: (1) don't threaten or list faults, like your 
e-mail to me that "we wi 11 have war" and the tentati ve employment ag reement 
sent to Margaret preceded by a list of her supposed faults; (2) "Aunt" Maddy 
suggests you invite your mother and sisters to your house for a family 
get-together with no business to be discussed but only some adoration of 
your kids and, if present, their aunt Margaret's kids. 
If you are not opposed to driving down here, a good time to get together 
would be for lunch on Monday.we could meet at La Jolla country club around 
1:00 pm. I have committed to your dad's personal urologist and friend, 
Warren Kessler, to play golf in the morning at 7:30 so we should be finished 
by 11:30-12:00. Meeting at 1:00 will insure I will be done and have paid off 
my bets. If I'm in a pissy mood it will not be because of you but because I 
lost my usual $5 bet with Warren. 

-----original Message----
From: James Cotter JR 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2015 9:32 AM 
To: 'Kane (elkane@san.rr.com)' 

Thank you for not pulling trigger yesterday. I know I have lost your 
support. You are most thoughtful director and one with most heart and 
emotion. I have made mistakes with my sisters and mother. They have made 
mistakes. It is now time for us to try to heal and I need your help. Last 
words my father said to me were, "your mother is good woman ... be good to 
her." I know I have not been. I realize we have passed breaking point. We 
will not have another chance. I would like to sit down with you in SD for 
breakfast, lunch or dinner saturday, sunday, Monday ... whatever works. You 
are only one I have now who can broker peace with company and family's 
interests in mind respecting what my Dad would have wanted. There is a 
balance. If not, we will have war and our company and family will be 
forever destroyed over the next week. I know I have one last shot and would 
like your help and thoughts. 

.A j{ EXHIBIT ~,;z... 
Dep~ 
D£;-?:r/ ~Ptr.as 
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1 

2 

3 

I. 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

As a matter of law and undisputed facts, the Individual Defendants are entitled to 

4 summary judgment on Plaintiff s claims arising from his termination as President and CEO of 

5 Reading International, Inc. ("RDI" or "the Company"). 

6 First, there is no basis in law or fact to find that the termination of Plaintiff as an officer 

7 was, or could have been, a breach of fiduciary duty. Plaintiff has not identified a single case in 

8 any jurisdiction-let alone Nevada-in which a board's decision to terminate an officer was 

9 subjected to any "fairness" review, or in which the firing of an officer has ever been determined 

10 to be a breach of fiduciary duty, or in which a former CEO has been reinstated as a remedy for a 

11 purported breach of fiduciary duty. There are no such cases. To the contrary, courts uniformly 

12 bar breach of fiduciary duty claims against directors arising from their decision to terminate an 

13 officer-even where, as here, those claims were asserted by the officer and stockholders. Their 

14 reasoning is clear: the termination of an executive by a board is a purely operational decision 

15 that does not implicate its fiduciary duties. Thus, Nevada's corporate statutes vest broad 

16 discretion in RDI's Board to determine the course of the Company, and allow "removal before 

17 the expiration" of an officer's term whenever "prescribed by the bylaws." NRS 78.130(3)-(4). 

18 RDI's Bylaws, which are the contract between its stockholders, similarly provide that Plaintiff 

19 could "be removed at any time, with or without cause, by the Board of Directors by a vote of not 

20 less than a majority of the entire Board at any meeting thereof." Indeed, Nevada law provides 

21 for broad application of the business judgment rule to all business matters, such as decisions on 

22 hiring and firing of executives. NRS 78.138(3). Not surprisingly, Plaintiff has simply avoided 

23 Nevada law, RDI's Bylaws, and the majority vote of the entire Board in favor of his removal in 

24 both his motion and opposition on the issue of his termination. The law and undisputed facts are 

25 fatal to his claims. 

26 Second, even assuming the termination of an executive could be actionable as a breach of 

27 directors' fiduciary duties in Nevada (even under the law as Plaintiff wishes it was), Plaintiff has 

28 woefully failed to establish the elements of such a claim. Although there is no basis for 
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3 
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5 

6 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

evaluating the "fairness" of the process of the decision to terminate, the undisputed evidence 

compels a conclusion it was fair-to RDI foremost (the actual "derivative plaintiff'), cf NRS 

78. 140(2)(d) (Nevada's only "fairness" test, which analyzes whether an interested director 

transaction was "fair to the corporation" before potentially voiding it), but also to Plaintiff. After 

a period of difficult and abrasive management requiring extensive intervention by Board 

members (individually and collectively), the Board made a decision after extensive debate and 

with Board members (now Defendants) freely voting on each side. In an act of classic fairness 

(and consistent with RDI's Bylaws), the majority ruled-and decided-to terminate Plaintiff. 

These same undisputed facts establish that, even if there was a fiduciary breach stemming from 

the Board's decision, the Individual Defendants would not be liable because there is no evidence 

that the breach involved "intentional misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation of law," as 

required by NRS 78.138(7). Finally, Plaintiff has proffered no evidence of damages to RDI or 

proximate causation. Indeed, to the extent his "damages" consist of the fact of termination and 

he seeks reinstatement, such a remedy is unavailable. 

Third, even if the termination of an employee could theoretically constitute the breach of 

a fiduciary duty (which it cannot), and Plaintiff could establish the required elements of such a 

claim (which he cannot), Plaintiff lacks standing to derivatively assert breach of fiduciary duty 

claims against the director Defendants arising from his termination. After over a year of 

discovery, he has failed to identify a single stockholder ofRDI (other than himself) that supports 

his wrongful termination claims and demand for reinstatement. Plaintiffs pursuit of a purely 

personal claim makes him inadequate to sue derivatively on the claim. 

With no legal or factual support for Plaintiffs termination claims and reinstatement 

demand, the Individual Defendants are entitled to summary judgment. 

II. ARGUMENT 

A. Plaintiff's Termination Cannot Support a Breach of Fiduciary Duty Claim 

Despite 50 pages of briefing, Plaintiff has failed to come forward with evidence to 

establish disputed facts supporting his claim. Moreover, he cites no law to support a breach of 
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1 fiduciary duty claim arising from an executive's termination. Plaintiff does not identify any 

2 case, anywhere, that has recognized the viability of such a claim. 1 Indeed, the law and facts belie 

3 such a claim. As the Individual Defendants argued in their opening brief, Plaintiff cannot assert 

4 a viable breach of fiduciary duty claim arising from his termination given RDI's clear Bylaws 

5 and the broad latitude afforded decisions by a board of directors under Nevada law. (Defs.' MSJ 

6 No.1 at 14-17.) Plaintiff, in both his motion and his opposition, has entirely ignored this issue, 

7 which is dispositive of his termination claim and reinstatement demand. 

8 Plaintiff does not dispute that a Nevada corporation is a product of statutory and contract 

9 law. The statute is NRS Chapter 78: Private Corporations. The charter and bylaws are the 

10 contracts among the stockholders of a corporation. See NRS 78.060, 78.120, 78.135; see also 

11 Centaur Partners, IV v. Nat'l Intergroup, Inc., 582 A.2d 923, 928 (Del. 1990) (same). "[U]nder 

12 Nevada's corporations laws, a corporation's board of directors has full control over the affairs of 

13 the corporation." Shoen v. SAC Holding Corp., 122 Nev. 621, 632 (2006) (citation and internal 

14 quotation marks omitted); see also NRS 78.120(1) ("Subject only to such limitations as may be 

15 provided by this chapter, or the articles of the corporation, the board of directors has full control 

16 over the affairs of the corporation."). 

17 Under Nevada law-ignored by Plaintiff-corporate officers such as a CEO or President 

18 have no vested right to remain in their position. Rather, officers serve only "for such terms and 

19 have such powers and duties as may be prescribed by the bylaws or determined by the board of 

20 directors," and an officer may be subject to "removal before the expiration of his or her term." 

21 NRS 78.130(3)-(4). RDI's Bylaws mirror NRS 78.130, and expressly provide that Plaintiff 

22 served solely "at the pleasure of the Board of Directors," such that he could "be removed at any 

23 time, with or without cause, by the Board of Directors by a vote of not less than a majority of the 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

1 As noted in the Individual Defendants' opposition, Plaintiff relies entirely on Delaware 
authority about general fiduciary duties arising under Delaware law, and inferences drawn from 
Delaware cases addressing where a board is alleged to have breached its duties when faced with 
a corporate merger or sale, or where there is an accusation that corporate assets have been 
misused. Noticeably absent is any case law in which the termination of an officer's employment 
is the subject of a fiduciary duty claim. (Defs.' Opp'n at 14 (collecting cases cited by Plaintiff).) 
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1 entire Board at any meeting thereof." (HD#1 Ex. 19 Art. IV § lOi Not surprisingly, Plaintiff's 

2 Employment Contract was consistent with RDI's Bylaws, as it similarly recognized that the 

3 Board had an undiminished right to terminate him "with cause," in which event he was owed no 

4 relief, or "without cause," in which case he was due a specified sum. (HD#1 Ex. 20 § 10.) 

5 Plaintiff makes no showing how the Individual Defendants breached a contract with 

6 RDI's stockholders and abrogated any of their fiduciary duties if the Company's Bylaws and his 

7 employment contract specifically allowed the Board to terminate Plaintiff at any time, for any 

8 reason, and a majority of the entire Board voted to do so-which is what indisputably occurred.3 

9 Indeed, numerous courts have held that a plaintiff cannot use "an appeal to general fiduciary 

10 law" to transform a case involving the dismissal of an officer into a claim that a company's 

11 directors "breached a fiduciary duty as corporate officers," and have found arguments identical 

12 to those asserted by Plaintiff to be "novel" and with "no case in support." (See Defs.' MSJ No.1 

13 at 14-16 (collecting cases).) In short, a board's decision to fire (or hire) an officer is an 

14 operational function that does not implicate its fiduciary duties. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

2 Citations to "HD#I" refer to exhibits attached to the Declaration of Noah S. Helpem in 
Support of the Individual Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment No.1; citations to 
"HD#2" refer to exhibits attached to the Helpem Declaration in Support of the Individual 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment No.2; and citations to "HDO" refer to any new 
exhibits attached to the Helpem Declaration in Support of the Individual Defendants' Opposition 
to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. Any exhibits cited by Plaintiff in his 
opposition but not already included in the Individual Defendants' previous filings will be 
referred to using Plaintiff's "Appendix." No new factual evidence is attached to this reply brief. 

3 The Board's January 15,2015 resolution-in which all five non-Cotter directors agreed 
that in order to terminate "the CEO" (and/or Ellen and Margaret Cotter), a majority of the non
Cotter directors would be required to vote in favor of doing so-is beside the point. Not only is 
it black-letter law that bylaws trump board resolutions, see 18A Am. Jm. 2d Corporations § 253 
(2016), a majority of the non-Cotter directors in fact voted to remove Plaintiff as RDI's CEO and 
President. Although that should be the end of the issue, as explained in the briefing relating to 
the Individual Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (No.2) re: the Issue of Director 
Independence, each of these non-Cotter directors also were disinterested in the decision before 
them and therefore "independent." Indeed, directors voted on both sides of the issue, remained 
directors for some time thereafter (and Mr. Gould even to the present), and nonetheless are 
Defendants in this lawsuit. 
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1 Rather than attempting to distinguish these decisions (which he cannot, because they also 

2 address situations in which the plaintiff was both an officer and a stockholder, as here), 

3 Plaintiff's only response is "[t]his is a different version of the same argument the Court rejected 

4 previously in denying the motion to stay this case and compel arbitration." (Pl.'s Opp'n at 18; 

5 see also id. at 24-25 (same).) Not so. Plaintiff's argument misrepresents the issues involved in 

6 RDI's Motion to Compel Arbitration, and the Court's denial thereof. That motion was 

7 predicated on RDI's argument that "the Employment Agreement is a valid and existing contract 

8 with an agreement to arbitrate disputes thereunder, and all ofMr. Cotter's claims arise from or 

9 relate to the Employment Agreement." (RDI's Mot. to Compel Arbitration (Aug. 10,2015) 

10 at 5.) In denying RDI's motion, the Court merely recognized that, to the extent that Plaintiff may 

11 have derivative claims as an RDI stockholder, rather than as an employee, they do not "arise 

12 from or relate to" his Employment Contract and are thus not issues subject to arbitration. (See 

13 Sept. 1, 2015 Hr' g Tr. at 9:21-10: 1 ("While the issue related to employment is a factor important 

14 to both Mr. Cotter and the Intervenors, it does not preclude them from pursuing this litigation, 

15 rather than going through arbitration, for preservation of their rights as shareholders. "). 

16 That Plaintiff's alleged derivative claims fall outside the comers of his Employment 

17 Contract is a far different issue than whether the causes of action he asserts as a stockholder are 

18 actually valid as a matter of law. With respect to his termination claim, they are not-based on 

19 the law of every jurisdiction to consider it. See, e.g., Berman v. Physical Med. Ass 'n, Ltd., 225 

20 F.3d 429,433 (4th Cir. 2000) (affirming dismissal of fiduciary duty claim that directors did not 

21 follow fair procedures in deciding to terminate stockholder/doctor's employment because "any 

22 injury caused by the termination decision itself would be an injury to his interests as an 

23 employee, not as a stockholder"); In re Eagle Corp., 484 B.R. at 654 (a stockholder "who is also 

24 an employee cannot recover on a breach of fiduciary duty claim when the claim is grounded 

25 solely in an employment dispute"); Wall St. Sys., Inc. v. Lemence, No. 04 Civ. 5299, 2005 WL 

26 2143330, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 2, 2005) (dismissing third-party claims against directors because 

27 "they are essentially employment disputes that cannot sustain a claim of fiduciary breach under 

28 Delaware law"); Dweck v. Nassar, No. 1353-N, 2005 WL 5756499, at *5 (Del. Ch. Nov. 23, 
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1 2005) ("[the shareholder's] allegations of wrongdoing in connection with her termination as 

2 President and CEO" by the Board of Directors "are insufficient to support a claim for breach of 

3 fiduciary duty"); Nahass v. Harrison, c.A. No. 15-12354,2016 WL 4771059, at *6 (D. Mass. 

4 Sept. 13,2016) (terminated officer could not maintain a breach of fiduciary duty claim where his 

5 termination was authorized under "the Bylaws"); In re Eagle Corp., 484 B.R. 640, 654 (Bankr. 

6 D.N.1. 2012) (removal of officer and director could not be a breach of fiduciary duty where 

7 "Delaware General Corporation Law provides for removal ... with or without cause"); 

8 Goldstein v. Lincoln Nat 'I Convertible Sec. Fund, Inc., 140 F. Supp. 2d 424,438 (E.D. Pa. 2001) 

9 (plaintiff could not maintain fiduciary duty claim "[g]iven the express statutory authorization for 

10 the Board's action"), vacated on other grounds, 2003 WL 1846095 (3d Cir. Apr. 2, 2003); 

11 Quadrant Structured Prod. Co., Ltd. v. Vertin, c.A. No. 6990-VCL, 2014 WL 5465535, at *3 

12 (Del. Ch. Oct. 28, 2014) (dismissing action where the "governing documents authorized" the 

13 challenged "strategy"); see also 2 Fletcher Cyc. Corp. § 363 (2015) ("where a bylaw provided 

14 that any officer might be removed by a majority vote of the entire board whenever the best 

15 interests of the company require it, it was for the directors to determine what was in the best 

16 interests of the company; the courts will not interfere unless for fraud or illegality"). 

17 Plaintiff cannot distinguish or avoid this authority. In fact, even "under Delaware law," 

18 which Plaintiff maintains is the "persuasive authority" on which he relies (Pl.'s Mot. at 22 n.6), 

19 courts are emphatic that "there can be no breach of fiduciary duty stemming from the termination 

20 of [an officer's] employment." Kasper v. LinuxMall.com, Inc., No. Civ. A. 00-2019,2001 WL 

21 230494, at *3 (D. Minn. Feb. 23, 2001) (applying Delaware law in termination of president); see 

22 also Riblet Prods. Corp. v. Nagy, 683 A.2d 37,39-40 (Del. 1996) (no breach of fiduciary duty 

23 where stockholder/plaintiff was "an employee of the corporation under an employment contract 

24 with respect to issues involving that employment"). Simply put, his claim is meritless. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

B. Even If the Termination of an Employee Could Constitute a Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty, Plaintiff's Claims Fail as a Matter of Law 

Even assuming arguendo that the termination of an employee could ever support a breach 

of fiduciary duty claim in Nevada, Plaintiff cannot establish an actionable breach of fiduciary in 
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1 this case with respect to the Board's termination decision because (1) the Board's decision was 

2 protected by the business judgment rule, which always applies to employment decisions under 

3 Nevada law; (2) the decision to terminate Plaintiff based on the undisputed facts was fair to the 

4 Company and its stockholders (and, although irrelevant for these claims under Nevada law, fair 

5 to Plaintiff); (3) Plaintiff cannot show that the Board's termination decision involved "intentional 

6 misconduct, fraud, or a knowing violation of the law," as is required for individual liability under 

7 Nevada law; and (4) Plaintiff has no evidence of any damages to RDI proximately caused by his 

8 termination. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

1. Under Nevada Law, the Business Judgment Rule Applies in the 
Context of an Employee Termination 

Plaintiff does not contest that if the business judgment rule were to apply, his fiduciary 

duty claims arising out of his termination would fail as a matter oflaw. (See Pl.'s Opp'n at 10-

18.) Instead, he expresses surprise in his opposition brief that the Individual Defendants' 

opening brief "makes no mention" of Delaware's "entire fairness" standard, which Plaintiff 

claims applies to the Board's termination decision given his allegations regarding the 

interestedness or lack of independence of certain Board members. (Opp'n at 15.) 

There is no justification for Plaintiffs purported shock. Plaintiff has failed to identify a 

single case in which any court (let alone a Nevada court) has subjected a board's decision to 

terminate an officer to Delaware's "entire fairness" test.4 More importantly, Nevada law-not 

Delaware law-governs Plaintiffs termination claim.5 Nevada's business judgment rule, 

codified by statute, provides that "[d]irectors and officers, in deciding upon matters of business, 

are presumed to act in good faith, on an informed basis and with a view to the interests of the 

corporation." NRS 78.138(3) (emphasis added). Nevada's corporate law identifies only two 

situations where the business judgment presumption may be disturbed: (1) where directors take 

4 Nor, as RDI points out in its concurrently-filed reply brief, does it make sense to apply a 
Delaware test focused on "fair price" to an employment termination situation where price is not 
an issue. (See RDI Reply in Support ofInd. Defs.' MSJ No.1 § 1.) 

5 While Nevada courts may take into consideration Delaware precedents, such consideration 
is unnecessary here where there exists Nevada law. 
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1 certain actions to resist "a change or potential change in control of the corporation," NRS 

2 78.139(1 )(b), 2-4; and (2) in an "interested director transaction," which may involve "self-

3 dealing" between a director and a corporation, NRS 78.140. In his opposition, Plaintiff concedes 

4 that, "[b]y their terms, on their face, those two statutory provisions do not speak to circumstances 

5 other than those described" and are therefore not relevant to his termination claims. (PI.'s Opp'n 

6 at 15 nA.) The Individual Defendants agree. But Plaintiff has not identified any Nevada statute 

7 or legal decision that has disturbed the application of the business judgment rule outside of these 

8 two situations. And he cannot identify a single case subjecting a board's decision to terminate an 

9 officer to any "fairness" review (under Nevada law or elsewhere). 

10 The conclusion is simple: the RDI Board's business decision to remove a CEO was a 

11 purely operational decision that is one of those "matters of business" always entitled to the 

12 Nevada statutory presumption of reasonable business judgment under NRS 78.138(3). See 

13 Nahass, 2016 WL 4771059, at *5 (questioning how the "entire fairness" doctrine ever "would 

14 apply to employment decisions," and rejecting fiduciary duty claim by officer terminated by 

15 company's directors).6 This is fully consistent with the wide discretion afforded to corporate 

16 boards under Nevada law on matters that determine the course of the company, see NRS 78.120, 

17 78.135, 78.138, whether or not to sell the company, see NRS 78.139, and the limitations on 

18 liability, see NRS 78.037, 78.751, 78.7502. As Nevada corporate policy, these statutes are 

19 designed to vest decision-making in the board, and to protect directors who are called upon to 

20 make these decisions (usually working on a part-time basis, sometimes with less-than-perfect 

21 knowledge, and typically for not much money). See also NRS 78.138(7) (providing additional 

22 legal protections to directors with respect to potential personalliability).7 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

6 In short, in Nevada, there is a marked contrast between "operational decisions," such as 
removing an officer or changing a marketing strategy, and "transactional decisions," such as 
where a director can be on both sides of a particular transaction. It defies logic to imply a more 
stringent standard for operational decisions like the termination of an executive (i.e., Delaware's 
"entire fairness" test) than there is under existing Nevada statutes where a director sits on both 
sides of a specific transaction (i.e., the NRS 78.140 "fair as to the corporation" analysis). 

7 The only other basis upon which Plaintiff challenges this Board decision relies on 
allegations of "lack of independence" by certain Board members. Even if the disinterestedness 
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1 2. The Board's Termination of Plaintiff Was Fair 

2 As noted above, Nevada law does not recognize Delaware's "entire fairness" standard in 

3 the context of an officer termination. Nor does it employ a "fairness review" outside of the 

4 inapplicable circumstances ofNRS 78. 140(2)(d)-and specifically not for an "employment 

5 decision." But even assuming that this Court should evaluate the fairness of the Board's process 

6 or ultimate decision to terminate Plaintiff as CEO and President, no colorable argument can be 

7 made that Plaintiffs removal was not "fair" to RDI (which is the actual "derivative plaintiff') 

8 both procedurally and on the merits. See, e.g., NRS 78.140(2)(d) (refusing to void interested 

9 director transaction if it was "fair as to the corporation at the time it is authorized or approved"). 

10 (a) The Process Involved in Plaintiff's Removal Was Fair 

11 The months-long reasoned review process underlying Plaintiffs removal was fair to RDI 

12 (and, although not required, to Plaintiff as well). (See Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 21-22; Opp'n at 26-

13 27.) Prior to formally discussing Plaintiffs removal at any Board meeting, the RDI Board 

14 worked informally with Plaintiff over several months in an attempt to rectify and alleviate his 

15 many deficiencies, including by appointing Director Storey as an "ombudsman" to help coach 

16 Plaintiff. (See Defs.' MSJNo. 1 at 8-9; Defs.' Opp'n at 8-10.) Storey had warned Plaintiff well 

17 prior to May 21,2015 that he faced removal absent significant short-term improvement; in an 

18 April 15, 2015 email to Plaintiff, Storey wrote: "It has been made clear to Jim he needs to make 

19 progress in the business and with Ellen and Margaret quickly, or the board will need to look to 

20 alternatives to protect the interests of the company." (HD#1 Ex. 37 at 1-3.)8 As Director 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

and/or independence ofRDI's directors could have an impact on whether the business judgment 
rule applies to the Board's termination of a corporate officer (which they do not), Directors 
Edward Kane and Guy Adams were clearly "disinterested" and "independent" with respect to 
their decisions to support Plaintiff s removal from office for the reasons set forth in the 
Individual Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (No.2) re: the Issue of Director 
Independence (see Defs.' MSJ No.2 at 6-10,15-19,22-27), the Individual Defendants' 
Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Defs.' Opp'n at 22-26), and the 
Individual Defendants' concurrently-filed Reply in Support of their Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment (No.2). Plaintiff is wrong on the law and unsupported by the facts to the extent that 
he seeks to challenge the disinterestedness and independence of RDI Directors Kane and Adams 
on the issue of termination or any of the various Board actions he challenges. 

8 Plaintiff, in his opposition, does not deny that Storey gave him this warning. Instead, 
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1 McEachern testified, Plaintiff "knew that his position as CEO was in jeopardy for a longer period 

2 of time than just May 21," (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 176: 1-9), and Plaintiff conceded at deposition that he 

3 was aware that there was "the possibility of getting an interim CEO ... as early as October 

4 2014." (HD#1 Ex. 11 at 528:9-529:20.) 

5 Plaintiff objects that the ombudsman process did not continue until the end of June 2016 

6 (Pl.'s Opp'n at 7 n.2), and asserts that agenda items distributed by Ellen Cotter two days in 

7 advance of the Board's May 21,2015 meeting-which listed "status of President and CEO" as 

8 an item for discussion (HD#1 Ex. 39)-were vague and unexpected. (Pl.'s Opp'n at 5.) But 

9 neither complaint is valid. Regardless of what certain Directors may have preferred (or Plaintiff 

10 himself may have wanted), the Board "never set a date of June 30 for our intervention" and 

11 Director Kane and others felt that "there was no reason for us to wait until June 30" without 

12 progress, as protecting stockholder value needed to be considered paramount to Plaintiffs self-

13 interested desire to remain CEO and President. (HD#1 Ex. 6 at 532: 12-533: 15.) Plaintiffs 

14 claim that Ellen Cotter's agenda item was ambiguous is contradicted by the presence of 

15 Plaintiffs current litigation counsel at the May 21,2015 Board meeting (HD#1 Ex. 29 at 1), and 

16 the fact that, in the days prior, both Plaintiff and his counsel threatened to sue each director "and 

17 ruin them financially" if they voted for his removal. (HD#1 Ex. 3 at 426: 19-427:9; HD#1 Ex. 7 

18 at 78: 14-79:2Y Plaintiff was well aware that the Board was going to discuss his potential 

19 removal on May 21,2015. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Plaintiff merely suggests that Storey not only cautioned that a removal could involve Plaintiff, it 
could involve Ellen and/or Margaret Cotter as well-a fact that is irrelevant to whether the 
process involving Plaintiffs removal was fair. (Pl.'s Opp'n at 5.) 

9 While Plaintiff makes vague allusion to "entrenchment" in his opposition (PI.' s Opp'n 
at 15), there is no evidence that his termination was about entrenchment of any director. On its 
face, none of the non-Cotter directors had a stake in the outcome of the vote, and Plaintiff 
proffers no evidence that any director was more or less likely to remain on the Board based on 
how they voted. Entrenchment is "engaging in [an] action which had the effect of protecting 
their tenure" and being "motivated primarily or solely for the purpose of achieving that effect"
the very definition of "entrenchment," In re Fuqua Indus., Inc. S'holder Litig., Civ. A. No. 
11974, 1997 WL 257460, at * 11 (Del. Ch. May 13, 1997). The only evidence of entrenchment 
as a motive is from Plaintiffs threats to "ruin" board members "financially" through a lawsuit if 
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1 Plaintiff's related insinuation that he was not provided sufficient notice of his potential 

2 removal prior to the May 21,2015 Board meeting is similarly flawed. Not only was Plaintiff 

3 aware for months that his job was in jeopardy, and given specific notice that his status would be 

4 debated at a formal Board meeting two days prior to its occurrence (both of which factually 

5 disprove Plaintiff's argument), Plaintiff ignores the clear authority collected by the Individual 

6 Defendants in their opening brief (Defs.' MSJ No. 1 at 21) establishing that directors need not 

7 give a CEO any advance notice of a plan to remove him or her. 10 RDI's Bylaws contain no such 

8 requirement, and instead provide that Plaintiff could "be removed at any time." (HD#1 Ex. 19 

9 Art. IV § 10.) As such, Plaintiff's notice and timing objections are baseless. 

10 Plaintiff's characterization of communications between Board members leading up to the 

11 May 21, 2015 Board meeting as "consist[ ing] of secret machinations and agreements" is also a 

12 product of his own imagination. (Pl.'s Opp'n at 17.) None of the evidence he cites supports his 

13 depiction. (See id. at 7.) Rather, as various directors independently contemplated Plaintiff's 

14 removal over the weeks leading up to May 21, 2015, they began a series of emails, meetings, and 

15 informal straw polls as to a potential termination vote, and commenced discussing what to do on 

16 an interim basis in the event that Plaintiff was fired. (HDO Ex. 9 at 175: 17-179:7; HDO Ex. 3 

17 at 98:8-99:22; HDO Ex. 4 at 366:14-373:2.) None of this was improper, as Plaintiff suggests. 

18 Rather, the Board had to determine if it was even worthwhile to formally discuss Plaintiff's 

19 employment status during a Board meeting, and it had an obligation to plan ahead ifhe was 

20 ultimately removed. 

21 Directors holding informal discussions in advance of a meeting as to how they might vote 

22 on an important matter, and contemplating what steps to take should a vote go a certain way, is 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

they dared to exercise their fiduciary duties and debate the merits of his continued tenure. 
(HD#1 Ex. 3 at 426: 19-427:9; HD#1 Ex. 7 at 78: 14-79:2.) 

10 Plaintiff does not cite a single case for the proposition that any notice is required. Other 
authority is clear that notice is not necessary. See OptimisCorp. v. Waite, C.A. No. 8773-VCP, 
2015 WL 5147038, at *66-67 (Del. Ch. Aug. 26, 2015) (rejecting argument that directors 
"breached their duty of loyalty by not advising [CEO] in advance of his potential termination"); 
2 Fletcher Cyc. Corp. § 357.20 (2015) (a board's failure to give CEO advance notice of a plan to 
remove him as CEO does "not invalidate his termination"). 
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1 exactly what diligent board members should do. Moreover, there is "a difference between 

2 corporate acts and informal intentions or discussions." In re Numoda Corp. S'holders Litig., 

3 C.A. No. 9163-VCN, 2015 WL 402265, at *9 (Del. Ch. Jan. 30,2015). "Corporate acts are 

4 driven by board meetings, at which directors make formal decisions," and courts look "to 

5 organizational documents, official minutes, duly adopted resolutions, and a stock ledger, for 

6 example, for evidence of corporate acts." Id. Conversations and even "conversational 

7 agreements" are not "corporate acts" and do not provide the basis for any liability. Id. 

8 Finally, once the formal Board review process began, there was no "kangaroo court," as 

9 Plaintiff misleadingly claims. (Pl.'s Opp'n at 7,14,17.) The only emails cited by Plaintiff in 

10 support of this point pre-date the Board's May 21,2015 meeting, and merely evince Director 

11 Storey's disagreement with the "apparent view" of certain directors "that no discussion is 

12 necessary" and a simple vote on Plaintiffs employment would suffice once a motion to 

13 terminate was raised and seconded. (See, e.g., HDO Ex. 14.) Storey instead wanted to "define 

14 and address the issue, discuss it, and come to a conclusion," which was "a separate issue [as] to 

15 the merits of the decision before us." (HDO Ex. 1 at 134:9-135:1; HDO Ex. 13 at 1-2.) 

16 What Plaintiffleaves out is that the RDI Board took Storey's advice, engaged outside 

17 counsel to assist it in its fiduciary duties, 11 and vigorously debated the merits of Plaintiffs 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

11 Citing no legal precedent in support, Plaintiff asserts that the Individual Defendants' 
factual statement that they engaged the services of outside counsel when discussing Plaintiff's 
potential termination (and their related suggestion that such engagement is indicative of a board 
acting responsibly) is somehow equivalent to "asserting reliance on counsel" as an affirmative 
defense. (Pl.'s Opp'n at 16 n.6.) Plaintiff is wrong as a matter oflaw. Acknowledging receipt 
of advice from an attorney is different and distinct from asserting an advice of counsel 
affirmative defense (which the Individual Defendants have not done and are not doing, as they 
are not claiming that they cannot be held liable because they relied in good faith on the informed 
advice of counsel in taking a specific action-i.e., to terminate Plaintiff). See In re Com verge, 
Inc. S'holders Litig., Civ. A. No. 7368-VCP, 2013 WL 1455827, at *1, *3-4 (Del. Ch. Apr. 10, 
2013) (finding no waiver of privilege and no invocation of advice of counsel defense; holding 
that "it is the existence of legal advice that is material to the question of whether the board acted 
with due care, not the substance of that advice"). Plaintiff cannot have it both ways-he cannot 
proclaim there was a "kangaroo court" and then seek to prevent the Individual Defendants from 
noting steps taken to show that no procedural improprieties occurred. Regardless, had the RDI 
Board not engaged outside counsel, the procedure it employed in deciding whether to terminate 
Plaintiff would still have been procedurally fair. 
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1 termination in three different Board meetings held over a three-week period that lasted a 

2 combined 13 hours. (See Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 8-12; Defs.' Opp'n at 10-14.) The Board gave 

3 Plaintiff the opportunity to speak "at length" regarding his tenure, and the chance to present a 

4 business plan (which he was unable to do). His response was nothing more than an appeal to 

5 nepotism (see HD#1 Ex. 30 at 3 (plaintiff asserting "that it was the intention of his father ... that 

6 he run the Company and the Board should observe his wishes")) and an attempt to intimidate the 

7 Board by again threatening a lawsuit. (HD#1 Ex. 3 at 426: 19-427:9.) The Board properly 

8 deferred a final termination decision when it appeared that Plaintiff agreed to a revised 

9 management structure, which would have created oversight over his responsibilities and had the 

10 potential to end his adversarial relationship with his sisters, who were key RDI employees and 

11 also sat on the Board. (See HD#1 Ex. 30 at 3-4 (Minutes of the May 29,2015 Board meeting); 

12 HD#1 Ex. 40 (May 27,2015 version of agreement-in-principle); HDO Ex. 16 (June 3, 2015 

13 revision).) And the Board gave Plaintiff three separate chances to stay on as President under a 

14 new CEO so that he could better learn the business and gain the management skills he so sorely 

15 lacked. (HD#1 Ex. 29 at 4; HD#1 Ex. 30 at 1.) The extensive reasoned review process utilized 

16 by the Board went far above any "fair procedure" requirement. 

17 (b) The Decision to Terminate Plaintiff Was Fair on the Merits 

18 The decision to terminate Plaintiff also was unquestionably fair on the merits with respect 

19 to RDI (and, although not required, also to Plaintiff). (See Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 18-20; Opp'n 

20 at 27-28.) After over a year of discovery, Plaintiff has not been able to meet the minimum proof 

21 thresholds required to create a triable issue of fact as to whether his termination was fair on the 

22 merits. Instead it is beyond reasonable dispute that: 

23 • Plaintiff Lacked Significant Experience in Areas Critical to RDI: There is no 

24 evidence in the record that Plaintiff s background would enable him to be an effective CEO or 

25 President. Instead, the Individual Defendants have established (and Plaintiff has not contested) 

26 (see Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 5-6; Defs.' Opp 'n at 5) that Plaintiff lacked noteworthy experience in 

27 numerous areas critical to RDI. Director McEachern recognized that Plaintiff "had no real estate 

28 experience, no international experience, no management experience, no cinema experience and 
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1 no live theater experience"-virtually all of the business areas relevant to RDI's operations. 

2 (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 49:25-50:7.) Director Adams was similarly worried that Plaintiff "was young" 

3 and "didn't have that much experience" (HD#1 Ex. 4 at 462: 14-25), while Director Storey 

4 believed that "if his last name wasn't Cotter, he wouldn't be CEO." (HD#1 Ex. 4 at 460: 12-24.) 

5 Given this undisputed absence of experience, Plaintiffs eventual termination due to performance 

6 issues-which arose, in part, because he was not yet ready to be CEO-was more than fair. 12 

7 • Teamwork and Morale Was Poor Under Plaintiffs Abusive Leadership: As the 

8 Individual Defendants have established (and Plaintiff has not contested) (see Defs.' MSJ No.1 

9 at 7; Defs.' Opp'n at 5-6), the Board was troubled by Plaintiffs "behavior," "temperament," and 

10 "anger issues" (HD#1 Ex. 15 at 55:21-57:5), and some Directors considered sending Plaintiff to 

11 a "psychologist or psychiatrist" or to anger management classes in early 2015. (HD#1 Ex. 6 

12 at 529:22-530:2; HD#1 Ex. 35 at 3.) As Director Storey recognized, under Plaintiff, "morale" 

13 within RDI was "poor and needs to be improved," Plaintiff "need[ed] to establish teamwork," 

14 and he required hand-holding "to lead/develop leadership role." (HD#1 Ex. 33 at 3.) 

15 • Plaintiff Lacked an Understanding of Key Components of RDI' s Business: The 

16 Individual Defendants have established that Plaintiff demonstrated a lack of understanding with 

17 respect to costs and margins highly critical to RDI's cinema business. (See Defs.' MSJ No.1 

18 at 7; Defs.' Opp'n at 6-7.) Plaintiff has offered no evidence in response. (See Pl.'s Opp'n.) 

19 • Plaintiff Could Not Work With Key RDI Executives: Plaintiff does not dispute that 

20 his sisters, Ellen and Margaret Cotter, were key executives within RDI. Nor does he dispute that 

21 he could not work well with them, as established by the Individual Defendants. (See Defs.' MSJ 

22 No.1 at 6-7; Defs.' Opp'n at 7-9.) And he does not contest that, due to this inability, Director 

23 Gould and others determined that RDI was faced with "a dysfunctional management team" in 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

12 Plaintiffs only counter is that-five-and-a-halfyears before his election as CEO-his 
father authored a memo suggesting that he intended Plaintiff to succeed him. (Pl.'s Opp'n at 4.) 
Not only is this memo irrelevant to the issue of whether Plaintiff did or did not have significant 
experience in areas critical to RDI (and it actually proves true Director Storey's worry about 
nepotism), the intent of the late James J. Cotter, Sr. in 2009 has no bearing on whether the 
termination of his son years later was fair to the Company and its stockholders. 
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1 which there was "'thermonuclear' hostility" between the Cotters. (HD#1 Ex. 35 at 2-3.) In fact, 

2 Plaintiff testified that the tensions between him and his sisters had become so intense by 2015 

3 that RDI was unable to function, such that drastic reform in behavior or potential termination(s) 

4 were required to get beyond the current paralysis. (HD#1 Ex. 12 at 696:22-700:3,704:7-22.) 

5 Each of these issues, which were articulated and considered by the Individual Defendants 

6 prior to rendering their termination vote, is separately sufficient to justify Plaintiff's removal as 

7 CEO and President. Taken together, they render the fairness of the Board's termination decision 

8 beyond dispute. 13 But Plaintiffs evidentiary failures do not end here. There is no evidence in 

9 the record that continuing Plaintiff as CEO and/or President would have been in the best interests 

10 ofRDI. Nor is there any evidence in the record that returning him to office would be in the best 

11 interests of the Company. As McEachern testified, "from August of 20 14 until [Plaintiff s] 

12 termination, I cannot tell you one thing that we did that created value for the company, one thing 

13 that Jim Cotter, Jr. managed to do. Nothing." (HD#1 Ex. 7 at 292:2-5.) Given the absence of 

14 record evidence, apparently Plaintiff cannot as well. At the summary judgment stage, this is fatal 

15 to Plaintiffs challenge to the fairness of his termination, as he cannot show that his removal was 

16 in any way "unfair" to RD I-the actual derivative plaintiff in this action. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

13 With respect to the above-deficiencies, Plaintiff s asserts-with absolutely no support
that the substantial testimony and documentary evidence collected by the Individual Defendants 
is "flimsy"; his one factual response is to claim that Director Kane, at least, did not actually share 
these concerns. (PI. 's Opp'n at 4.) A reference to the evidence collected by the Individual 
Defendants belies any suggestion that it is "flimsy," and such naming-calling, of course, falls 
well short of Plaintiff s obligation to muster contrary evidence at the summary judgment stage. 
Moreover, Plaintiffs single reference to an early June 2015 email chain with Director Kane is 
itself "flimsy" and perplexing. If Plaintiff believes that Kane wanted him to remain CEO in 
early June 2015, it disproves his theory that there was a conspiracy amongst the Individual 
Defendants to remove him from office with no debate in mid-May 2015. In reality, the emails 
cited by Plaintiff regarding Kane, whom Plaintiff had begged to help him "broker" a deal with 
Ellen and Margaret Cotter (see Defs.' Opp'n at 12-13), merely show Kane using flattery in an 
attempt to reason with Plaintiff, forestall his firing, and advocate for a negotiated resolution of 
the myriad of management problems plaguing Plaintiffs tenure. (See PI.'s Appendix Ex. 2.) 
None of these actions by Kane, which were attempting to avert the prevent, costly corporate 
battle, were in any way improper. 
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1 Despite this, Plaintiff still maintains that his termination was unfair because the Board 

2 engaged in "attempted extortion and execution on the extortion threat" when it delayed his 

3 potential termination on May 29,2015 after a potential negotiated settlement between the Cotters 

4 was agreed to in principle, and when it ultimately terminated him on June 12,2015 when that 

5 settlement fell through. (See Pl.'s Opp'n at 6, 17-18.) There are two fatal problems to this 

6 argument. First, it relates only to fairness as it applies to Plaintiff-not RDI. But, in a derivative 

7 action, whether or not an action was fair vis-a-vis Plaintiff is irrelevant as to whether it was fair 

8 to RDI, the actual plaintiff on whose behalf this lawsuit is (purportedly) being brought. Indeed, 

9 to the extent that Nevada has a "fairness review," it analyzes whether an action is "fair as to the 

10 corporation," not the individual involved. NRS 78. 140(2)(d). 

11 Second, Plaintiff's pejoratives are unfounded. (See Defs.' MSJ No. 1 at 10-11, 20; Defs.' 

12 Opp'n at 12-14,28.) The Board's support for and consideration of a potential compromise 

13 between the Cotter siblings was far from "extortion"; rather, affording respect to the potential 

14 deal made business sense because it could have alleviated the admitted "dysfunction" within the 

15 management ranks that was clearly affecting the Company and stockholder value; rectified some 

16 of the otherwise-terminal problems in Plaintiff's CEO tenure; and ameliorated Plaintiff's 

17 managerial deficiencies by providing him with an Executive Committee structure under which he 

18 would have operated as CEO going forward, which could have allowed him the chance to grow 

19 and gain needed experience. (See HD#1 Ex. 30 at 3-4; HD#1 Ex. 40.) 

20 Once that agreement fell through, the Board was left with the same intractable problems 

21 as before-which Plaintiff does not dispute. As both Storey (who voted against termination) and 

22 Kane (who voted for termination) testified, the Individual Defendants felt that "things should be 

23 dealt with now," "[t]hey had come to a head and there was no point in delaying," "the current 

24 disharmony within the business was untenable going forward," "[t]here was a polarization in the 

25 office among the employees, and it had to be resolved one way or another." (HD#1 Ex. 1 

26 at 119:25-120:12,154:2-14; HD#2 Ex. 5 at 331:11-332:17.) Given that the Board was faced 

27 with a CEO that could not perform adequately, lacked experience and expertise, required close 

28 
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1 supervision, did not process the requisite leadership skills, and could not work well with various 

2 directors or executives, its decision to terminate Plaintiff was objectively fair. 

3 3. RDI Was Not Damaged by Plaintiff's Termination 

4 Even if Plaintiff' s termination was somehow "unfair" to RDI (which it was not), 

5 Plaintiff's fiduciary duty claims arising from his removal must fail because he has not shown any 

6 damages to RDI resulting from his firing, nor has he provided evidence that any such damages 

7 were proximately caused by the Board's June 12,2015 decision. (See Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 22-

8 23; Defs.' Opp'n at 19-20.) 

9 Plaintiff, in his opposition, spends pages on a convoluted argument suggesting that he is 

10 not required to actually prove any damages to RDI in order to establish his breach of fiduciary 

11 duty claims against the Individual Defendants. (See PI.' s Opp'n at 19-21.) In fact, he labels 

12 such a requirement "imaginary." (Id. at 20.) But not once does Plaintiff cite applicable Nevada 

13 law. 14 In fact, Nevada precedent is clear that damages and proximate causation are both 

14 elements of a breach of fiduciary claim (and any related aiding and abetting claim). See Olvera 

15 v. Shafer, No.2: 14-cv-01298, 2015 WL 7566682, at *2 (D. Nev. Nov. 24, 2015) ("A claim for 

16 breach of fiduciary duty under Nevada law requires a plaintiff to demonstrate a fiduciary duty 

17 exists, that duty was breached, and the breach proximately caused the damages. "); Klein v. 

18 Freedom Strategic Partners, LLC, 595 F. Supp. 2d 1152, 1162 (D. Nev. 2009) (same, applying 

19 Nevada law); In re Amerco Deriv. Litig., 127 Nev. 196,225 (2011) (adopting standard for 

20 "aiding and abetting a breach of a fiduciary duty," for which one of the "four elements" is "the 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

14 Kendall v. Henry Mountain Mines, Inc., 78 Nev. 408 (1962), the one Nevada case that 
Plaintiff cites for the proposition that corporations may void the challenged transactions of 
interested directors (PI.' s Opp'n at 20), says nothing about the elements of a fiduciary duty claim 
or whether damages are a required showing. Similarly, Cinerama, Inc. v. Technicolor, Inc., 643 
A.2d 345 (Del. 1993), a Delaware case, does not support Plaintiff's argument. While that case 
states that "[t]o require proof of injury as a component of proof necessary to rebut the business 
judgment presumption would be to convert the burden shifting process from a threshold 
determination of the appropriate standard of a review to a dispositive adjudication on the merits," 
id. at 371, this quote does not stand for the proposition that no proof of injury is required at all
instead, it merely establishes the timing as to when proof of injury is required. In fact, the court 
went on to state that "injury or damages becomes a proper focus only after a transaction is 
determined not to be entirely fair." Id. (emphasis in original). 
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1 breach of the fiduciary relationship resulted in damages"); see also Stalk v. Mushkin, 125 Nev. 

2 21, 28 (2009) ("a breach of fiduciary duty claim seeks damages for injuries that result from the 

3 tortious conduct of one who owes a duty to another by virtue of the fiduciary relationship"). 

4 In contrast to his motion (where he did not discuss damages at all), Plaintiff in his 

5 opposition contends that he "has produced evidence of damages." (Defs.' Opp'n at 21.) But 

6 nothing Plaintiff cites constitutes economic harm to RDI proximately "caused by" his 

7 termination. To the extent that Plaintiff identifies certain corporate actions taken after his firing 

8 as "waste," such as "monies paid to third-party consultants" (id.), he introduces no proof that this 

9 alleged conduct was wasteful, nor does he introduce evidence showing that his termination was 

10 the proximate cause of such waste. Indeed, Plaintiff still sits on RDI's Board, and his failure to 

11 prevent the conduct of which he complains undermines any causal connection to his removal (as 

12 it apparently would have occurred irrespective of his firing). 15 

13 Plaintiff also baldly asserts-without citation-that RDI's stock price suffered a 

14 "diminution" in "the days following disclosure of' Plaintiffs termination. (Id.) As an initial 

15 matter, this is not actually true. On June 18,2015, the day that RDI filed a Form 8-K 

16 announcing Plaintiffs removal (HD#1 Ex. 25), RDI's stock price closed at $ 13.53/share, up 

17 from $ 13.45/share the day before. 16 By June 30, 2015, the Company's stock price was 

18 $ 13.85/share, and it reached $ 14.00/share on July 1,2015. Even if RDI' s stock price had not 

19 risen, a mere drop in share price is insufficient to satisfy the required causation. See Morgan v. 

20 AXT, Inc., No. C 04-4362, 2005 WL 2347125, at *16 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 23, 2005) (that share price 

21 dropped after disclosure revealed prior misrepresentations is insufficient to constitute causation). 

22 And, of course, a "decline" in "stock price is not even a derivative injury" and cannot support the 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

15 Plaintiff also asserts that the Individual Defendants "have wrongfully insisted that 
Plaintiff resign as Company director." (Pl.'s Opp'n at 8.) While this allegation has absolutely 
no relevance to whether or not Plaintiff s termination was a fiduciary breach, Plaintiff in fact did 
not resign and instead remains a Board member to this day-meaning that neither he nor RDI 
could have suffered any damages from this purportedly wrongful conduct. 

16 See http://www.nasdaq.com!symbol/rdi/historical. 
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1 required causation in the context of Plaintiffs purported derivative action. South v. Baker, 62 

2 A.3d 1,25 (Del. Ch. 2012). 

3 Plaintiff is left with an assertion, based on a single twenty-year-old New York case, that a 

4 shift in the "control of the company" may "be viewed as irreparable injury." Vanderminden v. 

5 Vanderminden, 226 A.D.2d 1037, 1041 (App. Div., 3d Dep't, 1996). But "control" ofRDI did 

6 not shift with Plaintiffs termination: Ellen and Margaret Cotter, as trustees of the Estate of 

7 James 1. Cotter, Sf. (recognized by this Court), controlled the majority of RDI' s shares both 

8 before and after Plaintiff's termination. Moreover, the Vanderminden case does not involve a 

9 derivative claim; rather, it addresses an inapposite situation, where rival shareholders were 

10 battling for control of a trust (and thus a shift in voting power was irreparable harm to one 

11 plaintiff). See id. In contrast, this action is brought by Plaintiff in a derivative capacity, as a 

12 representative of the Company itself; he must show harm to RDI, not himself. But there is no 

13 such evidence. Uncontroverted testimony and documentary evidence from within RDI indicates 

14 that Plaintiff "was very weak as a C.E.O. or as a manager," and "wasn't really leading the 

15 business and he wasn't leading us forward." (Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 22 (citations omitted)). 

16 Similarly, RDI's major unaffiliated investors have indicated that it would not" make much 

17 difference" to the Company's stockholders if Plaintiff was CEO, and that the overall 

18 performance of the RDI, along with its business plan, have remained entirely consistent and 

19 appropriate since Plaintiffs termination. (Id. at 22-23 (citations omitted).) 

20 Because Plaintiff does not have evidence of any "economic harm" flowing to RDI 

21 following his termination, let alone evidence that his firing was the "proximate cause" of such 

22 harm, he cannot establish an actionable breach of fiduciary claim. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

4. Plaintiff Cannot Show That His Termination Involved Intentional 
Misconduct, Fraud, or a Knowing Violation of the Law 

Finally, even if Plaintiff s termination was somehow unfair (it was not) and proximately 

caused damages to RDI (which it did not), the Individual Defendants are statutorily immune 

from individual liability where, as here, any "breach" did not involve intentional misconduct, 

fraud, or a knowing violation of law. (See Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 14,18; Defs.' Opp'n at 28-29.) 
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1 Nevada's corporate law provides "a director or officer is not individually liable to the 

2 corporation or its stockholders or creditors for any damages as a result of any act or failure to act 

3 in his or her capacity as a director unless it is proven that ... the breach of those duties involved 

4 intentional misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation oflaw." NRS 78.138(7). There can be no 

5 "knowing violation" or "intentional misconduct" where the RDI Board weighed the propriety of 

6 Plaintiffs termination over several meetings, considered his attempted defense of his tenure, 

7 engaged outside counsel to assist it in exercising its fiduciary duties, and articulated a wide 

8 variety of business-specific reasons motivating its removal decision. Even the Directors that 

9 voted not to terminate Plaintiff on June 12,2015 recognized significant problems with his 

10 performance, and objected more to the timing of his removal than to the underlying basis. (See 

11 Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 8-12,19.) Plaintiff has not identified a single case anywhere in which 

12 directors have been held liable for breaching their fiduciary duties in the context of an employee 

13 termination, let alone under the strict requirements set forth in NRS 78.138(7). 

14 Plaintiffs only response is to cite Delaware law, and argue that "the exculpatory statute" 

15 does not apply where, as here, he has asserted "duty ofloyalty" claims. (Pl.'s Opp'n at 16 n.5.) 

16 Once again, Plaintiffs reliance on Delaware law-as opposed to Nevada law-is flawed. In 

17 contrast to whatever Delaware may hold, the Nevada Supreme Court has made clear that under 

18 Nevada law, "directors and officers may only be found personally liable for breaching their 

19 fiduciary duty of loyalty if that breach involves intentional misconduct, fraud, or a knowing 

20 violation of the law." Shoen, 122 Nev. at 640 (citing NRS 78.138(7) (emphasis added)). 

21 Because Plaintiff cannot meet this requirement (nor has he even attempted to), his claims fail as 

22 a matter of law. 

23 c. Plaintiff's Reinstatement Demand Is Unsupportable and Untenable 

24 As the Individual Defendants emphasized in their opening brief, even if the Board's 

25 removal of Plaintiff somehow constituted a breach of fiduciary duty, the reinstatement relief 

26 demanded by Plaintiff is untenable as a matter of law and practice. (Defs.' MSJ No. 1 at 28-30; 

27 Defs.' Opp'n at 29-30.) Perhaps for this reason Plaintiff has not identified a single case in any 

28 jurisdiction in which the firing of a corporate officer was reversed following a breach of 
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1 fiduciary duty claim. (See id.) The Individual Defendants identified six reasons such a remedy 

2 is precluded. (See Ind. Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 28-30.) Plaintiff does not address any of them. 

3 Failure to make a responsive argument in the first instance constitutes a waiver. Chonwdhry v. 

4 NLVH, Inc., 111 Nev. 560, 563 (1995); see also Polk v. State, 126 Nev. 180, 185 (2010) (failure 

5 to address or dispute argument is "a confession of error on this issue"). Notwithstanding 

6 Plaintiff's waiver, the numerous problems associated with any reinstatement of Plaintiff as CEO 

7 and President ofRDI render that relief untenable. Such a request, which is unsupported by law, 

8 contradicted by the terms of Plaintiff's Employment Contract, and operationally problematic, 

9 should be denied. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

D. Even If the Termination of an Employee Could Constitute a Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty, Plaintiff Lacks Standing to Maintain His Derivative Action 

Finally, Plaintiff's termination claim fails as a matter of law for yet another independent 

reason: Plaintifflacks standing to derivatively assert breach of fiduciary duty claims against the 

Individual Defendants arising out of his termination. 

Plaintiff's main response is that an attack on his derivative standing "has been rejected by 

the Court previously." (Defs.' Opp 'n at 22.) This is misleading at best. Elements of standing 

are not merely pleading requirements, but are also an "indispensable part of the plaintiff's case" 

on which "the plaintiffbears the burden of proof' at each of "the successive stages of the 

litigation." Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992); see also CCWIPP v. 

Alden, No. Civ. A. 1184,2006 WL 456786, at *10 (Del. Ch. Feb. 22, 2006) ("discovery" and 

"[ fJurther development of the facts" may prove a plaintiff is "an inadequate derivative plaintiff'). 

At the motion to dismiss stage, the Court was required to accept Plaintiff's mere allegations as 

true, and afford him any and all reasonable inferences warranted on the pleadings alone. But 

Plaintiff cannot meet his burden now that discovery has occurred and he must provide actual 

evidence to support standing with respect to his ability to derivatively assert his termination 

claim and his demand for reinstatement. 17 

17 In his opposition, Plaintiff points to purported "substantial evidence of self-dealing" 
28 conduct by the Individual Defendants with respect to their approval of both a stock option and 
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1 In their opening brief, the Individual Defendants' established why Plaintiff lacks 

2 derivative standing with respect to his termination claim and reinstatement demand: clear 

3 economic antagonisms exist between Plaintiff and other shareholders and the remedy sought by 

4 Plaintiff is entirely personal. (Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 24-27.) Plaintiffs responses to these 

5 arguments are, at best, unsatisfactory on their face: he cites no cases in support of any of his 

6 points, and distinguishes none of the authority collected by the Individual Defendants. (See PI.' s 

7 Opp'n at 23-24.) 

8 But it is indisputable that Plaintiff lacks derivative standing for one simple reason: after 

9 over a year of discovery, he has failed to identify a single RDI stockholder (other than himself) 

10 who supports his derivative action with respect to his termination claim or his demanded 

11 reinstatement. This alone is fatal to Plaintiff s attempted derivative standing. See Khanna v. 

12 McMinn, No. Civ. A. 20545-NC, 2006 WL 1388744, at *41 (Del. Ch. May 9,2006) ("the 

13 inadequacy of a plaintiff may be concluded from a strong showing of only one factor" if that 

14 factor involves "some conflict of interest between the derivative plaintiff and the class"). 

15 Instead, several notable third-party shareholders have gone on the record to actively oppose 

16 Plaintiffs termination and reinstatement claims. (See Defs.' MSJ No.1 at 28 (individuals who 

17 control over 1 million shares ofRDI's Class A stock and over a thousand Class B shares have 

18 rejected the idea of reinstating Plaintiff because "the well has been poisoned" with respect to 

19 Plaintiff as CEO, his reinstatement would perpetuate a "divided company," Plaintiff is not "the 

20 single best qualified person to run" RDI, and his advancement was the product of "nepotism").) 

21 Plaintiff s only response is a naked assertion that this "claim is inaccurate, as reflected by 

22 the objections to the T2 Plaintiffs' request for court approval of their settlement." (Pl.'s Opp'n 

23 at 24.) But Plaintiff does not actually cite to or quote what these objections say, for good 

24 reason-they are have nothing to do with Plaintiff s termination claim and reinstatement 

25 

26 

27 

28 

the nominations of new directors to justify his standing as a derivative plaintiff. (Defs.' Opp'n 
at 22.) While the Individual Defendants do not challenge Plaintiffs theoretical ability to 
derivatively assert claims relating to those types of corporate actions, that "evidence"-which is, 
in fact, nonexistent-is entirely irrelevant to Plaintiff s derivative standing with respect to his 
separate termination claim and reinstatement demand-.the subject of this motion. 
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1 demand. (See Objs. of Diamond A. Partners, L.P. and Diamond A. Invs., L.P., to Settlement 

2 at 3-6 (objecting to the settlement because it "provides no tangible benefit to shareholders" and 

3 "the General Release of all possible claims against Defendants and others is quite valuable and 

4 overbroad"); Obj. of Mark Cuban to Settlement at 4-6 (same, focusing on an argument that the 

5 settlement "releases any unknown claims Reading may bring").) Nowhere do the objecting 

6 stockholders provide any indication that they explicitly support Plaintiff s termination claim or 

7 are actively in favor of his demand for reinstatement as CEO and President ofRDI. (See id.) 

8 This resounding "lack of support" for Plaintiff s termination and reinstatement claims by 

9 relevant "non-defendant shareholders" is fatal to Plaintiffs standing. Love v. Wilson, No. CV 

10 06-06148,2007 WL 4928035, at *6 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 15,2007) (rejecting derivative standing); 

11 see also Smith v. Ayres, 977 F.2d 946,948 (5th Cir. 1992) (lack of "cooperation" or support from 

12 other shareholders undermined attempted derivative action); Energytec, Inc. v. Proctor, Nos. 

13 3:06-cv-0871 et al., 2008 WL 4131257, at *7 (N.D. Tex. Aug. 29, 2008) (applying Nevada law 

14 and rej ecting derivative standing of former CEO because other stockholders do not "share" an 

15 interest in his "regain[ing] control" of the company). Because Plaintifflacks standing to pursue 

16 a derivative action seeking relief on his termination and reinstatement claims, summary 

17 judgment is entirely appropriate. 

18 III. CONCLUSION 

19 For the foregoing reasons, the Individual Defendants respectfully request that the Court 

20 grant both their Motion for Summary Judgment (No.1) re: Plaintiffs Termination and 

21 Reinstatement Claims and provide such other and further relief as the Court may deem necessary 

22 and proper. 

23 III 

24 III 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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Plaintiff James J. Cotter, Jr., ("JJC" or "Plaintiff'), by and through his attorney Mark G. 

K.rum of Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie LLP, files this Reply in Support of his Motion for Partial 

Summary Judgment (the "Motion"), as follows. 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In his motion for summary judgment ("MSJ"), plaintiff James J. Cotter, Jr. ("Plaintiff' or 

"JJC") evidenced the following undisputed facts: 

It In March 2015, then director Timothy Storey was appointed "ombudsman" to work with 
Plaintiff and to "mediate any disputes between him and other executives," i.e., his sisters, 
Ellen and Margaret Cotter. (Quotation from Opposition of the Interested Director 
Defendants at 9:12-15.) 

.. On May 19,2015, Ellen Cotter as Chairman of the RDI Board of Directors distributed an 
agenda for a supposed special meeting of the Board on May 21,2015, the first item of 
which was "Status of President and CEO." 

" The agenda item "Status of President and CEO" proved to be about the termination of 
Plaintiff as President and CEO ofRDI. 

.. Prior to May 19,2015, Director Defendants Ed Kane, Guy Adams and Doug McEachern 
each had communicated with Ellen Cotter andlor each other their agreement to vote to 
terminate Plaintiff as President and CEO ofRDI. 

.. No termination vote was had at the May 21,2015 supposed special meeting of the RDI 
Board of Directors but, a few days later, on or about May 27,2015, an attorney 
representing Ellen and Margaret Cotter transmitted to an attorney representing JJC a 
document containing terms to which Ellen and Margaret Cotter would agree to resolve 
disputes with JJC, including disputes that were the subject of a prior pending action in 
California regarding trust and estate matters (the "California Trust Action"). 

.. At a supposed RDI Board of Directors meeting beginning in the morning of May 29,2015, 
the meeting adjourned in the afternoon with a majority of the non-Cotter directors, 
meaning Kane, Adams and McEachern, advising Plaintiff that he needed to strike a global 
resolution of disputes with his sisters or the vote to terminate him would proceed when the 
supposed meeting reconvened telephonically at 6:00 p.m. that evening. 

.. During the call at or about 6:00 p.m. on May 29, 2015, Ellen Cotter reported that she and 
Margaret had reached a tentative global resolution of disputes with Plaintiff, and that 
lawyers would prepare documentation to complete it. No termination vote was taken. 
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GIl On or about June 8, 2015, JJC communicated to Ellen and Margaret Cotter that he could 
not agree to the terms embodied in the document provided to his trust lawyer on or about 
June 3, 2015, by the trust lawyer representing Ellen and Margaret Cotter. 

GIl Ellen responded by calling a supposed special meeting of the RDI Board of Directors on 
June 12,2015. At that supposed meeting, a vote was taken and each of Kane, Adams and 
McEachern (and Ellen and Margaret Cotter) voted to terminate Plaintiff. 

III The Tim Story Ombudsman process was aborted by the events described above. 

In their Oppositions, the Defendants do not address any of the foregoing matters, except 

that they acknowledge that Tim Storey was appointed ombudsman in March 2015 and point out 

that there is disagreement between and among the directors as to whether that process was to 

continue into June. Otherwise; they ignore the foregoing undisputed facts. Instead, the Interested 

Director Defendants obfuscate. To that end, they spend page after page talking about Plaintiffs 

supposed historical failings as President and CEO and then, as if the matter miraculously arose for 

deliberation on May 21,2015, mischaracterize what happened at the May 21 and 29 and June 12 

supposed board meetings as deliberations. Even were that fiction actual facts, none of it disputes 

the material facts set forth above. Therefore, Plaintiff has presented the Court with a set of 

undisputed material facts upon which his MSJ is based. 

As to the legal analysis, Defendants proffer arguments that attempt to recast this case as an 

employment action, which the Court previously has determined that it is not, and then cite to a 

series of inapposite cases for the proposition that RDI's Board had the authority to terminate 

Plaintiff, whose rights as a shareholder they again argue are subsumed by his rights under an 

executive employment agreement. Based on those erroneous premises and inapposite case after 

inapposite case, the Interested Director Defendants conclude that they could have not breached 

(presumably non-existent) fiduciary obligations in taking the actions they did - to threaten 

Plaintiff with termination ifhe did not resolve disputes with his sisters on terms they required and, 
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when he failed to do so, to terminate him. As demonstrated below, those arguments are 

unavailing, at best. 

Perhaps recognizing the foregoing, the Defendants also argue that the business judgment 

rule is not a rebuttable presumption, that the only exceptions to it are statutory provisions 

concerning other matters, and that the business judgment rule therefore immunizes them from 

liability for their conduct. These arguments also are erroneous as a matter of law. As 

demonstrated in Plaintiff's Motion and herein, where, as here, a majority of the directors who 

approve a challenged action lack disinterestedness, independence or both, Plaintiff has rebutted the 

presumptions of the business judgment rule and the entire fairness standard applies. Under the 

entire fairness standard, the Director Defendants are required to demonstrate the entire fairness of 

both the process resulting in the decision to terminate Plaintiff, and the entire fairness of the result, 

here, termination following a failure to acquiesce to threats of termination. As the facts above 

make clear, and as is shown below, the Director Defendants cannot meet that objective burden. 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff respectfully submits that his MSJ should be granted. 

II. FACTS WARRANTING RELIEF 

The Interested Director Defendants purported statement of facts is an effort at obfuscation 

predicated on after the fact "assessments" of Plaintiffs management and performance that 

supposedly occurred months before the relevant termination vote. What they have not done, and 

cannot do, is to dispute the facts and circumstances leading to and surrounding the vote itself, 

upon which Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is based. 

Defendants cannot dispute that, on Tuesday, May 19,2015, Ellen Cotter first distributed an 

agenda for a supposed RDI Board of Directors special meeting on Thursday, May 21,2015. 

(Declaration of James J. Cotter, Jr., submitted with Motion, at ,-r 10; Motion Appendix Ex. 1 (EC 

6116/26 Dep. Tr. 171:14-175-16); Motion Appendix Ex. 34 (Dep. Ex. 338).) The first item on the 

agenda was entitled "Status of President and CEO" - (purposefully disguised phraseology that 

employed the same words as subsequent agenda items-none of which concerned termination. ld. 
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1 Defendants cannot dispute that, even before May 19, 2015, each of Adams and Kane (and 

2 McEachern) communicated to Ellen Cotter and/or between or among themselves their respective 

3 agreement to vote as RDI directors to terminate Plaintiff as President and CEO ofRDL (Motion 

4 Appendix Ex. 1 (EC 6116116 Dep. Tr. 175:17- 176:8); Motion Appendix Ex. 5 (Storey 2112/16 

5 Dep. Tr. At 96:5-91:4,98:21-100:8, 100:14-101:11); Motion Appendix Ex. 9 (Adams 4128/16 

6 Dep. Tr. At 98:7-17; 98:18-99:22); Motion Appendix Ex. 9 (Adams 4129/16 Dep. Tr. 378:15-

7 370:5); see also Motion Appendix Ex. 6 (TS 8/31116 Dep. Tr. 66:22-67:20) and Motion Appendix 

8 Ex. 26 (Dep. Ex 131).) For example, on May 18,2016, Kane sent an email to Adams in which he 

9 (Kane) agreed to second the motion for Plaintiffs termination, if necessary, and acknowledged his 

10 lack of disinterestedness: 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

See if you can get someone else to second the motion [to terminate 
Plaintiff as President and CEO]. If the vote is 5-3 I might want to 
abstain and make it 4-3. If it's needed I will vote. It's personal and 
goes back 51 years. Ifno one else will second it I will. 

(Motion Appendix Ex. 19 (Dep. Ex. 81 at GA00005500) (emphasis supplied).) 

And, in a May 19, 2015 email to Kane, Adams acknowledged both Kane's lack of 

disinterestedness and that the two of them had picked sides in a family dispute: 

Ed, 

I am sorry, as I know your relationship with the family started long 
before they were born. I also know-and now see for myself-why 
SR placed such a high value on you and your counsel. More than 
anyone else on the board, you worked behind the scenes attempting 
to bridge every problem with the kids. Lastly, I know that more than 
anyone else, you have been at SR's side at every turn as he built his 
empire. I think you and I share a [sic] obligation to the family .... 
based upon our commitment to our friend .... Unfortunately, it seems 
that we have no choice but to choose a side. 

(Motion Appendix Ex. 21 (Adams Dep. Ex. 85 at GA0000554'l15 (emphasis supplied); see also 

Motion Appendix Ex. 6 (TS 8/3116 Dep. Tr. 65:12-66:20).) 

Defendants cannot dispute that, prior to the May 21,2015, meeting Kane and Adams 

discussed other motions related to Plaintiff's termination, such as to appoint an interim CEO. 

(Motion Appendix Ex. 9 (Adams 4129116 Dep. at 366:5-367:6); see also Motion Appendix Ex. 20 

(Adams Dep. Ex. 82 at GA00005502-03). Importantly, Directors Gould and/or Storey 

contemporaneously memorialized that the non-Cotter directors had not undertaken an appropriate 
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process to make a decision regarding whether or not to terminate the President and CEO ofRDI 

and requested that the non-Cotter directors meet before the supposed May 21 meeting. Gould in 

fact warned the others that they all could "face possible claims for breach of fiduciary duty if the 

Board takes action without following a process .... " (Motion Appendix Ex. 318 (Gould Dep. Ex. 

318).) Storey used the term "kangaroo court," and observed as to the non-Cotter directors that, "as 

directors we can't just do what a shareholder [, meaning Ellen and Margaret Cotter,] asks." 

(Motion Appendix Ex. 22 (Kane Dep. Ex. 116).) In the face of this, however, Kane responded 

they did not need to meet, stating that "the die is cast." (Motion Appendix Ex. 23 (EK Dep. Ex. 

117 at TS000069).) 

Nor can Defendants dispute how intertwined Ellen and Margaret Cotter's personal 

demands that Plaintiff resolve trust disputes on terms satisfactory to the two of them were with 

what Plaintiff was told he must do to avoid termination as President and CEO. This is plainly 

reflected in the settlement document transmitted by their trust lawyer Susman on May 27, 2015. 

(See JCC Dec. at ~ 12; Motion Appendix Ex. 4 (MC 6/15/16 Dep. Tr. 154:19-156:19); Motion 

Appendix Ex. 32 (Dep. Ex. 322).) The fact that Ellen and Margaret Cotter's,personal agenda 

drove the termination decision was reinforced by Kane when he emailed Plaintiff the day after the 

document was transmitted: 

I have not seen the [take it or leave it settlement] proposal. I 
understand that it would leave you with your title, which is very 
important to you and which you told me was essential to any 
settlement ... if it is take-it or leave-it, then I STRONGLY 
ADVISE YOU TO TAKE IT, ... if we can end all of the litigation· 
and ill feelings, -- and their offer to keep you as CEO as a major 
conceSSIOn -- ... 

(Motion Appendix Ex. l(MC 6/16/16 Dep. Tr. 185:13-186:9); Motion Appendix Ex. 24 (Dep. Ex. 

118).) 

On Friday, May 29, before the supposed RDI board of directors special meeting 

commenced, Ellen and Margaret Cotter met with nc. They discussed that the document that had 

been conveyed by their lawyer Susman was a take-it or leave-it offer and that, if nc did not 

accept it, the RDI board would proceed with the vote to terminate him as President and CEO. 

(JCC Dec. at ~ 14). 
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The supposed special board meeting on May 29 commenced and Adams made a motion to 

terminate Plaintiff as President and CEO. In response, Plaintiff questioned Adams' independence 

and/or disinterestedness. (Declaration of James J. Cotter, Jr., submitted with Motion at ~ 15). The 

supposed special meeting eventually was adjourned until 6:00p.m. that evening. Plaintiff was told 

that he needed to resolve his disputes with his sisters by then or he would be terminated. (Id.) As 

reflected in Storey's contemporaneous handwritten notes: 

long board discussion 

ended with basically a command from "majority" - Jim go settle 
something with sisters in next hour or you will be terminated. 

(See Appendix Ex. 5 (Storey 2/12/16 Dep. Tr. at 110:6-12); Appendix Ex. 15 (Storey Dep. Ex. 

17).) 

The Board reconvened at or about 6:00 p.m. on Friday, May 29, 2015. At that time Ellen 

Cotter reported that she and Margaret Cotter had reached an agreement in principal with Plaintiff 

to resolve their disputes. Ellen Cotter concluded that, while no definitive agreement had been 

reached, Ellen and Margaret Cotter would have one of their lawyers provide documentation to 

counsel for Plaintiff. No termination vote was taken. (Declaration of James J. Cotter, Jr., 

submitted with Motion at ~ 16; Motion Appendix Ex. 3 (MC 5/13/16 Dep. Tr. at 368:13-369:22; 

see also Appendix Ex. 15 (Dep. Ex. 17).) 

Defendants cannot dispute that, on June 8, 2015, after Plaintiff advised Ellen and Margaret 

Cotter that he could not accept their document, Margaret Cotter's response was to advise the RDI 

board of directors. (Declaration of James J. Cotter, Jr., submitted with Motion at ~ 18; Motion 

Appendix Ex. 3 (MC 5/13/16 Dep. Tr. at 368:13-369:22); see also Motion Appendix Ex. 3 (MC 

5/12/16 Dep. Tr. 271:22-279:7); Motion Appendix Ex. 27 (Dep. Ex. 156).). Likewise, on 

Wednesday afternoon, June 10, 2015, Ellen Cotter transmitted an email to all RDI board members 

stating, among other things, that "we would like to reconvene the Meeting that was adjourned on 

Friday, May 29th
, at approximately 6:15 p.m. (Los Angeles time.) We would like to reconvene 

this Meeting telephonically Friday, June 12 at 11 :00 a.m. (Los Angeles time) ... " (Declaration of 

James J. Cotter, Jr., submitted with Motion at ~ 19). 

The Directors in tum reconvened on Friday, June 12,2015. At that time, Adams Kane and 
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1 McEachern, Margaret and Ellen Cotter) each voted to tenninate Plaintiff. (Declaration of James J. 

2 Cotter, Jr., submitted with Motion at ~ 20; Motion Appendix Ex. 10 (Kane 5/2116 Dep. Tr. 

3 191 :25-192:12, 193:3-194-10); Motion Appendix Ex. 5 (Storey 2/12116 Dep. Tr. 139:22-140-11); 

4 see also Motion Appendix Ex. 6 (TS 8/3/16 Dep. Tr. 75:4-76:16 and 81 :22-82:6).) 

5 III. ARGUMENT 

6 Defendants effectively proffer two types of arguments in response to Plaintiffs MSJ. Both 

7 are erroneous as a matter oflaw. 

8 The first set of arguments confuses powers or legal rights, such as the power and right to 

9 
tenninate Plaintiff under Nevada law and the Company's bylaws,with the issue in this case, which 

10 
is whether the Director Defendants breached their fiduciary duties in threating Plaintiff with 

11 

12 
tennination and, when he failed to acquiesce to those threats, terminating him. As shown below in 

13 Sections III A., B. and C., these arguments each confuse two different sets oflegal issues and each 

14 is mistaken, as a matter of law. 

15 The other sets of arguments proffered by Defendants seeks to transfonn the rebuttable 

16 presumptions of the business judgment rule, into a more or less absolute immunity. As shown in 

17 
Section III. D., E., F. and G Defendants misread Nevada's statutory scheme and ignore Nevada 

18 

19 
and Delaware law, including well-established Nevada and Delaware law for the proposition that 

20 where, as here, the majority of the directors who took or approved the challenged actions lacked 

21 disinterestedness and/or independence, the presumptions of the business judgment rule have been 

22 rebutted and the Director Defendants bear the burden of satisfying the entire fairness standard. 

23 Likewise, Defendants erroneously argue that equitable relief is unavailable, which argument also 

24 
is contrary to Nevada and Delaware law. It requires that the Director Defendants show the 

25 

26 
objective fairness of both the proce-ss and the result. Here, obviously and as demonstrated herein, 

27 
they cannot do so and have not done so. 

28 
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The entire fairness standard therefore applies. It requires that the Director Defendants 

show the objective fairness of both the process and the result. Here, obviously and as 

demonstrated herein, they cannot do so and have not done so. 

A. Defendants Do Not Have an Unrestricted Right to Breach Fiduciary . 
Obligations With Respect to Officer Appointment and Termination. 

The Interested Director Defendants fIrst argue that RDI's bylaws and Nevada law provide 

the RDI Board with "an express unrestricted right to terminate Plaintiff's employment at any time 

and for any reason" and, based on that premise, (erroneously) conclude that, as a matter oflaw, 

they "cannot be liable for breaching fIduciary duties and violating any fundamental covenant 

between the company and its stockholders." (Opposition at 15:22-25). Taken to its logical end, 

what Defendants now claim is that they have carte blanche to do as they please, regardless of the 

limits on corporate and director action, including Section 78-138(1)'s restriction that all powers 

must be exercised in good faith and with a view to the interests ofthe corporation. Not 

surprisingly, Defendants point to no statute or case that would provide them with this 

extraordinary carte blanche. That is because it does not exist. 

The argument that RDI's bylaws and Nevada law allow a board to terminate a CEO and 

that the directors therefore could not have violated their fIduciary duties in doing so is a non 

sequitur and mistaken as a matter of law. As a matter of logic, that an act is permitted does not 

make it necessarily not actionable, particularly where, as here, the question is whether the director 

defendants breached their fIduciary obligations. Given that, it is unsurprising that the cases 

Defendants rely upon for their nonsensical argument do not support their argument and/or are 

inapposite: 

• Centaur Partners, IV v. National Intergroup, Inc. did not involve a claim for breach 

of fIduciary duty. As such, at no point in that case did the court hold that corporate 

bylaws could supersede directors' statutory obligation to act in good faith and for 

the best interests of the corporation. Centaur Partners, IV v. National Intergroup, 

Inc., 582 A.2d 923 (Del. 1990). 
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• In Nahass v. Harrison, the court held that the minority shareholder could not 

maintain a breach of fiduciary duty claim because the corporation was a non-

statutory close corporation, which is not the case here. 2016 WL 4771059, at *6 (D. 

Mass. Sept. 13,2016). As such, the court's analysis of the bylaws was based on a 

breach of contract analysis, not a breach of fiduciary duty analysis, which is the 

claim at issue in this case. Id 

• In In re Us. Eagle Corp., the court in fact relied on Riblet Products Corporation v. 

Nagy, and ruled that the minority stockholders in a close corporation are not liable 

to a minority stockholder for breach of fiduciary duty with respect to the minority 

shareholder's employment "when that claim is grounded solely in an employment 

dispute." 484 B.R. 640, 654 (D. N.J. 2012). As explained below, Plaintiff's claim 

is not grounded solely in an employment dispute - rather, the issue is the Directors 

using the corporate machinery (including officer appointment) to achieve their 

personal agendas. That is not an employment dispute, that is a derivative claim. 

• Goldstein v. Lincoln Nationals Convertible Securities Fund, Inc. involved a 

shareholder challenge to the board's decision to adopt a classified board and 

stagger elections, actions that were expressly permitted by statute. 140 F. Supp.2d 

424,438 (E.D. Pa. 2001). Nothing in that case held that a director is totally 

absolved ofliability in connection with officer appointments or terminations. 

Likewise, unlike in Goldstein, there is no Nevada law that expressly permits 

directors to utilize the corporate machinery, including the power to fire officers, as 

a means to achieve their own personal agendas, as was the case here. 

• In Quadrant Structured Products Company, Ltd v. Vertin, the court in fact 

recognized that, "in every case, corporate action must be twice tested: first, by the 

technical rules having to do with the existence and proper exercise of the power; 

second, by equitable rules somewhat analogous to those which apply in favor of a 

cestui que trust to the trustee's exercise of wide powers granted to him in the 

instrument making him a fiduciary." 2015 WL 5465535 (DeL Ch. Oct. 20, 2015) 
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(emphasis supplied) (quoting Adolf A. Berle, Corporate Powers As Powers In 

Trust, 44 Harv. L. Rev. 1049, 1049 (1931). Thus, while the plaintiff in Quadrant 

failed to support allegations under both steps of the analysis, the case in fact 

undercuts Defendants' contention that the bylaws can absolve them of liability for 

breach of fiduciary duty because their fiduciary obligations are the necessary 

second step of the analysis. It is this second step on which Defendants' actions do 

not pass muster. 

Notably, the instructive case they clearly choose not to cite at this point of their erroneous 

argument, Riblet Prods. Corp v. Nagy, 683 A.2d 37 (Del. 1996), which they subsequently rniscite 

(at 17:25-27) for the proposition that there is no "liability for breach of fiduciary duty where 

stockholder/plaintiffwas 'an employee of the corporation under an employment contract with 

respect to issues regarding employment," actually makes clear that the rights and duties owed to 

an individual as an employee under an employment contract are different than the rights and duties 

owed to that same individual as a shareholder. Of course, this Court made that very 

determination when it denied the Company's motion to compel arbitration. In Riblet, the 

Delaware Supreme Court stated as follows: 

This is a case governed by an employment contract. [Plaintiff] 
actively and successfully pursued his contractual rights as an 
employee. These contractual rights are separate from his rights as a 
stockholder. 

This is not a case of breach of fiduciary duty to [plaintiff] qua 
stockholder. To be sure, the Majority Stockholders may well owe 
fiduciary duties to [plaintiff] as a minority stockholder. But that is 
not the issue here .... Moreover, this is not an attempt to bring a 
derivative suit by plaintiff as a stockholder on behalf of the 
corporation ... 

Riblet, 683 A.2d at 40 (quotation and citation omitted).l 

By contrast, this is a case of breach of fiduciary duty to Plaintiff qua stockholder because 

the issue is not simply his termination as Defendants suggest; it is an ongoing course of self-ealing 

1 
As Chief Justice Steele testified last week: "under Delaware law the fact that you have the authority to act 

doesn't end the inquiry, partiCUlarly under the entire fairness standard. Our law is well established that despite being 
authorized either by the charter or the bylaws to take certain action, when you take the action, it must be taken 
equitably." [Transcript of Deposition of Myron Steele, attached as Appendix A, pgs. 57-67] 
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1 and entrenchment that merely started with threats of termination and termination. The law 

2 provides no immunity for that. 
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Plaintiffs' contention Plaintiff's rights a s a shareholder are subsumed by an employment 

relationship and contract is nonsensical and has no support in the law. This Court should, as it has 

rightly done prior, reject that proposition. 

B. The Legal Right or Power to Perform and Act does not Mean that the Act 
Cannot be Inequitable and Actionable. 

Contrary to what the opposition argues, legally permissible actions may give rise to 

breaches of fiduciary duty. Schnell v. Chris-Craft Indus., Inc., 285 A.2d 437, 439 (Del. 1971) 

("inequitable action does not become permissible simply because it is legally possible."). The 

distinction the Opposition suggests does not exist is well-recognized in the jurisprudence of 

fiduciary duty law. In Sinchareonkul v. Fahnemann, 2015 WL 292314, at *6 (Del. Ch. Jan. 22, 

2015), the court stated in this regard: 

When assessing challenges to corporate acts, Delaware law 
distinguishes between arguments that the act is not legally 
permissible and arguments that it was inequitable under the 
circumstances presented for those in control of the corporation to 
take otherwise legally permissible action. The corporate scholar and 
statesman Adolf A. Berle highlighted the distinction, explaining that 
'in every case, corporate aCtion must be twice tested: first, by the 
technical rules having to do with the existence and proper exercise 
of the power; second, by equitable rules somewhat analogous to 
those which apply in favor of a cestui que trust to the trustee's 
exercise of wide powers granted to him in the instrument making 
him a fiduciary.' Delaware adheres to the twice-testing principle. 

Sinchareonkul v. Fahnemann, 2015 WL 292314, at *6 (Del. Ch. Jan. 22, 2015) (citing Adolf A. 

Berle, Corporate Powers As Powers In Trust, 44 Harv. L.Rev. 1049, 1049 (1931)). 

C. The Argument that "Courts Routinely Reject Attempts to Transform an 
Officer's Employment into a Breach of the Fiduciary Duty Claim" Is an 
Exercise in Question Begging Based on a Mischaracterization of the Nature of 
this Action and Inapposite Cases. 

The Interested Director Defendants' next argument, that termination of an executive officer 

can only give rise to employment claims and not claims for breach of fiduciary duty, likewise 

mischaracterizes the nature of this action and relies upon inapposite cases in which the plaintiff 

brought contract claims (whether under an employment agreement, a stockholders agreement 
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and/or other contracts) to which purported breach of fiduciary duty claims were added as an 

afterthought. 

First, as the Court full well knows (and has recognized multiple times already), this action 

involves an ongoing course of self-dealing and entrenchment, not a single, isolated act of 

terminating an executive. What Defendants have done is not a simple termination like in the cases 

cited in oppositions; their actions, including using an executive committee to circumvent Plaintiff 

and directors Storey forcibly "retiring" Storey stacking the Board with unqualified family friends, 

adopting the CEO search to make Ellen Cotter CEO, employing Margaret Cotter was given a 

highly compensated executive position for which ongoing she has no prior experience or 

qualifications and rejecting the Offer to do the bidding of the Cotter sisters all involve abuse of the 

corporate machinery and their authority as Directors ofRDI. That is why there is a derivative 

action for breach of fiduciary duty, which provides for equitable relief 2 

Predictably, the cases on which the Interested Director Defendants rely are inapposite 

employment cases, several of which actually acknowledge the distinction they seek to persuade 

the Court does not exist, namely, that an individual has different rights as an employee and as 

shareholder. For example, Ingle v. Glamore Motor Sales, 535 N.E.2d 1311, 538 N.Y.S.2d 771 

(1989), actually acknowledges what they imply the case and the others they cite does not, namely, 

that individual has rights both as a contracting employee and separately as a stockholder, as 

follows: 

It is necessary in this case to appreciate and keep them distinct the 
duty ... ower d] to a minority shareholder as a shareholder from any 
duty ... owe[d] him as an employee. 

Ingle, 73 N.Y. S. at 187. 

Likewise, Hackett v. Marquardt & Roche/Meditz & Hackett, Inc. Civ. No. 02-

990166881S, 2002 WL 31304216, at *2 (Conn. Sup. Ct. Sept. 17,2002), cites Ingle and found 

that the gravaman of the claim in that case was a claim for termination of employment, not a claim 

for breach of fiduciary duty. Datto Inc. v. Braband, 856 FSupp. 354, 384 (D. Conn. 2012) in turn 

2 
As a result, and as explained below, Defendants arguments about proof of damages arising from the 

termination are misplaced. Because breach of fiduciary duty is an equitable claim, this Court may award relief as 
equity demands. 
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cites Hackett. As the foregoing illustrates, what the Interested Director Defendants have done is to 

find a series of inapposite cases and miscite them with the hope that counsel for the Plaintiff and 

the Court will not read them. Also by way of example, Carlson v. Hallinan, 925 A.2d 506, 540 

(Del Ch. 2006) expressly acknowledges that the decision to remove an officer is a decision that 

may give rise to a claim for breach of fiduciary duty. The balance of the cases they cite likewise 

are cases in which the action was for breach of an employment contract, not breach of directors' 

independent duties as fiduciaries. The only other case they cite worth mentioning is discussed 

above, namely, the Delaware Supreme Court decision in a Riblet, which (as discussed above) 

unequivocally undermines their legally erroneous argument that the only claim that can arise from 

the termination of an executive is for breach of an employment contract, and not for breach of the 

fiduciary duties of directors in making their decisions. 3 

This Court should continue as it has and reject Defendants' attempts to reframe this case as 

an employment action. 

D. Under Nevada Law, the Entire Fairness Doctrine Applies Where an Action 
Was Not Approved By a Majority of Disinterested and Independent Directors, 
As Here. 

Defendants also erroneously contend that the entire fairness doctrine is inconsistent with 

Nevada law. As Plaintiff has explained multiple times, that is not the case. On the contrary, the 

Nevada Supreme Court has expressly recognized "when an interested fiduciary's transactions with 

the corporation are challenged, the fiduciary must show good faith and the transaction's fairness." 

Shoen v. SAC Holding Corp., 122 Nev. 621, 644 n. 61, 137 P.3d 1171, 1186 n.61 (2006) (citing 

Oberly v. Kirby, 592 A.2d 445,469 (DeLI991) (noting that, when approval of an interested 

director transaction by an independent committee is not possible, the interested directors carry the 

burden of proving that transaction's entire fairness)). When a transaction is effected by directors 

with an interest in the transaction, "[t]he interested directors bear the burden of proving the entire 

fairness of the transaction in all its aspects, including both the fairness of the price and the fairness 

of the directors' dealings." Oberly, 592 A.2d at 469; accord Reis v. Hazelett Strip-Casting Corp., 

3 Chief Justice Steele also pointed out in his testimony last week that the CEO contract was irrelevant to the 
question of whether the Directors breached their fiduciary obligations because the issue is breach of fiduciary duty, 
not breach of contract. [Testimony of Myron Steele, attached as Appendix A, pgs. 59-67] 
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28 A.3d 442,459 (Del. Ch. 2011) ("Once entire fairness applies, the defendants must establish to 

the court's satisfaction that the transaction was the product of both fair dealing and fair price.") 

(quotation omitted). As discussed below (and as pointed out in Plaintiff s Opposition to 

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment No.1), Defendants have not, and cannot meet that 

burden. As a result, summary judgment is proper. 

In addition, in Shoen, the Nevada Supreme Court adopted the Delaware Supreme Court's 

holding in Aronson v. Lewis. 122 Nev. at 635, 137 P.3d at 1180. In Aronson, the court held that 

the business judgment rule only applies when a director is disinterested and independent: 

The function of the business judgment rule is of paramount 
significance in the context of a derivative action .... However, in 
each of these circumstances there are certain common principles 
governing the application and operation of the rule. 

First, its protections can only be claimed by disinterested directors 
whose conduct otherwise meets the tests of business judgment. 

Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805,812 (Del. 1984), overruled on other grounds by Brehm v. Eisner, 

746 A.2d 244 (Del. 2000). 

The Interested Director Defendants also argue that "[u]nder Nevada corporate law, the 

presumptive application of the state's business judgment rule may be called into question in only 

two scenarios." In support of that (erroneous) proposition, the Opposition identifies two 

circumstances, one in which NRS 78.139(1)(b)(2)-(4) applies (the change or potential change in 

control of a corporation) applies, and (ii) one in which NRS 78.140 (Nevada's statutory limitation· 

on the common law presumption that interested transactions are void) applies. (Opposition at 

21:1-22:14.) The proposition is an extraordinary and egregious misstatement of the law. 

Understandably, the Opposition cites no authority for it. Instead, it simply misstates the purpose 

and function of two statutory provisions it cites. 

NRS 78.139, which concerns the duties of directors in a change of control or potential 

change of control circumstances, was part of the Nevada legislature'S response to the decision in 

Hilton Hotels Corp the ITT Corp., 978 F.Supp. 1342 (D. Nev. 1997). Keith Paul Bishop & Jeffrey 

P. Zuckerberg, Bishop and Zucker on Nevada Corporations and Limited Liability Companies, 10-
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5, 10-62-66 (2013). Nothing that statutory provision, nor anything in NRS 78.138, supports 

Defendants' contention. Nor does it follow as a matter oflogic or statutory construction that a 

statutory provisions such as NRS 78.139, which is addresses a discrete set of circumstances, 

modifies well-established case law discussed above and in the Motion, which establishes that the 

presumptions of the business judgment rule are rebuttable. 

NRS 78.140 is merely Nevada's statutory exception to the common law rule that 

interested transactions are void or voidable. "A general common law presumption is that a 

director's or officer's conflict of interest can result in the voiding of a transaction." Keith Paul 

Bishop & Jeffrey P. Zuckerberg, Bishop and Zucker on Nevada Corporations and Limited 

Liability Companies, § 8.16, 8-44-47 (2013). Nevada, like other states, has enacted a statutory safe 

harbor that protects certain conflict-of-interest transactions from being voided when certain 

protective measures have been taken, such as approval of the interested transaction by a 

disinterested majority of the board of directors. Nevada's statutory safe harbor is NRS 78.140. Id. 

Thus, and contrary to what defendants argue, NRS 78.140 is not one of two (imaginary) 

statutory exceptions to the rebuttable presumptions of the business judgment rule codified in NRS 

78.138. Nor does NRS 78.140 provide a definition ofinterestedness. NRS 78.140 provides that, 

absent approval of a disinterested majority of directors-- which did not occur here-- the action in 

question is voidable, meaning record can provide exactly the equitable relief sought by Plaintiff. 

As demonstrated in the Motion, Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary 

Judgment No.1, and reiterated above, Ellen and Margaret Cotter indisputably were interested in 

and not independent with respect to the decision to terminate Plaintiff. Likewise each of Adams 

and Kane lacked disinterestedness, independence, or both. Thus, the standards recognized and 

adopted by the Nevada Supreme Court require summary judgment in Plaintiff's favor. 

E. The Court Has Rejected Defendants' Adequacy Argument Three Times and 
Should Do So Again. 
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The Interested Director Defendants cite Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 

(1992), a case in which an issue was whether an environmental group had standing, and then 

proffer five erroneous factual conclusions in support of what actually is an argument that Plaintiff 

is an inadequate derivative plaintiff. (Opposition at 818:8-26.) Gould gives passing reference to 

that subject, as well. (Gould Opposition at 5:14-19.) This Court twice has rightly rejected these 

very arguments proffered in support of motions to dismiss and, most recently, rejected them a 

third time in response to the oppositions to Plaintiff's motion for leave to file a Second Amended 

Complaint. It should continue to do so here. 

As before, Defendants proffer an incomplete list of factors typically considered in 

assessing the adequacy of a derivative plaintiff. (Motion at 15-18: 24.) The complete list from the 

inapposite case cited by Gould reads as follows: 

In determining whether a shareholder is an adequate representative, 
the court may also evaluate: economic antagonisms between 
representative and class; the remedy sought by plaintiff in the 
derivative action; indications that the named plaintiff was not the 
driving force behind the litigation; plaintiff's unfamiliarity with the 
litigation; other litigation between the plaintiff and defendants; the 
relative magnitude of plaintiff s personal interests as compared to 
his interest in the derivative action itself; plaintiff s vindictiveness 
toward the defendants; and, finally, the degree of support plaintiff 
was receiving from the shareholders he purported to represent. 

Energytec, Inc. v. Proctor, 2008 WL 4131257, at *6-7 (N.D. Tex. Aug. 29, 2008), citing Davis v. 

Corned, Inc., 619 F.2d 588, 593-94 (6th Cir. 1980). 

Individually and collectively, the foregoing considerations weigh heavily against a 

determination that Plaintiff is an inadequate derivative plaintiff. 

First, the consideration of economic antagonisms between the derivative plaintiff and other 

shareholders typically if not invariably arises in circumstances in which the derivative suit 

obviously is brought to provide additional leverage to the Plaintiff, who separately is pursuing 

direct litigation (typically against the company) in which the Plaintiffs economic interest is. 

paramount. In other words, the question is whether the derivative plaintiff s economic interest in 

his personal direct claims far exceeds his economic interest in the derivative claims he has 

brought. 
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1 Here, Plaintiff's obvious paramount interest is in the viability and value ofRDI, in which 

2 he personally is a significant shareholder and with respect to which his three children are a 

3 majority of the beneficiaries of the trust(s) holding approximately 70% of the Company's Class B 

4 voting stock and a significant amount of the Company's Class A non-voting stock. 

5 Second, the Interested Director Defendants attempt to transmogrify the remedy sought by 

6 Plaintiff regarding his termination into the equivalent of unemployment contract case. As shown 

7 herein, that relief is appropriately sought by way of a derivative action. Indeed, the intervening 

8 institutional shareholder plaintiffs previously sought that relief too. Finally, Plaintiff seeks 

9 additional relief, demonstrating the defendants effort to recast this case as an employment case is 

10 mistaken. 
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The third consideration identified in the list quoted above, indications that the named 

plaintiff is not a driving force behind the litigation, here clearly weighs heavily in favor of the 

adequacy of Plaintiff as a derivative plaintiff. Plaintiff, a significant shareholder and father of 

three children who are majority beneficiaries of the trust which is the largest voting shareholder of 

the Company, has at all times in this litigation pursued the very same interests he advanced and 

protected as President and CEO of the Company, namely, the best interests of the Company and 

all of its shareholders. No doubt for this reason, defendants ignore this consideration. 

The fourth consideration, the plaintiff s familiarity or unfamiliarity with litigation, also 

weighs entirely in favor ofthe adequacy of Plaintiff as a derivative plaintiff. He not only is 

intimately familiar with the issues raised in this shareholder derivative action, he also is uniquely 

informed with respect to them. As such, he is uniquely qualified to serve as derivative plaintiff in 

this case. Defendants likewise ignore this consideration, in what can only be understood to be an 

effort to persuade the court to employ an erroneous legal test, to reach erroneous result. 

As to the fifth consideration of other litigation pending between Plaintiff, on one hand, and 

the Company or the Interested Director Defendants, on the other hand, that consideration likewise 

does not weigh against the adequacy of Plaintiff as a derivative plaintiff. As the Court knows, the 

other litigation is a bogus arbitration brought by the Company for the purpose of making the 

arguments made herein, after having brought and lost a specious motion to compel arbitration. 
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1 The sixth consideration, the relative magnitude of Plaintiff s personal interests as 

2 compared to his interest in the derivative action itself, weighs heavily in favor of the adequacy of 

3 Plaintiff as a derivative representative. As noted above, Plaintiff is a significant RDI shareholder 

4 individually. Conversely, Plaintiffs personal interest, presumably in the compensation received 

5 from being employed as President ofRDI, pales in comparison to the value of his interests as an 

6 RDI shareholder. 

7 The seventh consideration, Plaintiff s vindictiveness toward one or more of defendants, is 

8 based on what the Court previously has seen to be gross, self-serving mischaracterizations of the 

9 facts and Plaintiff s allegations. Although Plaintiff s allegations admittedly reflect badly on the 

10 Interested Director Defendants, that is because those allegations recite their wrongful, purposeful 

11 and actionable conduct. The characterization of those substantive allegations as reflecting personal 
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animus is as inaccurate as if they were characterized as ad hominem remarks. 

F. Defendants Are Liable for Breach of Fiduciary Duty and/or Aiding and 
Abetting the Same. 

1. A Majority of Voting Directors Were Not Disinterested or Independent 
Under Nevada Law. 

Dutifully ignoring the applicable legal analysis and case law, Defendants contend that the 

standards to review their actions as set forth in the Motion are not consistent with Nevada law. 

Not so. As discussed in the Motion, Nevada Courts routinely look to Delaware law as persuasive 

authority. Not only that, the principles underlying the Motion have been recognized by the 

Nevada Supreme Court: 

A lack of independence also can be indicated with facts that show 
that the majority is 'beholden to' directors who would be liable or 
for other reasons is unable to consider a demand on its merits, for 
directors' discretion must be free from the influence of other 
interested persons. 

24 Shoen, 122 Nev. at 639, 137 P.3d at 1183. 

25 Defendants in fact agree to this definition. (See Opposition at 24:8-12.) "[T]o show 

26 interestedness, a shareholder must allege that a majority of the board members would be 

27 materially affected, either to their benefit or detriment, by a decision ofthe board, in a manner not 

28 shared by the corporation and the stockholders." Shoen, 122 Nev. at 639, 137 P.3d at 1183; see 
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